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Abstract 

Students’ and teachers’ own choices and actions – their agency – are an inte-
gral part of language education, yet we know little about agency in specific 
classroom contexts. One such context is when students search for infor-
mation online as part of their foreign language education. Therefore, the aim 
of this study is to explore the agency enacted through the choices and actions 
of six upper secondary Spanish students and their teacher. Their choices and 
actions take place while they are working with a task that asks the students 
to read authentic web sites with text originally written in Spanish for a native 
Spanish speaking audience. 

Using a sociocultural perspective on the process of language learning in 
this task, the research question is: 

• Through what choices, actions and reports do the students and the 
teacher exercise and express their agency? 

The study was carried out in two student groups in their second year at upper 
secondary school. Primary data were collected during the first lesson of a 
theme and consist of multiple sources, including computer screen recordings, 
sound and video uptake along with prompted interviews performed with 
both students and teacher. The main findings suggest that student and teach-
er choices and actions did not cohere, due to different objects of their respec-
tive activity system. The data shows that when students search for infor-
mation online as a part of their language studies, they: 

• Act as producers at the same time as consumers 
• Multitask 
• Translanguage 
• Focus on end product more than the learning process 
• Divide their work between them rather than work collaboratively 

Finding “third spaces” – where students’ home practices are not easily ap-
plied to student or teacher objects of the activity systems, leads to a discus-
sion concerning language view and language learning through the use of the 
Internet. 
 
Key words: ICT and foreign language education, agency, resources, infor-
mation searches, group work, design for learning, activity systems analysis 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter explains the researcher’s interest in the subject matter, as well 
as the aim and research questions. Then follows a general background to 
online information searching in foreign language education in Sweden. At 
the end of the chapter, there is an outline of the thesis. 

1.1 What lead to the research interest 
I have been working as a teacher of English and Spanish for 15 years at up-
per secondary schools where Internet and Communication Technologies 
(ICTs) were intensively used for pedagogical purposes. These schools were 
profiled through working in themes including several subjects, where teach-
ers of different subjects combined syllabus goals and devoted weeks from 
each subject to achieve common goals. One result of this was that students 
worked in groups where they needed to search for information online. Many 
of the students said that they learned a lot and enjoyed working independent-
ly as groups. 

In a questionnaire that was part of the pilot for this study, students and 
teachers of Spanish as a foreign language from four different Swedish cities 
confirmed that teachers of Spanish sometimes let their students search 
through material online in the target language, particularly so when teaching 
culture, included in the Swedish curricular goals for learning Spanish. If 
teachers do let their students search for information online in their language 
lessons, research is warranted that focuses on student- and teacher choices 
and actions during these lessons when they search for task-specific infor-
mation online. 

The main concern of this study is the micro-level at which the learner de-
signs his or her own process of learning, navigating through the learning 
experience and selecting through ways of action and materials as the learn-
ing process unfolds. As a teacher, I was able to and comfortable with con-
trolling the students’ reading path while guiding the class through a tradi-
tional textbook text, reading from left to right, picking out key words to 
translate, using pre-fabricated glossary lists and images. However, in Eng-
lish, but especially in Spanish classes, students’ actions and choices seemed 
more difficult to predict when they searched for online information. I felt 
that this was difficult to guide. Thus, in order to study the micro-level ac-
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tions, this study is focused on language learners’ choices and actions when 
they search for information in the Spanish foreign language classroom. (To 
learn about reading digital literature while in the language classroom, see 
Meza, 2012). There was a special interest in those occasions where groups 
worked with their computers and each other in group-rooms adjacent to the 
classroom, trying to find information online to use. 

Along with my developing curiosity for choices, actions and online in-
formation searches in foreign languages, there has been a massive change in 
Swedish schools where municipalities spend an enormous amount of money 
and time in digitizing learning environments. Today, over 200 out of 290 
municipalities are estimated to have employed so-called 1-1 solutions where 
they have equipped students with their own computers or other mobile learn-
ing devices such as iPads (Grönlund, personal communication by e-mail 
2014-02-07. For a full account of the results of the largest Swedish research 
project regarding students who learn with their own digital device see Grön-
lund, 2014). Some researchers (Cassany 2011; Taalas et. al, 2008) argue that 
although it might be easy and quick to install Wi-Fi in classrooms, it is a 
whole different matter to change current classroom practices and the 
knowledge and values of people using this technology. “This seems especial-
ly true when it comes to language classrooms” (Taalas et. al, 2008, p. 252). 
When comparing teaching today to pre-Internet teaching, Cassany (2004: p. 
36) makes the analogy of listening to music from vinyl records to using 
online services like Spotify, and how this type of change in technology has 
changed habits, ways of both thinking about and ways of using music. Ac-
cording to Conole (2008), a similar change may be observed among the new 
generation regarding their learning habits: 

The characteristics of this new generation include the fact that they are com-
fortable with technologies and adept at working in multiple/multi-modal envi-
ronments. The ways that they learn are more task oriented and experiential. 
These learners prefer to receive information quickly, are adept at processing 
information and multi-tasking, and using multiple communication channels to 
access information and communicate with friends and tutors. They seamlessly 
integrate online resources and desktop applications with paper-based materi-
als. They are critical users – not prepared to take the use of tools at face value 
but wanting evidence of real use and benefit. The changes also hint at a poten-
tial change in the nature of the way they learn; suggesting that they are strate-
gic and experiential in the way they learn, more comfortable with group learn-
ing than previous generations. 
(Conole, 2008, p. 131) 

It is implied then, that the increased use of digital technology is connected to 
students becoming more comfortable with speed, multitasking and group 
learning. However, with the digitizing of schools, some have feared that 
language students might stop using course textbooks and others point out 
that writing and information seeking are some of their most prevalent school 
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activities on the Internet, rather than using the computer to communicate 
with other people (Selander & Skjelbred, 2004; Selander, 2008c; Svensson, 
2008). Some teachers also fear that a “cut and paste pedagogy” may come to 
dominate the language learning processes, for instance if information is not 
processed but merely copied into a new document (Estling Vannestål & 
Granath, 2008; Selwyn et. al. 2010). Adding to this, much of the research on 
digital technology and schools has so far been dominated by a perspective of 
what could or should be done and not so much of actual use, leading to re-
searchers like Selwyn (2011) to call for a change of perspective from the 
‘state of the art’ to ‘state of the actual’ (p. 38) in that there is a need for: 
“(…) questions concerning what is actually taking place when digital tech-
nology meets classroom” (p. 40). Hence, this study is of actual classroom 
use. 

One of the goals in the syllabus for foreign languages in Sweden states 
that students, including at the most basic language levels, should be able to 
search for useful information and evaluate a variety of sources online, even 
if it is not stated how well they are supposed to do it (Skolverket, 2010 d). 
The Swedish National Agency for Education also states that in all matters 
that are seen as essential, the course should be taught in the target language 
(ibid.), and while working with texts the students should use different re-
sources and media, take advantage of the surrounding world as a resource for 
information and develop an understanding of how to search for, evaluate, 
choose and acquire contents from different sources of information (Skolver-
ket, 2010 d. For a definition of ‘resource’ in this thesis cf. 4.1.2). For exam-
ple, among the key contents at the very beginner course in foreign languages 
it is stated that the students should orient themselves and choose among texts 
from the Internet and other media (Skolverket, 2011b). 

This, then, is primarily a study of the language learners’ choices and ac-
tions to shape their own learning processes during one particular lesson 
where they are supposed to search for information and work as a group dur-
ing thematic work. Since the students’ choices and activities are shaped by 
(and shape) contextual factors, for example their teacher’s choices and ac-
tions, sociocultural activity theory (CHAT, cf. 3.1: Lantolf & Thorne, 2006) 
was used as as the theoretical approach to language learning. In addition, the 
students’ communicative actions were seen as re-designing text. Thus, with 
its perception of the formal learning situation, Designs for Learning (DFL. 
cf. 3.3: Selander & Kress, 2010) complemented the language-learning theo-
ry. 

1.2 Aim and research questions 
The aim of this study is to explore the agency enacted through the choice 
and actions of six upper secondary Spanish students and their teacher while 
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working with an information search task. The task asks the students to read 
authentic web sites with text originally written in Spanish for a native Span-
ish speaking audience. 

Using a sociocultural perspective on the process of language learning in 
this task, the research question is: 

• Through what choices, actions and reports do the students and the 
teacher exercise and express their agency? 

1.3 Background 
There are recent international and national documents that impact education 
in Sweden. The Programme for International Student Assessment (hereafter: 
PISA. OECD, 2012) illustrates the fact that the ability to search online in-
formation is gaining importance in education. The PISA test, run by the 
OECD headquarters, is a way for more than 70 different economies and 
states to compare education attainment across the world in the subject areas 
of reading, mathematics and sciences. Reading capacities have been meas-
ured since 1997 and digital reading has been part of the framework PISA 
uses to describe reading since 2009. The test measures the students’ ability 
and efficiency in finding the right hyperlinks and in creating efficient read-
ing paths online in the students’ national tongue. “The new demands on 
reading proficiency created by the digital world led to the framework’s in-
clusion of electronic reading, an inclusion that resulted in some redefinition 
both of texts and of the mental processes that readers use to approach texts. 
The 2009 edition of the framework thereby acknowledged the fact that any 
definition of reading in the 21st century needs to encompass both static and 
dynamic texts” (OECD, 2013). 

One finding in the Swedish results of 2009 was that the difference in 
reading skills between girls and boys was smaller for digital reading than for 
reading paper-based text. While one out of ten girls was a weak digital read-
er, the number for boys was one out of five. The pattern in other OECD 
countries was the same. Compared to other countries, Swedish students 
scored higher in the digital reading test than in the paper test (Fredriksson, 
Sundgren, Lundgren, & Oskarsson, 2013; Skolverket, 2011 a). The number 
of really good digital readers in Sweden was the same in 2012 as in 2009, 
but the number of poor digital readers was higher. The report summed up the 
results as follows: Sweden’s scores in digital reading had sunk in 2012 com-
pared to 2009, the number of poor digital readers had increased and while 
the girls’ average had remained at the same level, the boys’ medium had 
sunk (Fredriksson et al., 2013, pp. 128-133 and 138-139). One can conclude 
that even though Swedish schools are well on their way to the 1-1 solution, 
Swedish students are not getting better at reading digitally. 
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My assumption is that if it is true that young Swedish students are poor 
digital readers in the official language of their country, they might be even 
more so while reading digitally in a foreign language. This assumption is 
supported by Murillo who found that very advanced learners of Spanish had 
difficulty in interpreting some Spanish official web pages (Murillo, 2009, p. 
73, also referred to by Cassany, 2011, pp. 140-141). She found that this was 
due to a lack of sociocultural knowledge rather than lack of linguistic skills: 
the study participants were quite fluent in Spanish but they kept previous 
ideas rather than incorporating new information, regarded different kinds of 
sources as equally credible, did not at all analyze different discourses but 
treated all texts as neutral and were not able to separate what they under-
stood from what they did not understand. In addition, they were unable to 
strategically proceed to revise sources that were provided or to use other 
sources, even if they (sometimes) found them. 

What is meant by ‘foreign language’ might give rise to discussion. Ham-
marberg (2010) writes about the implications of the terms ‘foreign’ and ‘se-
cond’ languages (FL and L2). He claims that using the terms ‘FL’ and ‘L2’ 
implies an asymmetry between terms where L2 suggests the second learned 
language in a sequence whereas FL does not (2010, p. 8). Acknowledging 
that the term L2 seems to have been “coined in a social context where mono-
lingualism was regarded as the normal case, one additional language was 
seen as something extra, and the case of possessing more languages was not 
even considered” (ibid.), this study still maintains a distinction between the 
terms second language learning and foreign language learning. With this 
distinction, it is pointed out that Spanish in Swedish schools enjoys a differ-
ent status than English, since English is closer to the status of an L2 (in the 
literature also referred to as English as a second language: ESL) since it, 
compared to Spanish as a FL, is learned in a very different context. English 
surrounds the students in this study on a daily basis, while listening to music, 
watching TV, browsing the Internet, sometimes even as a working language 
in some of the other subjects at school. Spanish is learned on separate occa-
sions every week, in school only. Likewise, the students in this study have 
studied English as a school subject for eleven years while they have studied 
Spanish for five years. (For an in-depth discussion of the status of English in 
the Nordic countries and how English increases at the same time as other 
foreign languages decrease, the reader is referred to Höglin, 2002, p. 90). 
Another factor to take into consideration is that not only are the students 
already used to searching the web in English rather than in Spanish, but the 
Internet also has more available information to search in English (with an 
estimated 800 million English speaking users 2013-12-31) than in Spanish, 
which is the third biggest language online (with an estimated 222 million 
users 2013-12-31. http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm 2014-01-
21). 
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So far, PISA tests online reading and information processing capacities in 
the national language of the students. However, according to Scleicher who 
is the president of the test organization, in 2018 it will also encopass ”global 
knowledge”, of which: “Foreign languages is the most obvious part” (ibid). 
He also says that one of the main tasks for PISA will be to “redefine reading 
literacy, taking into account how young people are taught to approach the 
digital environment, including how to recognise credible websites and online 
documents”(https://news.tes.co.uk/b/news/2014/12/09/pisa-being-revamped-
to-test-teenagers-39-online-skills.aspx). 

A second international document that already has had effects for foreign 
language education in Sweden is The Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages (CEFR), which was put together by the Council of 
Europe as a way of standardizing the levels of language exams in different 
regions. Language course curricula in Sweden are more or less mapped to 
the six levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2 (Council of Europe, 2011). In the 
middle of upper secondary school many Swedish students study their last 
course of foreign languages (step five) and would then be estimated by the 
Swedish National Agency for Education to be at the level B1. This is the 
level of the course studied by the participants in this study (Skolverket, 
2011b). 

Providing examples of reading activities for this level, CEFR suggests 
reading for specific information and reading for orientation (Council of Eu-
rope, 2011). To be at a level B1 the students should be able to: “scan quickly 
through long and complex texts, locating relevant details” (Council of Eu-
rope, 2011, p. 70). They should also be able to: “find and understand rele-
vant information in everyday material, such as letters, brochures and short 
official documents (ibid.). When reading for information and argument, stu-
dents at level B1: 

(…) can obtain information, ideas and opinions from highly specialised 
sources within his/her field. Can identify the main conclusions in clearly sig-
nalled argumentative texts. Can recognise the line of argument in the treat-
ment of the issue presented, though not necessarily in detail. Can recognise 
significant points in straightforward newspaper articles on familiar subjects, 
can synthesise information and arguments from a number of sources. Can 
identify specific information in simpler written material he/she encounters 
such as letters, brochures and short newspaper articles describing events. 
(Council of Europe, p. 70) 
 

Concerning the general skills for learning, they should also know: “how to 
manipulate the Internet as a learning resource” (Council of Europe, 2011, p. 
12). PISA affects language education in Sweden since the student results 
from PISA are often referred to in the general debate about school and learn-
ing. CEFR affects the language education in particular since the language 
curriculum and syllabi are modeled after it. The 2011 national course sylla-
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bus for modern languages states, among other things, that education in Span-
ish should: “help students develop their understanding of how to search for, 
assess, select and acquire content from multiple sources of information (…)” 
(Skolverket, 2014) and among the core content at the beginner level (100 
credits) is listed: ” (…) different ways of searching for and selecting texts 
and spoken language from the Internet and other media” (Skolverket, 2014, 
p. 2). Third, in addition to this, in line with a report made by Skolverket 
(2010) which found that only three out of 40 high schools used the target 
language to a high degree in the classroom and that most teachers and stu-
dents used the target language very little when communicating (Skolin-
spektionen, 2010, p. 6, p. 18), there are recommendations that as much as 
possible of the teaching of modern languages should be performed in the 
target language since students whose teachers use more Spanish achieve 
better results (Lodeira & Matti, 2013). The English translation of the sylla-
bus also states that: “Teaching should, to the greatest extent possible, be 
carried out in the target language” (Skolverket, 2011 c). 

Fourth, there is a recent national report that also stresses the importance 
of introducing and using more digital tools in Spanish language education in 
Sweden (Francia and Riis, 2014). The researchers conclude that education in 
Spanish as a foreign language is under threat since groups are too big, stu-
dents drop out, only one out of eight Spanish teachers is licensed and quality 
varies between schools and communities. The study proposes that one key to 
solve this is to further digitize the teaching and learning of Spanish. Even 
though the authors do not specifically state what form or content this digitiz-
ing should entail, it was strongly recommended both for the municipal and 
individual school level. 

So far, international and national documents supporting the importance of 
finding out more about information searching in the language classroom 
have been mentioned. Reasons for studying this further can also be found at 
the individual school level. Since Swedish schools became locally rather 
than state governed in 1994 (Hyltenstam & Österberg, 2010), each school 
has its own budget and each student enrolling is economically beneficial for 
the school. A natural development, therefore, is that many schools need to 
market themselves in order to attract students, often done by using claims of 
competence in and availability of ICTs. As a consequence, there is a forceful 
marketing to schools by computer companies in order to introduce 1-1 solu-
tions, creating a need for pedagogical discussions of how to best use ICTs, 
before making informed decisions of purchase. Another school level compo-
nent, connected to marketing and hopefully pedagogical forces, is the in-
creased use of digital platforms used as “virtual course rooms”, providing 
course materials, feedback, information etc. It is not always the case that the 
individual teacher gets to problematize the use of these platforms in how to 
best design and organize the material in them. With this, language teachers, 
at the same time being pedagogues and linguists, are supposed to also be 
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designers of digital teaching material. This requires that teachers know 
something about how students use such materials. (For an extensive critical 
analysis of digital technology and education policymaking, organizational 
concerns of schools and teachers’ and students’ lived experiences of digital 
technology in schools, the reader is referred to Selwyn, 2011). 

In 2008 researchers noted how 40 % of Swedish language teachers used 
computers regularly in teaching, at least every week (Estling Vannestål & 
Granath, 2008). This number has most likely increased today. The authors 
above mentioned that the most common areas of use were writing and 
searching for information and they noticed how teachers mainly did things 
with ICTs that could previously be done without it: looking up words or 
writing texts. The computer was seldom used to create multimedia products 
or in order to communicate with other people in the target language. Two 
years later, Vigmo (2010) noted that when digital media is available to the 
students it sometimes structures how student activities develop and what 
become the major problems. Vigmo stated that the pedagogic dilemma is if 
or when the language learning activity becomes subordinate to technology. 

To sum up, students and teachers use computers and the Internet every 
day in an increasing number of schools. The task to digitize language educa-
tion is emphasized in both international and national influential documents. 
The digitizing of both course materials as well as work processes is one ex-
ample of this. Swedish language students are required to practice infor-
mation searching. 

1.4 Thesis outline 
The thesis is structured in the following way: Chapter One accounts for the 
aim of the thesis, the research questions and the thesis’ background. Chapter 
Two gives a conceptual overview of earlier research concerning education 
and online information searching. The focus is then narrowed to language 
learning and information searching and studies on agency. In Chapter Three, 
the sociocultural theory (SCT) of language learning is presented and the 
usefulness of activity theory for this study is discussed. This chapter also 
shows how the Designs for Learning framework complements the language 
learning theory. The theoretical stances underpinning the methodology for 
transcribing and analyzing data are also described. Chapter Four describes 
the participants and the setting of the study: the students’ task, the data gath-
ering methods and the procedure of transcription and analysis. Chapter Five 
reports the results of the study and chapter six discusses the answers to the 
research questions. Finally, Chapter Seven suggests areas for further re-
search. 
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2 Previous research 

Since this is a text concerned with group agency while the students search 
for information in the language classroom, there are various fields related to 
the context of this study. For instance, it could have been relevant to include 
studies on group dynamics. However, delimiting the chapter of previous 
research, the studies in focus are of Internet information searches while 
learning languages. This is related to a new text concept, what could be seen 
as online literacy as well as studies of interaction and agency. To discuss 
agency more fully it is also of interest to relate how designs in education 
affect choice and action. Therefore, this literature review is conceptual in-
stead of systematic, in that rather than trying to find studies that examine a 
particular causal relationship it tries to represent different fields informing 
the research question (Stake, 2010, p. 109). It aims at “(…) extending under-
standing into different fields” and “(…) seeing the complexity of a profes-
sional problem” (Stake, 2010, p. 111). 

Writing about transdisciplinarity and second language acquisition (SLA), 
Ortega (2013) states that transdisciplinarity can be supported by understand-
ing the place of one’s discipline in: “(…) a wider landscape of fields that 
share an overarching common goal” (p. 6) and she points to the fact that it is 
now time to ask what SLA can do for other language sciences (p. 18). One of 
Ortegas’ arguments as to why this has not been done so far is the tendency 
that SLA has had to take ‘target language’ (TL) as the ultimate learner goal 
and neglect the relevance of a ‘learner’s language’ as something as full and 
relevant as TL (Ortega, 2013, p. 17, referring to Klein). Since this study 
treats beginner language learners, ‘learner’s language’ is thought to be what 
the students use and aspire to learn within the course. 

While making a case for transdisciplinary research, Russell (2005) never-
theless writes that transdisciplinary frameworks may seem: “poorly ground-
ed to assessors steeped in the tradition of either discipline (…)” (p. 37). On 
the one hand, then, in the case of this study, experts within the individual 
fields of media and communication, linguistics or SLA may find the litera-
ture review poorly grounded or too diverged. On the other hand, the com-
plexity of the classroom practice motivates a transdisciplinary approach. 
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2.1 ICT, ‘text’ and online searches 
‘The Digital Divide’ was one of the early works analyzing and problematiz-
ing the American public’s different abilities to search for information online 
in the nineties (Rogers, 2001). The digital divide was defined as the gap 
between those who are advantaged by the web and those who are disadvan-
taged by it and the project emphasized a democratic focus on how people 
could get access to health related information through online searches. A 
clear tendency of widening gaps was found due to education, income, age, or 
residency (rural or metropolitan) and a future learning divide between indi-
viduals with different education was predicted. Hargittai continued in 2002 
with her study ‘The second Digital Divide’ (Hargittai, 2002), investigating 
people’s different online skills when they search for information. Here, the 
digital divide was not only about people’s different technological skills but 
also measuring people’s online searching capacities, defining skill as the 
ability to efficiently and effectively find information on the web. In other 
words, Hargittai problematized what online usage is, not only looking at who 
is online. She found that age and low computer experience exacerbated the 
divide when performing searches in different domains (politics, multimedia, 
and random tasks). Concerning the Swedish context, Samuelsson (2014) 
shows that there does indeed exist a digital inequality among the younger 
generation in spite of having easy access to the technology. She demon-
strates that, in respect to the use of and access to ICT the school system is 
not equal in digital know-how and access and pupils therefore do not attain 
equal education. Since the participating school in this study was planned 
with critical ICT use in mind, the participants in this study were regarded as 
situated on the privileged side of the digital divide, both in access to the 
techbology and in the know-how. 

Vigmo (2010), investigating the role of digital media resources (cf. 4.1.2) 
in English education in Sweden, finds that students change their linguistic 
focus during the work process, and that speaking and writing are intertwined 
activities where the students concern themselves with both fluency and accu-
racy. Rather than turning to the teacher for help, problems are solved within 
the student group. There is frequent code switching and this is used resource-
fully. The study also shows that the digital media available structure how the 
students’ activities develop and what become their major problems. The 
students focus on writing as the primary activity and speaking comes second. 
Vigmo writes that new conditions for foreign language learning activities, 
such as time, space and digital media: similar to those expected in everyday 
informal interaction among young people, might contribute to language 
learning and that it is crucial to look at the language learner both as a pro-
ducer and a user. She also states that the pedagogic dilemma is if or when 
the language learning activity becomes subordinate to technology. In this, 
the role of the teacher as an active designer of the language learning activity 
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in a multimodal context is essential (cf. 3.3 for ’mode’). The current study 
asks the question through what choices, actions and reports the students and 
teacher exercise and express their agency? In order to answer this, the teach-
er designing a particular activity is one activity system that will be investi-
gated further. Another activity system that is studied is how the students 
design their own learning path (cf. 3.2, 3.5.2 and 5.6). 

It is evident that the digital revolution brought changed conditions for 
learning and with this, new conditions for the definition of what text, writing 
and reading are. For instance, concepts like cohesion and coherence mean 
different things depending on what text type one is interested in. For exam-
ple, how do you limit a text online? By paragraphs or hyperlinks – where 
does the online text end? Björkvall (2012), following van Leeuwen, suggests 
that one solution to this problem might be to let go of the text concept as 
such and instead use the concept of ‘resource’. That is to say, a site such as 
Facebook or Wikipedia means something in the sense of meaning potentials 
more or less bound to the situation at hand. The various sites that the stu-
dents in this study use are included as resources (cf. 4.1.2) in this way (listed 
in Appendix VIV). Van Leeuwen (1996) distinguishes between two different 
types of meaning potential. First, he mentions the theoretical: to be studied 
through a historical approach and then, the actual: what users find relevant 
and useful, studied in the situated meaning making. In this study, the actual 
meaning potential will be studied through actions and reports. However, the 
activity systems analysis will also allow for a discussion (cf. 6) of meaning 
potentials through a historically specific lense: the context of present class-
room situation. 

Vaca Uribe and Hernández y Hernández (2006) studied the differences 
between reading on paper and reading online, asking if online reading could 
be considered a completely new type of reading. They observe that to search 
for information is one of the most common forms of reading on the comput-
er. They conclude that some of the main differences compared to reading on 
paper are that in online reading, there are elements of speed, accessibility to 
vast amounts of information, multimodality and interactivity between texts 
(cf. 3.3 for ‘mode’). This is not applicable in the same manner when reading 
on paper (Vaca Uribe & Hernández y Hernández, 2006). They also point out 
that, aside from the purpose of reading shaping the way in which you read 
(rather than someone else deciding the reading path for you), there are prob-
ably generational differences in how people read the same text. For example, 
online adults are more likely to read online from beginning to end and left to 
right (similar to paper reading practices), while youth are more likely to use 
modes like images and film, and to fast discard information that they see as 
irrelevant.  

In the Swedish context, Rasmusson (2015) shows that reading compre-
hension online is a little bit more difficult than reading on paper. She con-
cludes that digital reading comprehension involves specific abilities and 
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skills that need to be added to those needed to read on paper. Some of these 
are, in addition to traditional literacy; pathfinding, IT abilities and infor-
mation processing abilities. She also points to the facts that reading compre-
hension is influenced by the context of the texts and that there seems to be 
less of an impact of social background factors affecting the performance of 
digital reading compared to reading on paper. 

Selander (2008 a) points out the fact that, when new kinds of reading and 
writing appear, earlier generations might feel uncomfortable with how to 
view them. He exemplifies mobile texting as one of these new text types. He 
continues by highlighting how text interpretation also depends on the aim 
and intention of the reading. For instance, texts in school are often read in a 
certain pre-decided progression in order for the students to learn something 
specific. An encyclopedia, on the other hand, is read in order for the students 
to find something out (Selander, 2008a; Selander, 2008b). With online read-
ing, the traditional course book genre is somewhat dissolving. In short, the 
shift from the use of paper to the screen implies the transfer from verbal 
language information in course books to course material based online, where 
learners do not only use verbal text and images but also for example sound 
and video (Selander & Kress, 2010, p. 91). This means that education shifts 
not only in form but also in content. For instance, work (writing – but also 
reading) is more often than before not an individual task but a matter for the 
group (c.f. 1.1: Conole, 2008), where students navigate through texts rather 
than follow a pre-determined reading path that someone else deemed logical. 
They flip tabs, change windows and pages, use different sources of infor-
mation and they copy/paste. Further discussing text practices in school, Se-
lander (2008b) writes that nowadays, they are more about layout, selection 
and editing than writing (and reading) were thirty years ago. This might 
make writing (and reading) a different type of activity altogether, than what 
it used to be. 

Commenting on the practice of copying/pasting while learning, Cassany 
(2011) writes that youth tend to treat Internet language like spoken language: 
colloquial, every-day language, like something they hear in the street. There-
fore, they appropriate what they want and they re-use it, copying, pasting 
and re-mixing it. Compared to this, teachers might on the other hand ap-
proach the Internet more like a library or an extension of a classroom, there-
fore expecting the same type of language and citation conventions as in print 
(Cassany, 2011, p. 63). He reasons that the use of copy/paste represents, not 
so much fraud or plagiarism than a cultural shock of sorts, where young 
people bring values from an informal every-day use of the Internet into the 
academic world, which demands a different kind of rigor (Cassany, 2011, p. 
64). It is reasonable to expect then, that the Internet values of the students in 
this study also cross boundaries, from habits of informal use to the more 
formal habits of school expectations (cf. 3.2 and the focus in Activity Theory 
on boundary-crossing). 
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Cassany (2011) also discusses the ways in which online writing and read-
ing differ from writing and reading print. He writes that online writing (and 
reading) is affected by the increased number of texts and interlocutors, the 
absence of filters and control, and a physical and contextual homogenization, 
at the same time as there has been a diversification in written forms (the use 
of images, smileys etc.), and that there is a certain sense of cooperation be-
tween author and readers. For example, there are often fields for comment-
ing text, people chat and copy/paste. In addition, there has been a technolo-
gization of writing and reading and an element of auto-learning where many 
learn how to act, write and read online by practice rather than someone else 
teaching them how it is done (Cassany, 2011, pp. 50-57). Cassany further 
states that since the practices online in which students learn outside of school 
(for example using different programs, photo logs, writing fan fiction or re-
mixing text) are so different from the ones used in academia (for instance 
searching for information, editing or commenting), there is a tendency in 
school to think of digital readers as weak readers. He relates that many stud-
ies find that these readers are often struggling readers at school whereas 
when not in school they keep an active literate life: chatting, posting in so-
cial fora, writing and reading poetry or reading various online magazines 
(Cassany, 2011, p. 112). He concludes that terms like ‘strong’ or ‘weak’ 
reader are ideological and sociocultural. As an example, he mentions that in 
Spain, there are few that would defend the view that you learn academically 
from cartoons, while in Japan this is a prestigious reading practice (ibid). 

Exploring the topic of online texts, readers and their sense of agency, Pat-
terson (2000) studies what type of text the hyperlink text is and what type of 
reader this text type creates. Informational hypertext places students in a 
reading environment where they have to read more efficiently than they have 
done before, since they have to navigate actively in a way that is not possible 
with printed media. Patterson assumes that another way in that online read-
ing might differ from reading on paper is brought by the attitude that readers 
bring to this type of text, which is a greater feeling of agency. Patterson re-
fers to Snyder (p. 76) when discussing how it might not only be a sense of 
authorship changing with the hyperlink text, but that digital texts encourage 
some ways of thinking more than others. This is exemplified with the case of 
a blackboard where it is assumed as the text is written, that it will be erased. 
Compared to this, writing on paper encourages attention to spelling and 
grammar and with this, to use a more controlled way of thinking. Computers, 
it is suggested, might encourage users to think more cooperatively and in a 
more non-linear way. 

Similarly, Kress (2009) writes that the reading process, which used to be 
a unidirectional hierarchical procedure, has turned into something where the 
reader him/herself is the producer of the reading path. This is partly marked 
by the words that are used, such as ‘visitors’ to ‘sites’ rather than ‘readers of 
pages’. In this way, the sites are given an ordering according to the reader’s 
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design of it rather than the author’s. That is to say, readers shape the order-
ing of the material presented to them online (Kress, 2009; p. 38, p. 175). 
Furthermore, Kress explains that it is easy to see that readers’ learning at 
school would follow the same route as their learning in other areas. In other 
words, readers who read in accordance with their own interests are likely to 
take the same attitude to other domains in the world (cf. to the notion of 
boundary-crossing, above and in 3.2). However, Barnes (2011) shows that 
teachers control students’ technology use both by specifying the task itself 
(for example, making a power point presentation) and how this is supposed 
to be carried out (p. 276). She also points out how, in school: “young peo-
ple’s use of technology (…) is often constrained by the length of a class ses-
sion. This use of technology contrasts with home use where young people 
are able to choose the application, the length of time they spend on it, the 
range of tasks they wish to accomplish, and on how they approach them. 
Studies of home use suggest a much more creative, free-flowing use of tech-
nology where the user follows his or her own interests” (ibid). 

Björkvall uses the ‘model reader’ concept to describe how those shaping a 
paper text have created a logical pathway of reading, which the reader can 
then choose to follow or not (Björkvall, 2009, p. 26). He points out how the 
reading pathway on a web page is much more open and suggests that, if one 
wants to describe a model reading on the web, one might need to take many 
different possible readings into account. The concept of model reader could 
also be used to understand both the teacher’s interaction with the students 
and how education is shaped and organized societally. Reading and writing, 
when involving the computer, demand a very active stance towards what 
becomes the text. This, in turn, both foregrounds untraditional teacher roles 
and promotes learning as interaction with others (Selander & Kress, 2010). 

Benyamine (2008) writes about how the traditional student as a consumer 
of content might become the producer of it when starting to work with ICTs. 
In this, it is often the case that the students start off with a vast amount of 
information that they rarely can relate to personally, instead of starting the 
learning process in a product made by them, where the students easily orient 
themselves. He points out how this use of ICTs runs the risk of making 
knowledge abstract rather than concrete and relatable. In order to understand 
how the participants in this study read, then, concepts like ‘produc-
er/consumer’, ‘active choices’ and ‘home use’ seem to play an important 
part. 

Limberg, investigating the connection between the ability to search for in-
formation and learning results, found that the students’ idea of information 
seeking affected their idea of the subject contents and vice versa, as well as 
affecting how the information was later used in class. Perhaps surprisingly, 
the way in which the students formulated their search words did not corre-
spond with their learning results (Limberg, 2000). Limberg emphasizes the 
role of group work – as in this study – when seeking information in order to 
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learn various ways to understand information seeking. Even though her par-
ticipants did not perform online searches, these findings still inform this text 
in matters such as the idea that participants’ ideas of information searching 
affect what they do and that the students use the group as a learning re-
source. 

When researching university language students’ use of the Internet, 
Conole (2008) writes that her findings indicate that institutions need to re-
think how courses are designed and the types of infrastructure that are pro-
vided to support students. This is due to the fact that she found that using 
”new” technology and the Internet is not simply seen as an ‘add on’ for these 
students, but it is central to how they organise and orient their learning. This 
strengthens the approach in the current study to use a sociocultural view of 
language learning, since the use and views of what ‘learning’ is in relation to 
‘the Internet’ seem to change between generations. If the students and teach-
ers have separate views of the role of the Internet while learning languages 
through searching for information online, this could in turn imply that the 
students and the teacher in the present study are part of separate activity 
systems (cf. 3.2, 3.5.2 and 5.6). 

2.2 Learning language through information searches 
More specifically studying language learning and online reading, Anderson 
found that the use of new media requires new reading strategies for language 
learners (Anderson, 2003). He found no significant difference in strategy use 
between students of English as a foreign language (EFL) and students of 
English as a second language (ESL) in what type of strategies they picked. 
The most used strategy was problem-solving (for instance to adjust reading 
rate and pausing to think about what one is reading). The results indicate that 
reading rates drop between 10-30 % when students move from print to 
online reading. 

Alstaedter and Jones (2009) found that a task-based systematic web in-
quiry based teaching approach was useful when engaging in the curricular 
goals of expanding knowledge of foreign cultures, in order to help master the 
target language. This teaching approach facilitated effective scaffolding by 
the teacher designing the task, as well as raising motivation, increasing 
learner autonomy and promoting higher order thinking and organizational 
skills (Altstaedter & Jones, 2009. cf. 3.4: van Lier and the notion of autono-
mous agency). Roessingh (2014) also writes about task based learning con-
tinuing to evolve as: ”information and communication technology (ICT) 
inspired tools and teaching approaches afford the possibilities of transform-
ing students’ learning experiences by heightening their motivation and sense 
of autonomy and in turn, their vocabulary development” (p. 1). Her study 
shows how students must learn both language and curriculum content at the 
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same time, and that this implies that the single most important part of the 
task might be the chosen and ”embedded” topic rather than its linguistic 
aims (p. 15). 

However, in a response to the article by Alstaedter and Jones mentioned 
above, it was argued that the target language needs to be learned first, before 
cultural knowledge can be acquired, since language proficiency seems to be 
closer to the ability to communicate than does the possession of cultural 
knowledge (Wu 2010). Among other things, Wu wrote that rather than the 
teacher giving them a list of sites to search from, it would have been better to 
let the students engage in their own search. The students in the current study 
did get a pre-checked list of online sources to use.1 

It has been found that L2 writers continued to cite unreliable sources even 
after having received explicit training on how to assess sources on the Inter-
net (Helms-Park, Radia, & Stapleton, 2007). The authors considered it vital 
that learners receive instruction on how to conduct searches and that instruc-
tors keep up with the rapidly evolving tools for conducting electronic 
searches as well as different genres of electronically available materials. In 
another study on L2 web sourcing and university students, Radia and Staple-
ton found that the problems of assessing inferior sources and conducting 
inefficient searches were magnified through language barriers and through 
culturally specific perceptions (Radia & Stapleton, 2008).  They conducted a 
study asking if L2 students were less likely to question authority, rigor or 
objectivity in sources and explored the ways in which web sources affected 
the writing process of 70 L2 writers when writing an argumentative paper. 
Results showed that students did privilege content over quality, clearly bi-
ased sites were viewed as authoritative and that differences in the quality of 
sources went undetected by the students. For instance, they used online per-
sonal opinion columns as sources to refer to all immigrants residing in Can-
ada. The researchers concluded that L2 levels contribute to source selection 
and with this hypothesized that a factor like globalization of media may re-
define the very notion of academic rigor and authority. Considering the fact 
that the participants in this study did get a list of sources, it is interesting to 
see whether their choices and actions are to follow this list or if the students 
conduct their own searches. 

Rosell-Aguilar (2004) states that one of the most common uses of the web 
for foreign language learning is as a resource for students to find information 
and that teachers assume that students know how to perform those searches 
(p. 210). However, not much is known about: ”the relationship between 
learners and the Web: what processes are involved, how the students go 

                                                        
1 Due to time restraints and teacher workload, this list was re-used from the pilot study, put 
together and pre-checked by the researcher. However, the students did not know that it was 
the researcher rather than the teacher who put together this list of sources. 
2 Accessed 2015, 02-04: 
http://www.nsd.uib.no/utdanning2020/prosjekt.html?id=32969). 
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about the search process and what their perceptions of the Web are” (ibid.), 
which is why he researched how 198 foreign language university students 
interacted while working in the search for content reading tasks. Students 
searched for and read authentic texts in the target language to learn about 
aspects such as the history, culture, and politics of the areas where the target 
language was spoken, at the same time acquiring cultural knowledge, vocab-
ulary and grammatical structures. Referring to Warschauer, Rosell-Aguilar 
(p. 212) claims that searching for information online involves being able to: 

• Find the information to read in the first place (through Internet 
searches, etc.) 

• Rapidly evaluate the source, credibility, and timeliness of the in-
formation once it has been located 

• Make rapid navigation decisions as to whether to read the current 
page of information or not, and 

• Pursue links internal or external to the page, or revert back to fur-
ther searching and to make on-the-spot decisions about ways to 
save or catalogue part of the information on the page, or perhaps 
the complete page 

Among other findings, 76.8% of the participants in his study stated that they 
thought they did learn Spanish whilst using the Web and 87.6% of the stu-
dents replied that the time they spend online was worthwhile. 

2.3 Online literacy, school and schooling 
While studying school and online reading practices, it is relevant to prob-
lematize what it means to be literate nowadays. Focusing on text usage and 
the distinction between what (rather unspecifically) is called ‘traditional’ and 
‘new’ literacies, many studies on literacy and language learning examine 
new technologies and the types of texts that occur with these. For example, 
Street regards language and literacy as social skills rather than technical and 
with this introduces the idea that context matters when discussing and justi-
fying what kinds of literacy are taught (Street, 2008). This ties in with the 
current study in that language-learning actions will be studied through the 
oral, written and social interaction between students. Street (ibid.) also points 
out that if literacy is social practice, the claim for a plurality of literacies is in 
itself a paradox, since this claim would imply stability in each literacy. 

According to Kress, literacy is a concept depending on certain societal 
and cultural conditions, rather than a skill existing on its own (Kress, 2003). 
This goes for a concept like ‘school literacy’ as well. Therefore, when read-
ing headlines about falling standards and the illiteracy of current schools 
Kress calls for a discussion of the appropriateness of practice: of what is 
taught, rather than a pure concept of what is formally correct or not. 
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Connecting again to the cross-boundary topics described above (cf. 2.1), 
Taalas et. al (2008) researched literacy practices in Finnish contexts in and 
out of school using both large-scale quantitative research approaches and 
qualitative classroom observations together with teacher and pupil inter-
views. The researchers wanted to know to what extent home and school me-
dia landscapes were either similar or different and to what extent the digital 
worlds had ”reached the language classroom” (p. 240). The study found a 
growing gap between school practices and the way in which students used 
media in their free time: ”for informal learning and for social existence”. 
Textbooks and print were most commonly used at school, whereas outside 
school students participated much in digital worlds. With this, Taalas et. al 
argued that in school, the individual person is the unit of production, compe-
tence and intelligence, whereas outside of school the focus is more on collec-
tives. This is also the case for the allocation of expertise and authority. It is 
stated that in order to: ”promote the autonomous and self-directed learning 
required in future society, more weight needs to be put on collaborative 
working modes and process-oriented learning with multiple strategies. Also, 
some of the informal learning practices should be allowed to feed into the 
formal learning setting by including completely new ways of communica-
tion, information sharing and social belonging” (p. 254). The task involved 
in the current research is planned by the teacher to be collaborative, process-
oriented, autonomous and self-directed (cf. 4.3). 

Kramsch, (2008: p. 390) writes that the typical course text book with only 
one target language is very different from students navigating online, having 
to select their way through changes in the text that are sometimes difficult to 
predict. Using the Internet in language education, it becomes very clear that 
what language you use depends on the situation, user, task and context. For 
example, Kramsch writes that: ”symbolic competence is the ability not only 
to approximate or appropriate for oneself someone else’s language, but to 
shape the very context in which the language is learned and used” (p. 400). 
Shaping this context is quick and easy to do when working online, perhaps 
remarking in a chat forum or selecting text to re-assemble it in a new con-
text. Language learning literacy then becomes a question of creating new 
meaning, relations, creativity and subjectivity, using and enhancing 
translingual and transcultural knowledge (p. 405). According to this, the 
participants in this study are considered online literate if they are able to 
create new meaning, if they are creative and form their own opinions at the 
same time as they use translingual- and cultural knowledge. 

What it means to be literate also has to do with differences in age and dig-
ital experience. Cassany and Gilmar (2008) collected some of the main dif-
ferences between what Prensky (2001) called digital natives and digital im-
migrants, illustrated in table 1. Simply put, digital natives were born into a 
world where the Internet was a natural part, while digital immigrants have 
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had to adjust between a “before” and “after” the Internet and ubiquitous 
computer use (cf. 3.4 for a discussion of the concept of the digital native). 

 

Table 1. Some of the main differences between the Prenskyan notion of digital na-
tives and digital immigrants. Translated from Cassany & Ayala, 2008, p. 56. 

Nevertheless, some stress that students still need training in multimodality 
(cf. 3.3 for ‘mode’) since they might not be the digital natives they are often 
believed to be, or that multimodality sometimes still is not recognized or 
mean much when it comes to acknowledging learning in school (Cassany & 
Ayala, 2008; Cassany, 2012; Mills, 2010). It remains to be seen if the choic-
es and actions of the participants in this text cohere most with those of digi-
tal natives or immigrants in table 1. 

Mills (2011) shows that there are socioeconomic gaps in literacy that are 
widening in both quantity and quality and writes that there is a need among 
adolescents to learn to develop the missing skills of evaluating online con-
text and to extend the use of ICT for civic/global and political activities ra-
ther than just social purposes. She says that both ‘old’ and ‘new’ types of 
literacies and texts need to be considered and merge with each other in 
school. Exploring the same issues as Mills (2011), Mills (2010) emphasizes 
that there are limits to what youth can achieve by themselves, in contrast to 
the intuitive abilities much research today seems to think that youngsters use 
to grasp new literacies. In the current study, this would indicate that the pre-
sumed cross-boundary spaces where online home search habits merge with 
classroom use could be an area where literacy should be trained and devel-
oped. 

Literacy and cross-boundary spaces of home and school are also studied 
by Crook (2012), who writes that students explore new literacies online 
through collaborating, pursuing inquiry, and publishing to audiences (p. 66). 
He points out that when drawing on resources like collaborating and inquiry 
from everyday life in school: ”there will be various possibilities for the ‘fit’ 
between them. So, seemingly similar uses for those tools (…) could lead to 
rather different demands and to rather different experiences” (p. 66). For 
example, using the web browser, many of his participants spoke of active 

!
Digital!natives! Digital!immigrants!
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and frequent Internet investigation concerning hobbies, sports, celebrities 
and other dimensions of popular culture (p. 69), and in many ways, this ap-
proach to research was felt by students to fit the demands of schoolwork 
well. However, there were also tensions that students found difficult to deal 
with and: ”(…) which may be counter-productive to achieving the goals of 
schooled learning” (p. 69). For example, the students were frustrated about 
the unstructured nature of the information encountered through their search-
es and they said there was an overload of information. This was contrasted 
with the experience of course books where the medium seemed tailored to 
learners and designed to teach (ibid). The students were also uneasy about 
the practice of cut-and-paste. Many students were uncomfortable at the ‘dis-
honesty’ involved in doing this but also about trying to conceal that it was 
being done (p. 70). 

Fredholm (2015) compared the quality of individual Spanish beginner 
students’ texts where the Internet was used with texts that were produced 
without it. As a side result, he found that many learners who were explicitly 
instructed not to use Google Translate (GT) did end up using it anyway, 
translating back and forth through different languages and copying and past-
ing text. Google search and Wikipedia were frequently used sites. 
Fredholm’s participants thought computers were good to use in language 
education for writing essays and for performing information searches. Fur-
thermore, in their process of learning grammar through digital exercises 
compared with paper exercises, many students pointed to the importance of a 
structured web site interface in order to be able to use the material. 

Returning to Crook’s study (2012), the students tended to see the possibil-
ity of Internet-mediated collaborative work in terms of peers working inde-
pendently rather than supporting a shared construction (p. 71). When it came 
to inquiry, the students grasped that information online is multi-voiced, mul-
ti-modal and found through different keyword searching strategies. They 
saw the need to be critical of sources but tended to organize the quite frag-
mented pieces of information in a narrative manner where school would 
organize their interaction in a more structured and systematic way (p. 78). 
Furthermore, out-of-school forms of collaborative online communication 
were seen as different from the forms of interaction organized by school. ”In 
particular, informal collaborations have the character of evolving co-
ordinations among peers, whereby a cumulative shared perspective is al-
lowed to grow. [On the other hand,] Schooled collaborations are more epi-
sodic and contained; they seek as outcome some form of negotiated consen-
sus” (ibid.). Crook points out the fact that the mismatches described above 
are not only: “a consequence of poor fit with the particular culture of school-
ing. But they become first felt within the contexts of school” (p. 70). 

In the present study, then, predictable practices as copy/paste, spell- and 
grammar checkers and the use of Google Translate (GT) relate to a discus-
sion of literacy. Writing about digital resources for revising language in lan-
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guage studies, Karlström, Cerratto-Pargman and Knutsson (2008) emphasize 
the necessity for the learner to maintain a critical approach to what they call 
the tools’: ”grammatical knowledge and explanations and about being criti-
cal towards the very notion of surface correctness as a measure of language 
proficiency or text quality” (p. 104). They see a need for designing language: 
“(…) tools that would be able to support and viualize a much more complex 
view of language than the traditional formal approach” (p. 108) and propose 
that this could be done through user-centered and iterative design processes 
(ibid.). 

Returning to the concept of ‘schooling’, this is explained by Selwyn 
(2011) as the processes of teaching and learning of what is being taught in 
school, based on social and cultural structures, explicit and implicit process-
es. Alvermann and Eakle (2007, p. 144) write that one common notion of 
schooling is that schools are out of touch with the everyday literacies that 
many youth find relevant and into which they, in part, are socialized. How-
ever, they attempt to problematize the very notion of boundaries, since view-
ing life outside of school as separate from life within school and maintain-
ing: “(…) distinctions between in-school and out-of-school literacies serves 
mainly to divorce these literacies from the very spaces that give them mean-
ing and make them worth pursuing” (p. 164). 

Nevertheless, Lund and Hague (2011, p, 269) noted how “schooling” 
structures learning and teaching differently than when they were spontane-
ously structured in learners’ use of wikis. They write that there is an: “indi-
vidual design of traditional schooling” (ibid.) which is institutionalized in a 
way that is challenged by the collaborative design aspects of the wiki” (p. 
269). Pope (2001) also finds different practices in- and outside of school 
after shadowing five highly successful students for a year. She studies 
schooling from the students’ perspective where they: ”realize that they are 
caught in a system where achievement depends more on “doing” — going 
through the correct motions — than on learning and engaging with the cur-
riculum. Instead of thinking deeply about the content of their courses and 
delving into projects and assignments, the students focus on managing the 
work load and honing strategies that will help them to achieve high grades” 
(p. 4). While critiquing the North American school system whose schooling 
is designed for students (and parents, who also learn to do schooling): ”to 
beat the others” and ”win” (p. 169) she notes that her students do schooling 
through the school rewarding certain behaviours more than others. For in-
stance learners gain by multi-tasking, working fast and cheating. Other fac-
tors contributing to schooling that she explores are the grading system, stu-
dent- and teacher adaptations, and school constraints such as the schedule 
and syllabi. Just like the Internet values and habits are likely to form cross-
boundary spaces (cf. 2.1), schooling is presumed to play a part in the stu-
dents’ and teacher’s choices and actions. 
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Walsh (2008) observes that education policies and syllabi nowadays often 
recognize a new literacy concept but testing policies many times remain 
much the same, derived from a pen and paper based idea of literacy. She 
points out how reading and writing should not be considered separate entities 
anymore since they very seldom occur in isolation: most often they are tied 
together and with other modes. Walsh writes that we need to start asking 
ourselves questions like how multitasking and multimodality affects our 
learning, since the ability to integrate modes is something vital when it 
comes to figuring out what new literacy in the classroom means. For in-
stance, Walsh shows how the literacy of writing occurs within the other 
modes of communication (Walsh, 2008, p. 106). 

Later on in her work, Walsh’s classroom based definition of multimodal 
literacy includes meaning making using “reading, viewing, understanding, 
responding to, producing and interacting with multimodal texts” (Walsh, 
2010, p. 220). She discusses how there might be a change of meaning when 
ideas of new and old literacies have to be mixed with changes of modes, for 
instance moving text to image. When Walsh discusses different student abili-
ties and language literacy she also recognizes different types of competen-
cies. For instance, participatory learning for a purpose (Walsh, 2010, p. 226), 
planning ahead, or being able to make meaning through reading, viewing, 
understanding, responding to, producing and interacting with multimodal 
texts (Walsh, 2008, p. 106). This takes on a pluralistic sense of education 
that the current thesis shares. 

2.4 Designs affect choices and actions 
Many studies of what affects learners’ choices and actions have focused on 
how a situation is set up and prompted, what captures the learner’s attention; 
how different choices are made in a specific context and considering present 
resources, and how the processes to create new representations are per-
formed (Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Jewitt, 2013; Kress, 2009; Selander, 
2008a; Selander & Kress, 2010. cf. 4.1.2 for further definition of 'resource' 
in this text). One can also read about how much the situation itself and its 
context govern what a person is able to actually show (Björklund Boistrup, 
2010) and how form and content can not be separated when it comes to 
learning (Öhman-Gullberg, 2008). Other studies of design and learning point 
out that the individual student’s understanding the subject is derivative of 
how the teacher chooses and presents the topic or the importance of layout 
for focus on what is the desired knowledge (Selander, 2008a). The teacher’s 
design of the teaching of the unit matters for what the students perceive as 
vital and whether they reach the desired goals or not (Tholin, 2008). 

Some examples of what has been studied in the field of design and learn-
ing are what importance interactional design and the concept of a ‘model 
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reader’ can play in a user’s perspective (West, 2008) or the risk that design 
runs of becoming more important than that which should be learned (In-
sulander, 2008; Insulander & Selander, 2009). Some researchers within de-
sign-oriented educational research note how the architecture of the school 
building makes possible (or not) a particular way of working with certain 
pedagogical beliefs (Törnquist, 2010), or the fact that there are educational 
and social consequences of how the classroom is designed and furnished 
(Lundvall, 2010). The school participating in the current study (cf. 4.2) was 
designed in order for the students to be able to work flexibly with ICTs: 
there are many small group rooms; a wireless network and all students ad-
minister their own laptops. This is supposed to facilitate working in themes, 
which in turn has been claimed to be beneficial to develop an agency of high 
quality (c.f. 3.4). 

Lindstrand (2008) points out that asking the questions why, how and what 
might make visible other text types and agents than those ordinarily present-
ed when discussing learning situations, and that by letting the students step 
forward as agents, new aspects might be brought forward. Selander and 
Kress note that our way to learn through mimicking  – mimesis – create situ-
ations which contain new, creative elements, since they always include earli-
er actions (Selander & Kress, 2010, p. 124). 

Jewitt (2008b) writes that her perspective on communication developed in 
a world context where communicative environments change rapidly, which 
requires new theoretical tools for analyzing learning and teaching. She stud-
ies how different modes of representation construct the learning contents and 
how this is related to the ways in which school knowledge is organized, clas-
sified, represented, communicated and enacted. She explains that when we 
analyze any learning, this learning is done based on multimodal contents, 
social relationships in the classroom and time, organized as tempo (Jewitt, 
2008b). Concerning tempo, she writes that the classroom organization of 
time is what makes course contents and interaction a unit; what glues them 
together. She exemplifies the discourse she calls “time is to be saved” with 
the effects of the introduction of whiteboards in Great Britain: fewer pauses 
in the classroom, less time for questions concerning the students’ under-
standing and more changes of discourse per hour. In other words, choices of 
techniques affect the teachers’ ways of handling and distributing time in 
their classroom. 

Concerning time, Selander and Kress (2010) bring forth sequencing as 
another important component in learning: to see learning as an ongoing pro-
cess of trials, composing and participation rather than mechanical mimick-
ing. Tempo for them, then, in other words how much and how often you do 
something, often has to do with how much time you have to penetrate a cer-
tain area of study and to what extent within that time (Selander & Kress, 
2010, p. 35). This might be relevant in the discussion of how language re-
searchers and teachers view students’ decisions to copy/paste. Is it mechani-
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cal mimicking or an ongoing process of trials? Since this study argues for a 
sense of learner’s language within the language classroom (c.f 2: Ortega, 
2013, p. 17), the latter perspective applies. 

Jewitt’s explanation of how the process of learning is tied up with the sit-
uation, choices and actions of the learner; the technology used, visual and 
other resources available, boils down to her question as to what the learner 
needs to be able to do in the future (Jewitt, 2008a). Korsgaard Sorensen also 
focused on a future that changes quickly and pointed out how a universal 
learning model for the future has to involve pedagogical design and at the 
same time employ technology to connect people (Korsgaard Sorenssen, 
2012). In other words, she claims that pedagogical design should include 
components of group communication supported by ICT and with a purpose 
of knowledge sharing. Such is the task designed by the teacher for the stu-
dents in this text (cf. 4.3). 
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3 Theoretical considerations 

3.1 Sociocultural language learning 
The theoretical points of departure for this study derive from the sociocultur-
al theory (SCT) of language learning described by Lantolf and Thorne (Lan-
tolf & Thorne, 2006). They write that sociocultural theory is a theory of me-
diated mental development, which is why studies within this paradigm 
should: “focus on communication, cognition, and meaning rather than for-
malist positions that privilege structure” (p. 4). Mediation means that the 
social and physical worlds are not experienced directly, but through signs, 
which are agreed upon as means for communication through cultural and 
historical use (cf. 3.3: Lantolf & Poehner, 2008, p. 7-13). One example of 
this could be the symbolic mediation of gesture, where L2 gesture research 
could study the appropriation of culture-specific gestures. These gestures 
could reveal the speakers’ thinking process about abstract ideas (Lantolf & 
Thorne, 2006, p. 95). Another example is how artifacts can take on media-
tional means through repeated use. They eventually become relevant for the 
individual, who then begins to develop agency: “as the capacity to mediate 
and regulate his or her own activity through culturally organized mediational 
means. The process through which this development happens is referred to 
variously as internalization, appropriation, and habitus” (Lantolf & Thorne, 
2006, p. 69). 

In SCT, learning a new language is about: “acquiring new conceptual 
knowledge and/or modifying already existing knowledge as a way of re-
mediating one’s interaction with the world and with one’s own psychologi-
cal functioning” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 5). Thus, students shape lin-
guistic form to meet their communicative needs (p. 9) and language is 
viewed as a process rather than a final product (p. 9). What the students do is 
regarded as consequences of social, cultural activity (p. 57) and it is assumed 
that human agency (c.f. 3.4) appears once we integrate cultural artifacts and 
concepts into our mental and material activity (p. 63). In connection with 
this, new communication technologies have: “the potential to blur the 
boundaries of formal schooling and socially meaningful communicative 
activity and thus create hybrid spaces that couple historical processes of 
language acculturation with the contingencies of emergent communicative 
practice” (p. 68). 
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Selwyn (2012) writes that researchers tend to concern themselves primari-
ly with questions of what should and could happen once individual learners 
engage with digital technologies (p. 87). This, he says, has led to a rather 
uniform view of technology use led by enthusiasm for social-constructivist 
and sociocultural theories of learning. He therefore calls for more academic 
studies of educational technology engaging with these theoretical approaches 
in ways that concentrate on the social as well as the technical issues under-
pinning the application of technology in educational settings (p. 93 ff.). 

3.2 Activity Theory 
Lantolf and Thorne (2006) point out that for Vygotskyj, the key that links 
thinking to communicative activity is double-sided since it contains both the 
behavior and the mind (p. 18). This is something that has been developed in 
Activity Theory (AT; in the literature also referred to as CHAT), rooted in 
SCT. Martin and Peim (2009, p. 131) write that: 

CHAT is embedded in European traditions of thought in particular Russian 
cultural psychology (…) At the centre of this rethinking is the relation to lan-
guage as the bearer of culture and as a primary resource in the subject’s en-
gagement with things. Vygotsky’s pedagogic focus configures the develop-
ment of mind as an inescapably social process with a strong emphasis on me-
diation and development. This is the kernel of what becomes activity theory, 
predicated on the implicit notion that mind is (1) historically contingent and 
(2) always seeking its own development”. (Martin and Peim, 2009, p. 131) 

In this text, CHAT and AT are used interchangeably and the analysis focuses 
more on mediation than development. The following brief overview of a 
research methodology within CHAT is based on Engeström (2000, pp. 960-
967 and 2001: pp. 134-137) and Lantolf & Thorne (2006, p. 226). They syn-
thesize the main concepts of AT as issues of mediation, the internalization-
externalization dialectic, and object-orientedness. These main principles are 
explained in that: 
• The transformation of an object (a material object or an artifact, a plan, a 

shared goal, an idea) into an outcome motivates an activity. 
• Individual actions constitute activities. Actions are conscious and under-

taken in order to fulfill the object. Actions are realized through automatic 
operations, which do not have their own goals. Operations adjust actions 
to current situations. The distinction between short-lived goal-directed ac-
tion and durable, object-oriented activity is of central importance. For ex-
ample, in this study, this could mean that a certain participant scrolls (op-
eration), in order to read (activity) what the other students wrote in an 
online document, while preparing for a presentation in order to get graded 
(activity). 
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• A historically evolving collective activity system, seen in its network 
relations to other activity systems, is taken as the prime unit of analysis. 
Goal-directed actions, as well as automatic operations, are relatively in-
dependent but subordinate units of analysis, eventually understandable 
only when interpreted against the background of entire activity systems. 
Activity systems realise and reproduce themselves by generating actions 
and operations (Engeström, 2000, p. 964). 

• Activity systems are not static or purely descriptive; rather, they imply 
transformation and innovation. Activities change as conditions change. 

• All activity systems are heterogeneous and multi-voiced and may include 
conflict and resistance as readily as cooperation and collaboration. 

• A collective activity system is driven by a deeply communal motive. The 
motive is embedded in the object of the activity.  

• Contradictions within and between activity systems drive development. 
• There is no ‘student-’ or ‘teacher-’ or technology-‘ centered pedagogy 

from an activity theory perspective. These are simply different nodes of 
the same activity system, and all actions within it interrelate. (This is one 
point where AT differs from ‘Designs for Learning’, cf. 3.3). 

• Activity systems do not operate independently. Multiple activity systems 
are always relevant, to varying degrees, and part of the analyst’s obliga-
tion is to understand how exogenous systems influence the focus sys-
tem(s) under investigation. 

In his concise online tutorial to AT, Kaptelinin (1997) writes that AT differ-
entiates between internalization and externalization, since it emphasizes that 
internal activities cannot be understood if they are perceived of as separated 
from external activities, because they transform into each other. Internaliza-
tion transforms external activities into internal ones, while externalization 
makes internal activities into external ones. Furthermore, externalization is 
often important when: “collaboration between several people requires their 
activities to be performed externally in order to be coordinated” (ibid). 

Explaining the notion of mediation within AT, Kaptelinin (1997) also 
says that tools mediate human activity. These tools are created and trans-
formed through the activity itself and: “carry with them a particular culture – 
historical remains from their development. In this way, the use of tools is an 
accumulation and transmission of social knowledge. Tool use influences the 
nature of external behavior and the mental functioning of individuals”. Thus, 
in the current study, when participants use certain tools (in this text called 
resources: cf. 4.1.2) when performing their activities, this means that their 
behavior and mind change according to what tools they are using. 

When writing about how AT has continued to evolve, Engeström (2001, 
pp. 134-135) describes three generations of AT. The first focused on Vygot-
sky and the idea of mediation. Through mediation, objects became cultural 
entities and the object-orientedness of action became the key to understand-
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ing the human psyche. One limitation of the first generation of AT was that 
the unit of analysis remained individually focused. Thus, the second genera-
tion of AT: “turned the focus on the complex interrelations between the in-
dividual subject and his or her community. This is when the idea of internal 
contradictions as the driving force of change and development in activity 
systems began to work as a guiding principle of empirical research” 
(Engeström, 2001, pp. 134-135). The third generation of AT has begun to 
address questions of diversity between different traditions or perspectives. 
Engeström states that the: “third generation of activity theory needs to de-
velop conceptual tools to understand dialogue, multiple perspectives, and 
networks of interacting activity systems” (p. 135). 

Another trait in recent AT is the focus on boundary-crossing (Engeström, 
2001, p. 135-138), when activities merge in ways that have not taken place 
before. Where these new ways intersect is also called third spaces. Regard-
ing third spaces, it becomes apparent that: “In important transformations of 
our personal lives and organizational practices, we must learn new forms of 
activity which are not yet there. They are literally learned as they are being 
created. There is no competent teacher” (Engeström, 2001, p. 138). 

When Yamagati-Lynch (2010) describes the three generations of AT 
analysis, she writes that many North American scholars have focused on the 
descriptive nature of the second generation of AT, supplementing qualitative 
research by activity systems analysis (ASA). This is the way it is used in the 
current study, as a tool for descriptive analysis in order to understand a com-
plex situation in a natural setting. 

As with all theories, AT has been criticized in various ways (Martin & 
Peim, 2009). For example, the idea that expansive learning is: “inevitably 
tied to an ethic of improvement” has been questioned (Martin & Peim, 2009, 
p. 132). Martin and Peim (2009) also write that that pedagogies may not be: 
“unambiguous means to specific, predictable ends” (p. 132, referring to 
Steinnes). This study, however, does not study teaching and learning as 
cause and effect, but is limited to the choices, actions and reports the partici-
pants make. Peim (2009) also maintains that it may be difficult to relate to 
ideas and politics of society at large due to “the local nature of activity sys-
tems” (p. 168), since AT uses local activity systems as the unit of analysis. 

Yamagata-Lynch (2010) maintains that it is important for Western schol-
ars to understand some of the historical background in which CHAT origi-
nated, in order to understand how history affected its theory development 
(14). For example, she reminds that the original works that CHAT is based 
on were in Russian, and that various translations to Western languages have 
led to: ”different interpretations to some of the CHAT concepts (…)” (p. 14). 
For instance, the word ”object” has multiple meanings when translated from 
Russian to English (p. 17). It can both refer to the goal of an activity, and the 
material products that participants try to gain through an activity. In this text 
it refers to the former. 
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However, the use of AT analysis has also been defended. For example, af-
ter showing how AT quickly became much more widespread after 1990, 
Roth (2009, p. 1), addresses some of the main features of AT that he thinks 
should become more central topics in (Western) scholarly discussions. These 
are: “the interpretation of Engeström’s representation of activity systems as 
static, the dialectical nature of “production,” and the role of the inner contra-
dictions of human activity” (ibid). He denounces the statement that AT, 
through its embodiment in the diagram of a triangle (cf. 3.5.2) containing 
subject, object, tools, rules, community, and division of labor is fundamen-
tally static. Roth (2009) writes that thinking of the model as static: “fails to 
recognize that the model is inherently dynamic. The dynamic aspect arises 
from two features. First, subject and object form a dialectic unit, which is the 
epitome of an engine of change (…) Secondly: “ the very notion of activity 
(…) at the heart of Engeström’s representation embodies change” (p. 2). 
Another mistake is to equal the subject in the triangle with an individual or 
group (p. 3). On the contrary, Roth states that it is important to remember 
that: “the object of activity also includes its image, which is something per-
ceived by and characteristic of the individual” (p. 3). In the current study, 
then, communication does not exist solely in the subject or the object, but 
where these meet. This is important since: “The educationally interesting 
aspect of this is that the individual not only produces outcomes, which are 
distributed, exchanged, and consumed, but also, in the same process, pro-
duces and re-produces him- or herself as a member of the community. That 
is, participation in activity also produces and reproduces the very structure of 
the community, of which the individual is a constitutive part” (p. 4). Finally, 
Roth (2009, p. 5) writes that: “A final aspect that contributes to the dynamic 
nature of the Engeström triangle is the role that contradictions (dilemmas, 
disturbances, and discoordinations) internal to human activity play in the 
activity system”. In other words, people’s actions drive societal change, 
through conflict. 

3.3 Designs for Learning 
Selander and Kress (2010) write that Designs for Learning is a field that can 
complement other theories of learning and that it can be used to describe the 
teacher’s designs when teaching as well as the students’ routes through 
learning, since it approaches the formal learning situation from three possi-
ble levels of design (Jewitt, 2008b; Rostvall & Selander, 2008; Selander & 
Kress, 2010; Selander, 2008c). The first is a macro level, in the case of this 
study dealing with documents affecting and regulating language education 
such as PISA, national curricula or school laws. The second intermediate 
level concerns for example the individual school, the design of course con-
tents and material. The third is the micro-level at which the learner designs 
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his or her own process of learning, navigating through the learning experi-
ence and selecting through ways of action and materials as the learning pro-
cess unfolds (cf. 1.1). It is pointed out that in this study, DFL is used in par-
ticular to study the micro level, since the prime concern is in the individual’s 
exercise of agency as mediated by their use of resources (for a definition of 
resources, see 4.1.2). In the literature this is referred to as Designs in learn-
ing, means the individual’s learning in the specific situation (Selander & 
Kress, 2010, p. 75). 

In addition to the social activity theoretic stance outlined above Designs 
for Learning provides a sociosemiotic perspective on the formal learning 
situation. In this study this means that the use of resources will be examined 
as the students select between them and use them in order to re-present 
knowledge through different signs. These knowledge representations change 
by necessity when moved between different modes and media (for instance, 
when students have to write about an image they saw). 

Selander (2008 c, p. 273) created the model Learning Design Sequence 
(LDS) of the formal learning situation (figure 1). The model consists of dif-
ferent learning sequences and makes it possible to follow the process of the 
students’ re-presentation of knowledge, framed by constituting conditions of 
education and learning, such as for instance available resources, purpose and 
institutional patterns (Selander & Kress, 2010, p. 43). Selander writes that: 
“The aim of this model is to analyse the design activity in learning sequenc-
es, the formation and transformation of knowledge when students deal with 
their tasks as problem-solving, information-seeking and sign-producing ac-
tivities” (Selander, 2008c, p. 273) (for an explanation of ‘sign’, see below). 
In this model, learning is divided into different units. In the first of the units 
thinking tends to be rhizomatic rather than hierarchic: there is cooperation, 
dialogue and positioning. The second unit contains new representations of 
what is learned, together with the culture of recognition present. This is 
where questions of assessment and literacy arise. For example, the learning 
process could begin with the teacher setting a theme with which to work. 
Then the students learn – that is, they process information with help of dif-
ferent modes and media, for instance power point re-presentations. This in-
formation is presented and assessed. Personal interactions or group climate 
could be factors that affect the situation, such as the teacher’s assessment. 
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Figure 1. Model of Learning Design Sequences (LDS) in a formal learning 

situation (Selander, 2008c). 

Leijon focused on the simultaneity and parallel processing in the model (Lei-
jon, 2011, p. 43), showing that it was possible to see that the elements of the 
different units were simultaneously significant. Although this is not studied 
in particular, this study also assumes that assessment issues affect and inter-
act with learning in the formal learning situation. For instance, as well as 
learning while performing presentations, the students’ work process is 
framed and shaped by factors like interest, social interaction, curricular and 
institutional norms, and assessment factors. 
 Emphasizing what was acknowledged as “signs of knowledge”, Åkerfeldt 
(2014, p. 87) extended a version of the model (drawing on Selander & Kress, 
2010, as adapted by Kjällander 2011) (Fig. 2). Åkerfeldt explicitly referred 
to the use of digital resources in both transformational units. She studied 
how the use of digital resources are prevalent in the first transformation unit 
but less so in assessment procedures, which is why she used this model to 
point to the importance of including those resources in the second transfor-
mation unit as well. 
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Figure 2. Extended version of the LDS model, including used resources. Åker-

feldt, 2014, p. 87. Translated by A. Åkerfeldt, personal communication, De-

cember 16, 2014). 

DFL assumes that learning involves the interpreting and producing of signs. 
Hence, it becomes important to know what signs are. Very simplified, the 
teaching about signs and how we make meaning through combining signs 
using different modes and media is studied in semiotics (Kress, 2010, 2012). 
A sign is a fusion of form and meaning and when we communicate signs are 
not used arbitrarily: they are motivated. The concept of the motivated sign 
also brings into account the agency of the sign maker and the process of sign 
making (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1996a). Social semiotics highlights the so-
cial aspect of the use of signs (Bezemer, Jewitt, Diamantopoulou, Kress, & 
Mavers, 2012; Kress, 2013) and the fact that when we make meaning, we 
use signs in different modes. Some examples of modes are language, ges-
tures, images, speech or music (Selander & Kress, 2010a). Modes are social-
ly and culturally shaped resources for meaning making (Kress, 2012) and 
what counts as a mode is different in different contexts (Kress et. al, 2001). 

It is the different choices made during the process of design and re-
design, which affect what contents and meaning making can be re-created. 
And, if the form in which we choose to represent contents matters in regards 
to what we learn (Lindstrand, 2008), it is interesting to see which form 
young people choose to use and communicate with when shaping representa-
tions in their learning process. 
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3.4 Task, activity and the concept of agency 
Within activity theory, agency is seen as the: “mediated capacity to act” 
(Lantolf and Thorne, 2006, p. 234). This capacity is both enabled and con-
strained, on the one hand, by cultural-institutional factors developed over 
time, and on the other hand, by the dynamic of a particular interaction hap-
pening at a given moment in time (ibid). Lantolf and Thorne (2006) point 
out that the concept of ‘agency’ is a controversial issue within SLA research 
(p. 237). They suggest that this debate could be explained through examining 
the differences in approach concerning underlying ‘tasks’ (as understood in 
cognitively oriented SLA) and ‘activity’, in activity theory. Activity is what 
the learners (agents) actually end up constructing with the task: “An activity 
(…) describes what individuals and groups actually do while engaged in 
some communicative process. The term ‘activity’, then, brings together cog-
nitive/communicative performance as it relates to, and in part produces, its 
social-institutional context” (p. 234). The authors agree that learner agency 
does not alone ‘determine’ activity, but neither do ‘tasks’ completely deter-
mine learner performance. Lantolf and Thorne conclude by proposing that: 

(…) agency is socioculturally mediated and dialectically enacted. In other 
words, within a given time and space, there are constraints and affordances 
that make certain actions probable, others possible, and yet others impossible. 
(…) In this sense, differences in conceptualizations on agency within SLA 
may be a (highly consequential) matter of emphasis. For task-oriented re-
searchers, the gravitational pull of a ‘task’ draws the subject inexorably into 
the form of the model. For activity-oriented researchers, the unilateral inter-
vention of a ‘task’, or plan with its accompanying artifacts and orientations, is 
met by the production of what might be termed a ‘counter-task’ by the partici-
pants (…). (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 238) 

In AT, then, agency: “(…) is never a ‘property’ of a particular individual. 
Rather, it is a relationship that is constantly co-constructed and renegotiated 
with those around the individual and with the society at large’ (Lantolf & 
Thorne, 2006, p. 239). This sense of agency suggests that learners actively 
engage in constructing the terms and conditions of their own learning and 
learners are influenced by their personal histories of language education as 
well as by implicit and explicit macro- and meso level language ideologies. 
In this way, students that work on the same task could be said to be involved 
in different activities. Lantolf and Thorne (2006) write that agency can be 
taught, and that it is: “(…) as important to enhance students’ sense of agency 
as it is to focus on linguistic, pragmatic or semantic features of the target 
language” (p. 239). 

Selander notes that historically, teachers perhaps exercised more agency 
in schools; now, students possess more of it than they used to (Selander & 
Kress, 2010). Agency, then, implies in this text that rather than someone else 
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imposing a set route of learning, the individual learner affects the path as 
well: choosing for example work order, learning material and work tempo. 

Blin and Jalkanen (2014) suggest that the concept of agency is particular-
ly relevant to views of language teaching and learning that see languaging as 
part of the language learning process. They use the verb ”languaging” in-
stead of the noun in order to focus attention on the action or process of learn-
ing language rather than the language itself as an object of study, and follow 
Swain when explaining that: ”(…) languaging is a process of making mean-
ing and shaping knowledge and experience through language” (Blin & Jal-
kanen, 2014, p. 149; Swain, 2006, p. 98). Blin and Jalkanen describe agency 
as: ”(…) the “capability to transcend a present situated activity context and 
create a new one” (Blin & Jalkanen, 2014, p. 149). According to them, ‘de-
sign for teaching’ and ‘design for learning’ are two distinct aspects of design 
where the first is the teacher’s responsibility and emerges when the teacher 
interprets curricula and competence aims. The latter refers to the enacted 
design; what actually happens when teachers and learners co-construct the 
(learning) object in the classroom. 

Swain (2006) writes further about languaging that it: “(…) is one of the 
ways in which we learn a second language to an advanced level” (p. 96) and 
that the process of languaging consists of two parts: when language learners 
articulate thinking into artifactual form so their thinking can become an ob-
ject for further reflection, and when they reflect on that form. Hence, by 
languaging, learners learn both through and about language (p. 106). Swain 
exemplifies agency and languaging with a situation of feedback, where in a 
case where you could discuss whether it is the quality of the feedback that 
determines if it is ‘taken in’ (or not)” (p. 100), a sociocultural perspective of 
agency would rather focus the fact that it is the learners who have options 
and makes choices about how to follow up and act on their understanding of 
the feedback. When using language to reflect on language, learners do lan-
guaging, and they learn. 

Jones and Healing (2010) researched university students they considered 
’Digital Natives’ and examined the choices students made with regard to the 
technologies they engaged with (p. 344). They concluded that agency is con-
cerned with the shaping of processes by intentions and themes and that 
agency actively shapes student engagement with technology. They write that 
the notion of collective agency needs to be addressed in order to identify an 
activity system that mediates between the students and their technological 
setting (p. 345-46). They also suggest using activity theory (cf. 3.2) in order 
to frame both structure and agency, through focusing on the action by a sub-
ject in relation to an object. They point out that activity always depends on 
the circumstances in which it takes place, including the circumstances relat-
ed to the person themselves, their internal states, and the external circum-
stances within which the person acts. 
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Furthermore, Jones and Healing argued that there exists a technological 
determinism marking the Digital Native literature which: ”stands in marked 
contrast to the sociological interest in activity and the interplay of structure 
and agency. Notions of agency and activity suggest that students act as ap-
propriators of technology and that any changes in the context of young peo-
ple, consequent upon the widespread introduction of digital and networked 
technologies, is unlikely to lead directly to changes in the attitudes and prac-
tices of an entire generation” (p. 348). The survey findings were not clear 
about what kinds of choices students made in terms of which technologies to 
engage with during their studies and whether these choices were influenced 
primarily by the university (meso level) context or the general technological 
(macro level) environment. The results also suggest that the students’ choic-
es were responses to local infrastructures and requirements for technology 
use that were set out in course designs rather than the technologies universal-
ly available in their lives (p. 349-351). The authors conclude that the:  

Digital Native arguments rest on a simplistic form of causality suggesting that 
technological change in the world leads to changes in attitudes, and even brain 
function as well as behaviour (…) In popular use, such overgeneralizations 
are largely benign, but when they become an accepted and an even received 
wisdom, they hold dangers. Policy-makers make use of generational meta-
phors to describe future intakes of students and to frame plans for the devel-
opment of educational infrastructures. Teachers begin to design their courses 
for a presumed audience of Net Generation students (…) we argue that as-
pects of both structure and agency are at play at all levels of scale and suggest 
that the inclusion of meso levels would help our understanding of students’ 
engagement with new technologies at university. We argue that we need a no-
tion of agency in which agency is conceived of as being active at all levels 
and in which agency is an emergent property at each level. For example, the 
agency of a teacher designing a course cannot be reduced to the personal 
agency of the individual (…) Individual students are also acting in settings 
that have increasing amounts of active technologies that replicate aspects of 
human agency (…). We have argued that our research shows how agency 
cannot be restricted or reduced to the person. Social roles exist beyond the 
person and do not simply rely on the motives and motivation of individual 
selves; they are enforced by collective sanctions that can be physical, econom-
ic and moral. In our research, we see students providing accounts of how their 
judgement of the reliability of sources rests on what they are told by academic 
staff, enforced in assessment regimes and sanctions in terms of what is and is 
not acceptable academic practice. (Jones & Healing, 2010, p. 354) 

In other words, it is recognized that learners’ agency at a micro-level is af-
fected and shaped by macro- and meso levels as well. However, for reasons 
of space and time this study’s main focus is on the micro-level; that is, how 
students’ agency is enacted in the classroom situation. 

Van Lier also focuses on the perspective that agency is something that is 
shaped contextually and socially (van Lier, 2008). He aimed at (although 
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rather intuitively) distinguishing different degrees of agency (high vs. low) 
in terms of more or less agency displayed by different EFL and ESL learners 
(van Lier 2008, p. 168). The more initiative shown by the learner, self initi-
ated questions, providing answers for others and (by the teacher) un-
prompted discussions, the higher the agency. Van Lier (2008, pp. 169-170) 
categorized six different classroom extracts in terms of agency in the follow-
ing way: 

 
1. Learners are unresponsive or minimally responsive (pas-

sive learner) 
2. Learners carry out instructions given by the teacher 

(obedient learner) 
3. Learners volunteer answers to the teacher’s questions 

(participatory) 
4. Learners voluntarily ask questions (inquisitive) 
5. Learners volunteer to assist or instruct other learners and 

create a collaborative agency event (autonomous) 
6. Learners voluntarily enter into a debate with one another 

and create a collaborative agency event (committed 
learner) 

Problematizing the above list since, for instance, some forms of activity: 
“may not be that propitious to learning” (van Lier, 2008, p. 171), van Lier 
listed some central classroom dichotomies and their relation to agency, in 
order to help form more of a solid construct to study when researching agen-
cy. These dichotomies are depicted in table 2. 
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Table 2. Some dichotomies and their relation to agency (van Lier, 2008, p. 173). 

Dichotomy Description Relation to agency 
Deliberate - incidental learning Incidental learning occurs when 

something (say, language), is 
learned while being engaged in 
activity that is not learning-
focused. Deliberate learning (or 
‘studying’) involves an explicit 
learning goal. 

This may not be relevant to 
agency, since both deliberate and 
incidental learning occurs in 
activities that may be initiated by a 
learner or conducted at the behest 
of others. 

Declarative – procedural 
knowledge/memory 

Declarative refers to explicit, and 
procedural to ‘how to’ 
knowledge/memory. The originator 
of the distinction, John Andersen 
(1983) originally claimed that all 
knowledge starts out being 
declarative and gradually becomes 
procedural (automatized). This has 
since been qualified (1990 and 
later) and the unidirectionality has 
been questioned. 

As with the above dichotomy, no 
clear judgments on agency can be 
made on the basis of this 
distinction. Both declaratively and 
procedurally based actions can 
exhibit various degrees of agency. 

Autonomy - dependence Autonomy can be defined as ‘the 
capacity to take control over one’s 
own learning’ (Benson 2001: 2). 
Kohonen (1992: 19) emphasizes 
that it includes interdependence, 
i.e. the exercise of responsibility 
within the social context. 
Dependence means that one’s 
actions are under the control of 
others. 

This dichotomy relates closely to 
agency, since it depends on actions 
carried out of one’s own accord 
within a socioculturally relevant 
context. Interdependence also 
suggests the notion of engagement. 

Intrinsic – extrinsic motivation Intrinsic motivation is in evidence 
when the agency manifested 
derives from an interest in and for 
the activity itself. In the case of 
extrinsic motivation, the interest 
comes from external sources, such 
as reward or punishment (Dect and 
Ryan, 1985). 

This distinction is in many ways 
related to agency, but it will be 
very difficult to pinpoint or 
measure. Most complex activities, 
including those related to learning, 
evidence a complex mix of 
intrinsic or extrinsic motivational 
factors (van Lier 1996). 

Self-regulated – other-regulated These terms derive from 
Vygotskyj’s developmental theory. 
Vygotskyj showed that in 
developmental settings there are 
intricate relations between self-and 
other-regulated activity. 

Self-regulated activity expresses 
agency. However, other-regulation 
plays a crucial role in achieving 
higher functional levels through 
interaction in the ZPD.  

Self-initiated - controlled These terms are very similar to the 
ones directly above. 

Activity that shows initiative is a 
clear indicator of agency. As in the 
ZPD above, controlling (or 
structuring) activity may be aimed 
at fostering agency – or not, of 
course. Indeed, one might argue 
that fostering agency is a defining 
feature of the ZPD. 
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Furthermore, bringing curriculum and syllabus design into the picture, van 
Lier stated that certain pedagogical approaches seem to foster agency more 
than others. Among these are specifically the task- and theme-based ones 
(van Lier, 2008, p. 183). This study therefore searched for students working 
as a group in a task- and theme-based approach, presuming that this context 
would display instances of student agency. 

3.5 Use of theory in the data analysis 

3.5.1 Designs for Learning in the data analysis 
DFL is used in this study to study the micro-perspective actions in the learn-
ing situation. The tools used to analyze a part of this learning situation, have 
been developed and used within the multimodal research field. Jewitt dis-
cerns three main approaches within multimodality (Jewitt, Kress, & Mavers, 
2009). Of these, the methodology for data analysis fits best into the one she 
names multimodal interactional analysis (MIA). Here, it is what is going on 
in a given communicative interaction that is of interest and the texts them-
selves are not so much in focus. Researchers within this branch analyze what 
individuals express and react to in specific situations and the focus is on the 
interaction between the individual and the modes and media more than on 
the modal system itself (Bezemer et al., 2012). In other words, the main in-
terest is in the rules and regularities that come about while social actors use 
different systems of representation. There is an attempt to understand modes 
in action and the hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships that can be 
found among the modes in specific social interactions. Multimodal interac-
tional analysts adhere to the notion that language becomes meaningful 
through social interaction and that verbal language is seen as one mode 
among many, used in situated instances when people communicate with each 
other according to socially agreed norms (Jewitt, 2008a; Jewitt, 2013). 

MIA was used in this study to observe student choices and actions. This 
was done by inspiration from Norris (2004), who emphasizes simultaneity 
and multitasking in communication and writes that the multimodal interac-
tional researcher should acknowledge language, interaction and context 
(Norris, 2004, p. 149). Doing so, she introduces the terms higher-level action 
and lower-level action, where higher-level action is where the person puts 
her main attention while being aware of several lower-level actions she is 
performing at the same time (Norris, 2004, p. 150). Norris places ‘higher-
level actions’ on a foreground continuum, as compared to the lower-level 
actions, which are placed on a background continuum (Norris, 2004, p. 150). 
Different higher-level actions succeed each other. 
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Norris writes further that “means” (Norris, 2004, p. 151) is what someone 
uses to help structure his or her foregrounded higher-level action. When 
explaining different levels of action, Norris (2004) gives the example of 
Sandra, employing many communicative modes (and media, my comment) 
while engaging simultaneously in six different actions (writing a shopping 
list with her friend, speaking to another friend on the phone, playing a game 
with her sons, making sure that another son was safe, while participating in 
the research and constructing a meeting with a researcher). Norris shows 
how it would give a distorted picture of the interactive communication to 
only focus the research on what is Sandra’s prime focus at any specific mo-
ment, whether speech, the shopping list, or something else, since Sandra 
herself is aware of and paying attention to all of the other actions. Hence, 
what is used from Norris in this study is her way of employing the mediated 
action as the unit of analysis. She writes: 

When viewing communicative modes as structured in sequential lower-level 
actions (sic.) which build chains, and when viewing the many different chains 
of lower-level actions building higher-level actions, we can compose higher-
level actions arranged through many different material and structured modes. 
(Norris, 2004, p. 148) 

In this study, Norris’s concept of the higher-level action, then, is constructed 
by the intensity or the complexity in modes (and media: my comment) that 
the students employ, which makes it possible to: ”perceive the expressed 
attention/awareness that the individual places on a specific higher-level ac-
tion” (Norris, 2004, 150). Norris uses a visual-based transcription in a very 
detailed qualitative way, using photos to transcribe parts of seconds. Since 
the analytical interest in this study was in the students’ whole search session 
– between thirty and forty minutes’ each for six students – the analysis in 
chapter five is not as detailed as her work. In other words, Norris (2004) 
inspired the analytical perspective but the type of transcription used in this 
work was different from hers (see 4.5.1). It has to be acknowledged that it is 
not necessarily what a participant does the most number of times or puts the 
most time on which is also what learners perceive as most important. For 
example, if someone talks on the phone, while drawing a picture, it might be 
that they draw more time-wise than what they converse, counting pauses in 
the conversation. Time also says nothing of what the participant feels is most 
important, or about where mental capacity is used most. 

Like all methodological frameworks, MIA brings both affordances and 
constraints. Norris (ibid.) points out that this perspective makes it possible to 
detect communicative modes that people use while interacting. It also ena-
bles us to notice the many different higher-level actions that the individual is 
engaged in, and to place these actions on a continuum in relation to each 
other. The first constraint of this framework is the fact that modes are made 
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into separable units since the framework distinguishes one mode from an-
other. This, Norris writes is a false construction since modes are not bounded 
units, but only a loose grouping of signs that have acquired meaning in our 
historical development. Second, the same constraint is also valid for higher-
level actions, which in reality cannot be counted, as they are not defined 
units. With this, Norris points out the fact that the idea of a foreground-
background continuum is only useful in relational terms. A third constraint is 
that, since (for the same reasons) modes cannot be counted, the framework 
only allows for qualitative analysis. 

3.5.2 Activity Theory in the data analysis 
At first, the individual actions of agency were perceived through the lense of 
DFL. Then, AT was used in order to add a contextual analysis of those ac-
tions. AT enables activities to be described as systems with particular roles 
for the subject and object, while considering rules, resources, division of 
labour and community (Cunningham, 2014, p. 42). AT also provides the 
perspective to the study that contradictions or disruptions are what drive 
change. AT has been used as a descriptive tool rather than a predictive one 
(Nardi, 1996, p. 4, also noted in Cunningham, 2014, p. 42) in order to find 
these disruptions and the tensions between different activity systems. 

 
Figure 3. Model for analysis of human activity systems in the second genera-

tion of Activity Theory (Engeström, 1987, p. 78). 

 
!FIG. 2. The structure of a human activity system (Engestro ̈m, 1987, p. 78). 
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FIG. 2. The structure of a human activity system (Engeström, 1987, p. 78).

community. In Soviet Union, the societal activity systems studied concretely by
activity theorists were largely limited to play and learning among children, and
contradictions of activity remained an extremely touchy issue. Since the 1970s, the
tradition was taken up and recontextualized by radical researchers in the west. New
domains of activity, including work, were opened up for concrete research. A
tremendous diversity of applications of activity theory began to emerge, as mani-
fested in recent collections (e.g. Chaiklin et al., 1999; Engelsted et al., 1993;
Engeström et al., 1999; Nardi, 1996). The idea of internal contradictions as the
driving force of change and development in activity systems, so powerfully concep-
tualized by Il’enkov (1977, 1982), began to gain its due status as a guiding principle
of empirical research.

Ever since Vygotsky’s foundational work, the cultural-historical approach was very
much a discourse of vertical development toward ‘higher psychological functions’.
Luria’s (1976) cross-cultural research remained an isolated attempt. Michael Cole
(1988; see also Grifén & Cole, 1984) was one of the érst to clearly point out the
deep-seated insensitivity of the second generation activity theory toward cultural
diversity. When activity theory went international, questions of diversity and dia-
logue between different traditions or perspectives became increasingly serious chal-
lenges. It is these challenges that the third generation of activity theory must deal
with.

The third generation of activity theory needs to develop conceptual tools to
understand dialogue, multiple perspectives, and networks of interacting activity
systems. Wertsch (1991) introduced Bakhtin’s (1981, 1986) ideas on dialogicality as
a way to expand the Vygotskian framework. Ritva Engeström (1995) went a step
further by pulling together Bakhtin’s ideas and Leont’ev’s concept of activity.
Notions of activity networks (e.g., Russell, 1997) are being developed, and a
discussion between activity theory and Latour’s (1993) actor-network theory has
been initiated (Engeström & Escalante, 1996; Miettinen, 1999). The concept of
boundary crossing is being elaborated within activity theory (Engeström et al.,
1995). For example, Gutierrez and her co-authors (Gutierrez et al., 1995; Gutierrez
et al., 1999) suggest the concept of ‘third space’ to account for events in classroom
discourse where the seemingly self-sufécient worlds and scripts of the teacher and
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Figure 4. Two interacting activity systems as minimal model for the third 

generation of Activity Theory (Engeström, 2001, p. 136). 
Applying AT, the DFL inspired analysis of choices and actions informed the 
descriptive analysis of the students’ and the teacher’s activity systems. The 
students’ and the teacher’s comments also contributed to the ASA. This 
made it possible to see any tensions where the systems overlap. 

It should be noted that the aim of this study was not to make an interven-
tion in order to create a better practice. This study therefore lacks the inter-
ventionist approach common in the third generation of AT studies (Yamaga-
ti-Lynch, 2010, p. 23). Nevertheless, the triangles from the third generation 
of AT in figure 4 were used rather than those in figure 3, depicting the ASA 
common in the second generation of AT. It was necessary to use figure 4 not 
only since there are different activity systems at play in the situation but it 
was also employed in order to illuminate the crossing boundaries, or third 
spaces, where the different practices might not (yet) be synchronized. 
  

  
!
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4. Method 

While the researcher collects data, makes choices and chooses certain per-
spectives, data results become constructed. This process is accounted for in 
this chapter. It begins with a justification of how the case study methodology 
fits questions and data, an outline of the study design, a definition of what is 
meant in this study by the word “resources” and an account of study design 
delimitations. Then follows a description of who participated in the study 
and why, together with the educational task and some of the context. Ethical 
guidelines are considered. Following this, the data gathering methods are 
described. Multiple methods of collecting data were used in order to capture 
some of the complexity in the learning situation and to validate the results. 
These multiple methods will be accounted for and then, the procedures of 
transcription and analysis are described. Emphasis is given to the interac-
tional analysis protocol (IAP), followed by the prompted interviews and the 
categorization of data both in the IAP and from the interviews. Finally, there 
are methodological delimitations and a note on validity and reliability. 

4.1 Case study design 
Even if “we often generalize from particular situations” (Stake, 2010, p. 
198), the main purpose of a case study is not generalizability to populations. 
The strength of case study methodology is rather to look at something spe-
cific, in a specific situation, and in a particular way. In his book on qualita-
tive research, Stake also writes that: “What especially characterizes profes-
sional knowledge is focus on the fact that how things work varies with the 
situation” (Stake, 2010, p. 13). Thus, when examining the practice of com-
munication – in this case, choices and actions in the classroom, a qualitative 
research design was applied. Case studies are also valuable as examples: as 
long as the descriptions of frame factors, participants and the research pro-
cess are transparent enough, the case study can inform and inspire new 
knowledge (Stake, 2010) that can then be developed and generalized to theo-
ries later to be tested (Yin, 2009, p. 15). 

Purposive sampling and criterion strategy were applied when choosing 
participants. The school in question was approached because of its explicit 
goal to use computers for pedagogic purposes. In the same way, a teacher 
and students who wanted to participate were sought for. This has implica-
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tions for validity, since the teacher and students volunteering to take part in 
research might be especially confident, eager to show their work or willing 
to help out for other reasons (for a more extensive discussion on validity, see 
4.6). 

4.1.1 Chronological steps of this study 
Table 3 shows the research design and different steps of data gathering of 
this case study. It is the data from the research lesson that is considered as 
primary data, together with the follow-up interviews. 
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Table 3. Different steps in this case study. 

4.1.2 Definition of resources 
The current study uses the word ‘resources’ in order to describe the opera-
tions and actions performed by the students, which in turn are parts of activi-
ty systems. The word ‘resource’ needs to be problematized since it refers to 
various ideas in the literature referred to. For instance, in DFL some studies 
have focused on ‘digital resources’ (cf. 3.3: Åkerlund, 2014, p. 87); or, as in 
much multimodal research, on ‘semiotic resources’ (cf. 3.3: Bezemer, Jewitt, 

Step% Purpose%and%short%summary%

Online%questionnaire.% To%validate%the%topic%of%research.%

(Appendix%I)%

Meeting%with%two%Spanish%teachers.% To%validate%the%pilot%study%task.%

Unstructured%notes%were%taken.%%

Pilot%study.% To%test%recording%methods.%Two%individual%

participants%on%two%separate%occasions.%%

Visiting%three%planning%conferences%with%

the%two%teachers%who%plan%the%school’s%

Spanish%lessons%together.%

To%follow%the%two%teachers’%process%of%

planning%for%the%students’%task.%

Unstructured%notes%were%taken.%%

Four%lesson%observations,%handing%out%

consent%form%and%background%

questionnaire.%

To%get%to%know%the%research%context,%to%

inform%participants%at%a%general%level%both%

orally%and%in%writing%of%the%aim%of%the%

research,%to%distribute%and%collect%a%

written%consent%and%the%students’%selfI

reported%language%and%computer%usage%

when%information%searching.%(Appendix%II)%

Research%lesson.% Recording%students’%work%to%provide%

answers%to%the%research%questions.%Taking%

unstructured%notes%of%teacher%instructions,%

recording%students’%use%of%resources%

through%screen%recordings%of%the%

individual%computer%screens,%along%with%

audio%and%video%uptake.%Main%data.%

Interviews.% Individual%interviews%with%each%student%on%

the%day%of%the%research%lesson.%Exit%

interview%with%the%teacher%after%the%theme%

was%finished.%Used%to%validate%categories%

in%the%recorded%data%from%the%research%

lesson.%Main%data.%

Transcribing%data.% Transcribing%the%research%lesson%in%a%

multimodal%interactional%transcription%

protocol%(IAP).%Transcribing%student%–and%

teacher%interviews.%

Categorizing%and%analyzing%data.% Using%IAP%and%interviews%to%connect%

theory%with%perceived%practice.%To%find%

patterns%and%regularities%answering%the%

research%questions.%

Reporting%data.% To%reIpresent%data.%

%
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Diamantopoulou, Kress, & Mavers, 2012; Kress, 2013). Björkvall (2012. cf. 
2.1) writes about resources as ‘meaning potential’ and Norris’ writes about 
‘means’ (cf. 3.5.1: Norris, 2004, p. 51). Lantolf and Thorne (2006) as well as 
Engeström (2000, 2001) write about mediating artifacts (cf. 3.1; 3.2) that 
help structure communicative actions, while Cunningham (2014) chooses to 
write about ‘instruments’ such as iPads, laptops or student forums (p. 43). 
Nemeth (2011) researched digital text use and, inspired by a project descrip-
tion by Aamotsbakken2 used the word “learning resources” to mean that 
which the students use in order to create meaning and that is physically pos-
sible to notice (p. 12). In the definition she uses, learning resources can be 
found outside of the computer, as books, articles, and dictionaries as well as 
in the interaction between classmates or with the teacher. They could also be 
found through the computer interface, for example through the use of 
spelling programs or web sites (ibid). This study uses ‘resource’ in the same 
wide sense. In this way, the concept includes both modes, mediating artifacts 
and media, people, web sites, concepts or previous knowledge. Since re-
sources are used by choice, learners’ sense of motivation or levels of lan-
guage are not considered resources. 

4.2 Participants 

4.2.1 School 
At the school in question, teachers and students are explicitly interested in 
using ICT for learning. For example, there was an official plan for using 
ICT, stressing its pedagogical use and revised yearly by all teachers and the 
principal. Many subject-integrated themes required the students to make 
films, use phones or other recording equipment in all different school sub-
jects. The students were used to working in themes and groups, using their 
computers to find information on a daily basis. Most students chose to attend 
this school because they were particularly interested in global and environ-
mental issues. All courses used virtual course classrooms as well as physical 
classrooms. The design and contents found in each of the virtual classrooms 
varied and were the responsibility of each individual teacher. The school 
building was designed with the use of ICT in mind. For instance, there were 
several group rooms connected to each classroom. Each room was equipped 
with white boards, film projectors and loudspeakers. Some classrooms also 
had interactive smart boards. Each student locker and classroom was 
equipped with electric outlets so the students could charge their computers 

                                                        
2 Accessed 2015, 02-04: 
http://www.nsd.uib.no/utdanning2020/prosjekt.html?id=32969). 
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and phones. One thing that set the foreign language studies apart from other 
subjects was the fact that they alone did not figure in subject-integrated 
themes. It was also one of the few subjects with a fixed position in the 
schedule, since it had been found difficult to study complex topics in depth 
where the language was a limiting factor. 

4.2.2 Participants, ethical considerations 
Two classes of thirty 16-17 year old students were approached. At the time, 
they had worked together for nearly six months and met 2 x 80 minutes per 
week. Members of these classes came from three different programs special-
izing in natural science, media and social science. Students were at an inter-
mediate level of Spanish, and they had studied it as a foreign language for 
four or five years. According to the Common European Framework (CEFR), 
the course content corresponds to the level B.1 (Skolverket, 2011b, p. 7). 

‘Sara’, the teacher, was used to having visitors in the classroom observing 
her while teaching and she had worked as a teacher for over 15 years. She 
welcomed the opportunity of contributing to the study. She was very inter-
ested in global issues. She created the student working groups for the Span-
ish theme (Appendix II) and said that she wanted the students to work in 
groups of three, using attendance rates as one of the factors for making up 
the groups. The groups with the lowest attendance records were not eligible 
to participate in the study since the main data was to be collected during only 
one lesson and there was a high risk that many members from these groups 
would be missing. This left four possible groups for the study. Some stu-
dents were sick on the data-gathering day so two groups were left to work 
with. All participants spoke Swedish at home. They had not studied other 
languages in school than Swedish, English and Spanish. They were 17 years 
old and had not lived in a Spanish speaking country for more than vacation 
purposes. Group one included Michael, Erin and Sophie, and group two con-
sisted of Ella, Ana and Iseline.3 All considered themselves used to working 
with computers. While answering the background questionnaire, Ella com-
mented on the topic of computer usage that it was a difficult question to an-
swer since that depends on whom you compare yourself to. Table 4 gives an 
overview of the student participants, according to the background question-
naire. 

                                                        
3 Unfortunately, Sophie happened to stop her screen recording in the midst of it, so the first 
half of her screen recording is missing from the data. On the other hand, her complete conver-
sation with the others, the video film and all of her work in the student’s common document 
was recorded and count as results. 
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Table 4. Overview of the student participants. 

According to the guidelines of the Swedish scientific research council, the 
teacher and the students were informed orally and in writing of the overall 
purpose of the research project before the gathering of any data. The students 
gave their written consent (Appendix II) to the data collection. The teacher 
gave her consent orally. Students and teacher were informed orally and in 

 Ana Ella Erin Iseline Sophie Michael 
Spanish grade C B C A B C 

How much do you use 
computers every day 

(school and home) and 
what do you use it for? 

3-4 h: surfing the 
web, streaming 

films and 
schoolwork. 

5-6 h: mostly 
school work and 
Facebook blogs, 
different play 
services. 

5-6 h: searching 
for information 
about famous 
people, using 
Facebook or 
Instagram. 

Mostly not used 
for schoolwork.  

5-6 h: 
social 
media, 

watching 
series, 
school 
work. 

5-6 h: social 
media, watching 

series, school 
work. 

5-6 h: 
social 
media, 

watching 
series, 
school 
work. 

If I search for 
information online in 
Swedish I find it very 
easily (5) or not so 

easily (1) 

4: 
I find it easily. 

4: 
it is easier to 
know what to 

write in the search 
box in Swedish 

and to get a hint if 
the answer is on 

that page or not. It 
is easer to skim 
and to find what 

you need. 

5 (no comment). 4 (no 
comment). 

4 (no comment). 5 (no 
comment). 

I often search for 
information in other 

languages than Swedish 

Often, almost only 
in English. 

Not so often. I 
absolutely search 
for things mostly 

in Swedish. I 
seldom search in 
other languages 

since I do not feel 
good enough and 
I feel like it will 
just take time to 
try to understand 

it all.  

Often, in 
English. 

Not that 
often. 

Often, almost 
only in English. 

Often, 
almost 
only in 

English. 

If I search for 
information online in 
other languages than 
Swedish I find it very 
easily (5) or not so 

easily (1) 

4. I find it Easily. 
Often searches for 
information online 
and almost only in 

English. 

2. It is more 
difficult in a 

different language 
since you need to 
know both how to 
search and what 

words to use. 
Perhaps you need 
to find more sites 
than in Swedish, 
in order to get a 

better 
understanding and 

to find and 
understand what 
you search for. It 
also depends on 

what you want to 
find information. 

It is not so 
difficult to find 

information about 
a place, but a 

system or 
something more 

scientific is 
harder. 

5: (English)  
2: (Spanish) I 

often search for 
information in 

English and 
Swedish. 

3 (no 
comment). 

5 (no comment). 4-5. 
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writing that they could choose to interrupt their participation in the study at 
any moment. In order to secure enough students to want to participate in the 
study, the students were offered movie tickets and study help (which they 
did not end up using) from the researcher for any upcoming Spanish tests for 
the rest of the school year. All names are pseudonyms. 

4.3 Task 
The researcher sat in as an observer on the planning conferences in order to 
understand the task and setting. The final task was inspired by the pilot study 
task, which was based on the study by Alstaedter and Jones (2009: c.f. 2.2), 
where language students had an online information-searching task in order to 
raise their levels of motivation. Guiding principles for Sara when planning 
the task together with her colleague were curricular goals, group work and 
ways of examination. In Sweden, some of the aims of the language course 
syllabus concern cultural goals. For instance, “students should be given the 
opportunity to develop knowledge about living conditions, societal issues 
and cultural phenomena in different contexts and areas where the language is 
used. The course should also: “ (…) help students develop their understand-
ing of how to search for, assess, select and acquire content from multiple 
sources of information, knowledge and experiences” (Skolverket, 2011c, p. 
2). Reading up on these goals, the two Spanish teachers at the school con-
ferred on what specific syllabus objectives needed to be worked on and how 
this should be done. They mentioned that, in order to help develop linguistic 
skills, the task should explicitly state the aim of expanding students’ vocabu-
lary and help them practice the use of the subjunctive. This grammatical 
structure had recently been introduced. In order to develop the subject topic, 
they wanted part of the task to consist of comparing the state of human rights 
in different Latin American countries, at the same time as the students were 
to keep an environmental focus while learning about their country of choice. 
The students had just finished a major role-playing theme in some other sub-
jects, dealing with environmental and human rights issues, which was some-
thing the Spanish teachers wanted to draw on. As further preparation for this 
theme, the groups had already worked with two texts from their Spanish 
course book (Waldenström, Westerman, Wik-Bretz & Faci Lucia, 2010), 
focusing on contents and vocabulary on human rights. They had also dis-
cussed some positives and negatives about the continent after working with 
the song “Latinoamérica” by the group Calle 13 (King Pallares, 2011). 

In short, the students were supposed to get to know a Spanish-speaking 
country, while expanding their vocabulary and practicing the subjunctive. 
The theme was to last for eight weeks and end in a group presentation with a 
poster, Prezi or Keynote (which are programs for presentation, comparable 
to the perhaps the more widely known Power Point) about the country, and 
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an individual letter to convince a friend to go on a trip to the country. Oblig-
atory headings to use were: “Información básica, sitios interesantes, un poco 
de la historia, algo de los derechos humanos y una persona famosa”. (“Basic 
information, interesting sites, a little about history, something about human 
rights and a famous person”). The complete task is found in Appendix II. 

4.4 Data gathering methods 
The main data recorded is limited to the students’ choices and actions during 
their first lesson, and the semi-structured prompted interviews conducted 
with each student and the teacher. There are two reasons for this. First, the 
information that the students found in this first lesson determined what con-
tent the group was able to learn from and use further on in this theme. Se-
cond, using multiple sources of data from all of the eight weeks would mean 
too much data to analyze at a detailed level for the scope of this type of the-
sis. Figure 5 is a time line of the students’ work and the circles indicate 
where the main data was collected and recorded. 

 

Figure 5. View of when in the students’ theme data was gathered and record-

ed. 

The time aspects of data recording should be considered. To start with, fo-
cusing on such a limited time means that a lot of context is lost. For exam-
ple, the reader will not get to know the students’ work during the seven re-
maining weeks of the theme, or what the students’ final presentations were 
like. On the other hand, it is the limited time frame and small number of 
individuals that enable a deep and focused analysis of the students’ agency. 
Another limitation of the data gathering was the fact that, during the ana-
lyzed lesson, the researcher had to decide when to record. For example, if 
the students talked about the task instructions or used mobile phones to 
check for words while walking between the classroom and the group room, 
this was not captured. Table 5 shows the main data collection. 
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Table 5. Overview of the data collection. 

The students had one computer each, and the screen recordings turned out to 
be slightly different in length depending on how quickly the students were 
able to start the recording equipment. 

4.4.1 Screen recordings 
An online program (www.screencastomatic.com) recorded both what hap-
pened visually on each individual student screen and any sound. To exempli-
fy, image 1 shows a still image of what a screen recording looked like. This 
recording is from Erin and was taken a little more than half way into her 
screen recording film. Image 1 shows the Prezi presentation Erin found 
while searching for information on “personas famosas” (“famous people”), 
what ten tabs she has opened and where her mouse indicator was placed (the 
little circle with an arrow inside it). 

Teacher:(Sara( Group(1( Group(2(
Planning(conferences(7(
handwritten,(unstructured(
notes.(

Michael:(31(minute(screen(
film(and(video,(307minute(
interview.(

Ella:(30.43(minute(screen(
film(and(video,(257minute(
interview.(Detailed(
unstructured(note(taking.(

Theme(intro(7(handwritten,(
unstructured(notes.(

(

Erin:(40(minute(screen(film(
and(video,(267minute(
interview.(

Iseline:(35.07(minute(screen(
film(and(video,(147minute(
interview.(

Exit(interview(7(prompted(by(
planning(documents,(virtual(
course(room(and(students'(
course(evaluations.(57(
minutes'(transcribed(
material.(

Sophie:(15(minute(screen(
film((discarded),(307minute(
video,(237minute(interview.(

Ana:(32.26(minute(screen(
film(and(video,(247minute(
interview.(

(
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Image 1. Still image of the screen recording from Erin, navigating through an 

online Prezi presentation that she found. The yellow circle indicates where the 

mouse indicator was at the moment. 

4.4.2 Sound recordings 
The sound in the group room was recorded both through the screen record-
ings (see 4.4.1) and video film (see 4.4.3). Sound quality was good and there 
were only a few instances when short parts of conversations were not heard. 
Since the same conversations were heard from the students’ individual 
screen recordings, each conversation was heard from different physical loca-
tions and what was not heard on one screen recording came out clear on 
another. Some obvious advantages with recording talk is that the researcher 
could hear the conversation and what issues each member of the group felt 
necessary to convey to the others. This enabled an overview of the group 
work process. 

4.4.3 Video recordings 
Video is often used while studying social interaction by observing gaze, 
bodily expression, posture or gesture for instance (Jewitt, 2012). In this 
study, it was used in order to capture whether other digital resources than the 
computer were used during the work session, such as phones, I-pods or 
iPads; or non-digital resources (for example paper dictionaries, pencils and 
papers; posture and gesture. The students did not use phones, ipods or iPads 
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and moved very little. In addition, the students did not mention gesture or 
position in their interviews, which is why other digital resources, posture and 
gesture were later discarded as possible categories). 

Two video cameras were placed at the short end of each table and started 
to record prior to the students entering. The cameras were turned off after the 
students left. Camera A was aimed at group one and only partly visible to the 
students. All of the students from group one were clearly seen and heard on 
this film. Camera B, aimed at group two, was fully visible and placed on the 
teacher’s desk. Unfortunately, Iseline was partly shadowed by Ana once the 
students sat down. Sometimes it was difficult, therefore, to see Iseline’s face. 
At the beginning of the session, Michael mentioned seeing the camera, after 
which the group did not mention or seemed to notice it much. Group two did 
interact with their camera at the beginning of the session, dancing in front of 
it and making faces at it. After a couple of minutes into the session neither 
group visibly or audibly noted the cameras. To exemplify, image 6 (see 
5.1.6) shows the view from camera A. Michael sits the closest to the camera, 
beside him is Erin and facing her is Sophie. Image 7 (see 5.1.6) shows what 
was seen from camera B. Ana sits closest to the camera, Iseline next to Ana 
and Ella facing Iseline. After the video film was recorded, it was imported 
into the program I-movie and made into an mp4-file. 

4.4.4 Prompted interviews 
Acknowledging how difficult it is to study agency as a form of initiative on 
behalf of the language learner, at the same time as not reading in too much in 
the recorded data, van Lier writes that: “In sum, then, the notion of initiative 
can be analyzed through interactional data, but in order to get at issues of 
content, purpose and higher-levels of awareness (of possibilities, dangers 
and consequences) further methodological tools are needed in order to trian-
gulate the complexities of the multiplex notion of agency” (van Lier, 2008, 
p. 239). In this study, audio recorded interviews were used as a means to 
both elicit the participants’ reports, and to validate the categories to be in-
cluded in the analysis. 

The term “prompted interviews” is used in this work to distinguish this 
type of interview from what is traditionally called “stimulated recall” (Hag-
lund, 2003; Lyle, 2003) and “stimulated reflection” (Levy & Kennedy, 2004; 
Miceli, Visocnik Murray, & Kennedy, 2004; Schmid, 2011). Lyle discusses 
the way to conduct interviews in stimulated recall, whether you use a “stop 
and remember” approach or a “talk you through it” perspective (Lyle, 2003, 
p. 872). The interviews in this work would more resemble the latter. Howev-
er, the students were in control of the pause and play button and asked to 
“run” the interview as much as they felt comfortable to do – the idea being 
that the students themselves had the power to decide when there was some-
thing in the screen recording worth pausing to tell about. However, since 
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they were fairly quiet to begin with, the researcher also guided the interview 
on the basis of the interview guide (Appendix IV). 

“Stimulated reflection” is generally used to further the learning of the in-
dividual, by reviewing through the help of prompts such as video or audio 
what happened in the learning session and then reflecting upon this. In the 
current study, prompts (screen recordings) were used in the same fashion in 
order to reflect on the individual’s action during the learning session. Never-
theless, the prompts were not used to in any way actively further the individ-
ual’s learning. Therefore, it is an active choice to refrain from calling these 
interviews stimulated reflection. The interviews all lasted between 30-40 
minutes. The questions were the same for all students but performed in a 
slightly different order, according to what came up and what seemed natural 
to continue with. The researcher also took detailed but unstructured notes 
during all the interviews. 

Michael’s interview was conducted immediately after the lesson. In the 
middle of Ella’s interview the sound recorder stopped working. However, 
using the researcher notes taken during the interview, an extensive summary 
was made immediately after it took place. The interview with Erin differed 
in that it was conducted over the phone later that evening. It was recorded 
through using loudspeakers on the phone and recording equipment on the 
computer. Immediately before this interview Erin had looked through her 
own screen recording to remember the situation better. There was also a one-
hour prompted interview with the teacher, where the main question was: 
“Vad fick eleverna för resurser med sig i det här projektet”? (“What re-
sources were provided to the students in this theme”? cf. 4.6 and the discus-
sion on validity). As prompts for this interview, Sara used the virtual class-
room with all of the students’ theme material, her own extensive planning 
documents and students’ evaluations. All the interviews were conducted in 
Swedish and only the excerpts used as examples have been translated into 
English by the researcher. 

4.4.5. Background questionnaire, researcher’s notes 
The background questionnaire was handed out on paper to the entire class 
before the research lesson. It was used in order to include only those who 
had not spent an excessive amount of time in a Spanish speaking country or 
who had Spanish speaking immediate family. It also asked questions about 
usual computer use; for instance how much time the student estimated that 
learners spent with a computer every day, if the students thought they could 
usually find the information searched for and in what language the searches 
were usually made. The questionnaire is included as Appendix III. 

Should any of the other data gathering techniques not work, note taking 
was considered a safety measure throughout the whole research procedure. 
Note taking was unstructured since it was not decided beforehand exactly 
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what to focus on or how often to take notes. The notes included comments 
on, for instance, the perceived atmosphere, furnishing, students’ comments 
or questions. 

4.5 Methods for data transcription and analysis 
Data was first transcribed and then analyzed in two sections, one concerning 
the data from the research lesson, which will be discussed first, and the other 
containing the data from the student- and teacher interviews, discussed at the 
end of section 4.5 and in 4.5.1. Bezemer and Mavers (2011) point out how, 
in order to understand transcripts, one can turn to principles such as framing, 
selecting and highlighting. ‘Framing’ refers to the contexts that frame the 
research, ‘selecting’ deals with the fact that the transcripts themselves are 
only partial and results of processes of criteria and sampling, while ‘high-
lighting’ refers to what features are given prominence in the transcript. 

In this study, framing was used to try to keep the research lesson as much 
as an ordinary lesson as possible.4 After getting their instructions in the main 
classroom from the teacher, the students moved to a separate classroom to 
work in small groups on a theme, bringing their computers. The teacher 
asked the students to contact her if they needed her help. This is a common 
way to work for these students. As for selecting, the selected categories are 
accounted for more in detail in 4.5.2 where each category in the transcrip-
tions are discussed and argued for. When it came to highlighting, the differ-
ent screen recordings were first transcribed in order to get a general over-
view of the groups’ work. What was then highlighted, or given prominence 
in the transcript, were those higher-level actions and instances of resource 
usage that were both observed by the researcher on multiple occasions and 
appeared in the interviews multiple times. 

The student interviews were framed in that they were conducted right af-
ter the work session, in the same room, and with help of the computers 
(screen films) that the students had just used. Erin, however, was inter-
viewed by phone later the same night, after having watched the screen film 
by herself. Her interview was also audio-recorded. The selected categories in 
the interviews were the same as the interview themes (Appendix IV). 

                                                        
4 One framing factor that differed from an ordinary lesson was that printed dictionaries, blank 
papers, pens and erasers were put by the researcher on the tables in the group room where the 
students sat prior to their entering the room. These are usually kept in a closet in the main 
classroom. 
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4.5.1 Transcribing data 
The data from the research lesson was transcribed in an interactional analysis 
protocol (IAP). These protocols can be designed in various ways. Using a 
sociosemiotic perspective, Bezemer and Mavers (2011) analyzed and dis-
cussed a number of multimodal transcripts in order to better understand their 
methodological implications. Treating the transcriber as someone who 
makes representational choices which shape the relationships between tran-
scribers, data and readers, they noticed that depending on differences of pro-
fessional interest, transcribers have chosen to represent strips of interaction 
ranging from a few seconds to a couple of minutes and they suggested direc-
tions from which to scrutinize such transcripts. 

A complementary way to understand interactional multimodal transcripts 
is to look at the modes of transcription often used in video-based social re-
search, such as writing, image and layout (Jewitt, 2012). This has to do with 
making decisions on not only whether one should choose writing or image 
(or both) as transcribing interactional data but also how these will be orga-
nized on the page or screen. For instance, space is used in transcriptions to 
construct separation and cohesion, to disconnect certain parts of the writing 
and images and to show which parts belong together, as well as to suggest an 
order of attendance. Placing action or web page in the left-hand column may 
imply that these should be attended to first, and that speech (if located to the 
right) should be understood against the backdrop of these movements. In the 
current IAP, time as tempo was on the left, then moving to the right was web 
address, followed by what language was used on the computer screen at the 
moment, number of tabs, activity on the computer screen, conversation, fol-
lowed by gesture and posture, described with both verbal language and in 
some instances image (cf. categorization: 4.5.2). In addition to “time as tem-
po” receiving a prominent status in the IAP in this way, this represents the 
order in which data was analyzed. 

Just like the screen recordings, the video films were watched both with 
and without sound. During this process, gesture, position and speech were 
added to the IAP in their own columns and synchronized in time with con-
versation. In short, the IAPs made it possible for the researcher to follow 
what happened simultaneously within the group at the same time as you 
could see what explicit higher-level action each group member engaged in 
(position and gesture were later abandoned as categories, since the partici-
pants did not mention them in the interviews). 

Transcribing simultaneity in the use of resources gave a hint at the multi-
tasking and the complexity of the learning situation at hand and was there-
fore one highlighting principle. For example, when Erin typed in a shared 
group work document (Google Docs) at a certain moment, it was possible to 
see in her IAP that while she did this, she typed in Spanish even though she, 
so far, read mostly in English, had 8 tabs open, and at the same time Michael 
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shifted work position as he said something in Swedish, turning to show Erin 
his computer screen while Sophie sighed heavily at not finding the work task 
description in the virtual classroom. 

Like the speech transcription, gesture and position were transcribed at a 
basic level. For instance, it was noted if a person turned their computer 
screen around in order to show it to someone else, or if someone tapped a 
screen in order to emphasize something; however, it was not noted for in-
stance how fast the movements were or if the eyes, while glancing at some-
one, were squinted/focused or round/surprised. Table 6 shows the transcrip-
tion of the same instant as image 1, and the following 20 seconds. The time 
(00:27:33) indicates how long Erin’s screen recording program had recorded 
at this moment. This was about 15-20 minutes into the group’s common 
work time. The reader can see time as tempo, what web addresses Erin visit-
ed, what language these were in, how many tabs she had opened (ten), her 
activity on the screen recording, her conversation with the group (which was 
originally all in Swedish but is here translated to English) and her body posi-
tion and gestures. It is worth noting that it was difficult to match movements 
exactly with the screen recordings but the speech gave a good clue to what 
happened when. The simultaneity is estimated to be off cue by a second or 
two. For a fuller idea of the IAPs, see Appendix VI, where Ana’s IAP is 
used as an example. 
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 Table 6. Excerpt from Erin’s transcription protocol. 

Finally, to explain the significance of multimodal interactional analysis 
Bezemer and Mavers (2011) noted that: 

(…) it is precisely the re-making of observed activities in a transcript that can 
lead to fresh insights. (…) Video data, which are turned into multimodal tran-
scripts are not merely descriptive, nor are they mere ‘translations’. They are 
(…) edited representations through which analytical insights can be gained 
and certain details are lost. Thus the transcript is a crucial analytical tool, fa-
cilitating and articulating a particular ‘professional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994), 
rendering visible the socially and culturally shaped categories through which 
the researcher sees and reconstructs the world. From this perspective, the ‘ac-
curacy’ of a transcript is dependent not on the degree to which it is a ‘replica’ 
of reality, but how it facilitates a particular professional vision. (Bezemer & 
Mavers, 2011, p. 196) 

Ti
me 

Site Lang
uage 

Tabs Screen film activity Talk Body 
position/gesture 

00:
27:
33 

www.prezi.com spa 10 Erin scans through 
the famous persons 
from the prezi. They 
are the same as on the 
previous ppt. 
Presentations that she 
just closed. 

Erin: 
”Mmmmmm… 
as a famous 
person…” (44) 

Nobody looks 
up or interrupts 
what they are 
doing. 

    Erin navigates back 
in the prezi. 

Erin: ”Do you 
want to taaake… 
I found some 
different, do you 
want to take 
some different, 
do you maby…” 

Erin looks up 
towards Sophie. 
Sophie looks 
back. Then Erin 
looks back to 
her screen 
again, leans 
back a little. 

    Erin gets to a part in 
the prezi about a 
painter. 

Erin: ” … take a 
painter…” (45) 

 

     Sophie: 
”Salvador…? 
Noooo” (46) 

 

00:
27:
53 

   Erin reads the name 
aloud from the prezi, 
sooms in on the 
name. 

Erin: ”mmm… 
nooooo eh his 
name is 
Fransisco… 
Fransisco.” 
Michael and Erin 
(simultaneously): 
”Fransisco 
Amighetti” (47) 

Michael looks 
up and leans 
towards Erin 
when he says: 
”Amighetti”. 
Erin smiles a 
little. 
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Since the focus in the interviews was not on simultaneity, these were tran-
scribed, categorized and analyzed separately (for categorization, see 4.5.2). 
Each speaker was indicated by the first letter of their pseudonym and marked 
by a new line. For readability, the interviews were transcribed at a basic 
level, according to mainly written standards. For instance, when transcribing 
speech, tone or voice level were not marked, nor the length of pauses. For 
instance, “Yes” (“Ja”) was transcribed as “Yeeeeaaahhh” (“Aaaaaah”). 
Sounds were transcribed in the same manner, for instance “uuuummmm”. If 
there was a loud sigh this was marked by “Sigh” (“Suck”). Examples cited in 
this thesis were translated into English by the researcher. One example of 
interview transcription is found in Appendix V, which is the teacher inter-
view in Swedish. 

4.5.2 Analyzing data 
The analysis of data from the research lesson was conducted in the following 
order: first, the screen recordings were viewed multiple times both with and 
without sound at the same time as the IAP was constructed for each student. 
Then, the conversations were listened to again, several times for each group, 
both while watching each screen recording again and while watching the 
video films. Every oral exchange was counted in the IAP for each group 
member. For example, if Michael and Sophie talked about something while 
Erin did not say anything, Erin was thought of as still listening to what was 
said and therefore taking part of the conversation. Any oral exchange that 
brought on a new topical segment was registered. This was an attempt to 
make visible how many different oral topical segments each group member 
took part in, again displaying some of the complexity of the situation. There 
are examples of topical segments in table 6, represented by figures 44-47. 

The MIA framework (cf. 3.5.1) was used to analyze the data from the re-
search lesson. The time and frequency during which the students made use 
of different resources (using the distinction between higher- and lower level 
actions) were measured, time mentioned in 3.5 as “the glue between curricu-
la and lesson” (cf. 2.4: Jewitt, 2008b). 

From the IAP transcription, the analysis focused how the students enacted 
the task in their use of resources, for example the number of unique clicks on 
links; what they said or how they changed and flipped between web pages 
and what actions they took while working with the work documents that the 
students chose to write in. Other characteristics noted in this document were 
total number of visits to Google Translate (GT); visits to language sites other 
than GT; and unique visited sites and hyperlinks in different languages 
(Spanish, English and Swedish), respectively. 

After the IAP was transcribed, the student interviews were transcribed, 
categorized and analyzed on their own. Themes that recurred multiple times 
were detected in the transcriptions and constituted the interview categories. 
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Often, they coincided with the guiding questions found in Appendix IV. The 
same principle of analysis was used in the teacher exit interview, where the 
main question was: “Vad fick eleverna för resurser med sig i det här pro-
jektet”? (“What resources were the students provided with during this 
theme”?) Recurring themes from the interviews were used to validate which 
categories in the IAPs to highlight (see 4.5.2). Finally, the teacher interview 
was transcribed and categorized according to the interview guide. These 
categories were then compared to the student interview categories.  

The CHAT analysis was performed after the MIA was finished, by using 
the categories and themes from the IAP and the interviews in the activity 
system where the students were the subjects, and the teacher’s interview 
answers where she was the subject. 

4.6 Methodological delimitations, validity and 
reliability 
First, this is not a contrastive or causal analysis. Since the students were so 
few, the comparison between two or three different groups would not en-
hance the reliability or validity of the data. Rather, it is descriptive and ex-
ploratory (Yin, 2009, p. 20). 

Second, as Marton and Booth (2000) point out, the teacher often intends 
something or considers certain aspects important to teach but what happens 
with the students’ learning after the classroom work is long gone is actually 
something quite different. Thus, this study does not measure learning but 
describes how it takes place in a certain situation. 

Third, there are multiple data gathering techniques in this study. Since the 
way you record data shapes the results, each technique brings different phe-
nomena into focus. However, different data sources are often used in case 
studies such as this one. For instance, Bryman shows how triangulation 
could be used in order to create a fuller view of context (Bryman & Nilsson, 
2002). 

Fourth, there are questions of data translation, for example between lan-
guages. The data collected is in Swedish, English and Spanish. When there 
was a case of language translation between the data collection and the data 
reported in chapter five, this is pointed out with English first, followed by 
the original language in italics. There are also translations between modes 
that in certain ways affect meaning. For example, what was seen on video 
was written in the transcriptions. Representative choices of examples and 
photos are described and justified. 

Fifth, what is presented in any monograph is by necessity a series of 
choices. Within a qualitative study it has to be decided which criteria should 
be privileged? As Lazaraton (2008) asks, should you favor report “accessi-
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bility or sociopolitical impact, methodological vigor or substantive contribu-
tion”? For example, the wish to make this study possible to print and read on 
paper or without Internet access binds the text to the material of paper. 

Sixth, results are affected by who chooses to take part in a study like this. 
A purposive sampling was used in order to carry out a study concerning 
participants who take it for granted to use ICTs in group themes based on 
sociocultural ideas of learning through communication and the cultural use 
of artifacts (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Lantolf & Poehner, 2008). Since the 
students work in groups, studies relating to group dynamics could have been 
used to inform the student actions. However, this study is limited to research 
stating that group- and theme-based learning may be beneficial to the quality 
of student agency (cf. 3.4: van Lier, 2008, p. 183).  

The seventh limitation concerns the researcher’s presumptions. For in-
stance, the researcher used to be part of the staff at the school in question. 
On the one hand, this might have affected the researcher, teacher and stu-
dents negatively. They might have felt less prone to be honest or somehow 
want to give specific results that they would think more favorable than oth-
ers. On the other hand, the fact that personal relationships affect results 
would be a factor to take into consideration even if they were people previ-
ously unknown to each other. What is positive about being part of the con-
text as a previous teacher such as knowing the context well and encountering 
a minimum of gatekeepers, is also negative since the researcher is a biased 
observer and has her own opinions about what takes place. Nevertheless, 
recognizing the risks of bias while studying ones’ own work place, Stake 
writes that it is quite appropriate for researchers to study their own work 
places (Stake, 2010). Since the researcher participated as an observer in the 
class on multiple occasions before the data gathering session, everybody was 
used to the researcher being around which likely reduced the effect of the 
researcher’s presence on the students’ performance. The climate was made 
more informal and based on an already existing sense of mutual trust that 
could otherwise take a long time to build. In sum, the gathering, understand-
ing and interpretation of data were assumed to be positively affected by the 
fact that the researcher previously knew the implicit everyday culture at 
school.  

Selwyn (2012) writes that: ”One of the most uncomfortable intellectual 
leaps for academics to make is that of disconnecting any analysis of young 
people, education and digital technologies from their own personal experi-
ences of digital technology” (p. 82). Thus, researcher’s presumptions in in-
terpreting the results also have to do with for instance age or the fact that the 
researcher could be seen as a digital immigrant (for example, the researcher 
grew up thinking of reading as a process from beginning to end and left to 
right), while the students may belong to the group of digital natives (who, in 
their reading might be more likely to use other modes and to fast discard 
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information that they see as irrelevant. cf. 2.1: Uribe & Hernández Hernán-
dez, 2006). 

The eighth limitation has to do with the recording techniques and the risk 
that they provoked specific student behavior. However, once the screen re-
cordings were started they were not visible to the student, nothing on the 
screen indicated explicitly that the computer screens were recorded. Some 
concrete drawbacks using screen recordings, though, were that it took quite a 
long time before everyone got started (up to 20 minutes) and that Sophie 
happened to turn off her screen recording so that only the latter half of it was 
saved. Another thing to remember is that the screen recordings of course do 
not capture any internal processing. For example if the student was reading, 
thinking of something unrelated to the task, checking his or her phone or 
doing something else off-line? Video helped with the two latter issues, how-
ever the visibility of camera B might have disturbed the students. In addi-
tion, even if the participants were always asked if there was anything they 
would like to ask or comment on, this was not emphasized in the same way 
or asked at the same stage in the different interviews. The order in which the 
topics were talked about also differed between the interviews. The teacher 
interview is problematic in the sense that it was conducted in June, many 
weeks after the theme was actually finished (in March). The views expressed 
by her, therefore, are what she reports from something that happened much 
earlier in the semester. Therefore, her answers are probably influenced by 
what she knew took place in the class the weeks after the researcher left. 
However, since the course was already graded then and the researcher was 
not directly involved with the students in any way, there might have been a 
higher degree of honesty than there would have been otherwise. Note taking 
is in itself biased since one focuses the attention on certain things; in this 
situation, to what the researcher thought was relevant in the heat of the mo-
ment. 

Ninth, there was the risk of fatigue. The students started with a 25-minute 
introduction to the theme by Sara, where she went through the introductory 
keynote slides (cf. 5.4.1 and 5.4.2). Then, they moved through the school to 
a group room, where there was another 20-minute start-up while setting up 
the screen recordings, after which the students worked and were recorded 
during 30 minutes. It is possible that the students changed their usual work 
behavior since they were tired. Nevertheless, all of the lessons in this school 
were 80 minutes long. It was actually only Michael, who did his 30-minute 
research interview after only a five-minute break, who had an exceptionally 
long session. 

Finally, having discussed the inherent limitations in choice of research 
lesson, participants and data gathering techniques, a final note needs to be 
made on limitations caused by underlying theoretic assumptions, transcrip-
tions and data analysis. For example, the answers from any interview depend 
on how you ask the questions. In the teacher interview the main question 
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was: “Vad fick eleverna för resurser med sig i det här projektet”? (“What 
resources were the students provided with in this theme”?) This question 
implies a certain language view, in that somebody possesses the resources 
and determines which resources to provide. In hindsight it could have been 
better to be more careful when asking what resources the teacher thought of 
as useful or important for the students. Likewise, another limitation in the 
guide concerning the student interviews was that the term: “hjälpmedel” 
(“aid”) was used interchangeably with ‘resource’. The words ‘resource’ and 
‘aid’ could be interpreted differently according to whom the question is ad-
dressed (cf. 4.1.2 for the definition of ‘resource’ used in this thesis). Also, as 
Bezemer and Mayers (2011, p. 196) point out, analysis protocols are “trans-
ducted and edited representations through which analytical insights can be 
gained and certain details are lost”. For example, there were probably re-
sources that were not seen or accounted for in this work, and the priority 
order of analysis and reported data shape perspectives. On the other hand, 
what is gained and made visible through the multiple recording methods and 
the transcription protocols is the simultaneity and multitasking in the use of 
resources, work process order and some of the complexity in this learning 
situation. 

Data analysis would have been more reliable if there had been time to re-
fer to inter-scoring raters to co-code the different categories for at least ten 
percent of the material. This is especially so since the analysis was an itera-
tive process between data analyzing and categorization while learning about 
DFL and AT. The DFL analysis is limited in scope since it narrows in on the 
agentive student use of resources. Since the study was initially only interest-
ed in the students, the IAP data were not collected with teacher focus and 
therefore the DFL analysis does not extend to the teacher’s use of resources. 
The ASA is also limited in scope: there were more activity systems at play 
relating in various ways to each other than the ones where students and 
teacher were subjects. For example, alternative and overlapping activity 
systems could be where each individual student, the course syllabus or the 
school is the subject. Due to space and time issues, these were not studied. 
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5 Results 

This chapter analyzes through what choices, actions and reports the students 
and teacher express their agency. Section 5.1 accounts for what and how the 
students used the resources. This is accounted for either by time or frequen-
cy. After this, in section 5.2 there are some short profiles of student use of 
resources. Student reports of their choices and actions are provided in sec-
tion 5.3, while in 5.4 there is a description of the teacher’s report about the 
choices she made. The resources that the teacher reported as provided and 
important to the students but that were not used or used in different ways 
than she expressed are analyzed in 5.5. Finally, the analysis of the student- 
and teachers’ activity systems is added in 5.6. 

5.1 Used resources 
These resources were first noticed in the screen films and later mentioned by 
the students in the interviews: the work group, a shared work document, 
computer resources and the teacher’s keynote presentation. Simultaneously 
with these, the students used image, layout and languages. 

5.1.1 Work group 
The group work was analyzed through thematizing the themes that the stu-
dents talked about and the time they spent on these. All talk was in Swedish, 
except for translating individual words. There was no off-task talk. Group 
one spent 7.30 minutes (out of their common work time of 31 minutes) on 
talk. Most talk focused on administrative issues having to do with the task. 
Secondly, they talked about the group document. The least amount of talk 
concerned language issues. This was when the group members asked each 
other for the translation of words, which happened three times. Group two 
spent 13.50 minutes on group talk out of their common work time of 30 
minutes. In this case, they used the conversational time mostly to focus on 
their work document and to ask each other what was worthwhile infor-
mation, where to find things online or how to work with their work docu-
ment. Their secondly most talked about theme was administrative issues, 
asking for clarifications of the task instructions or information concerning 
the task. The least time allotment concerning talk was devoted to language 
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issues, which was when group members needed to translate a few individual 
words or discuss grammar, which happened twice. What follows is a short 
description of each theme: 
• Asking the group for clarifications of instructions and formatting infor-

mation. For example, one question that was voiced several times in both 
groups were concern about what the word ‘authentic’ meant, since Sara 
said they should use authentic websites. Questions also concerned how 
much they were expected to do, how much information the other group 
members thought should be included and what certain words meant. 
When one student saw someone in their document writing in Spanish she 
said: “Oj det skulle jag ju också göra, förstås, det glömde jag bort!” 
(“Oooops, I was going to do that, too, of course, I forgot!”). Similar 
comments were heard when some saw others paste link addresses as ref-
erences. 

• Checking with the group what was important information. In both groups, 
somebody asked repeatedly what famous person or site of interest the 
others thought they should choose, if the rest of the group members also 
used Wikipedia as a source or how much information they thought was 
needed to find about some specific topic. There were also comments like: 
”Gud jag vet inte riktigt vad som… vad vill vi veta om det HÄR?” (“God, 
I don’t really know what… what do we want to know about THIS?”), 
“Vad vill vi VETA om det här vattenfallet”? (“What do we want to 
KNOW about this waterfall?”) or: “Vem bryr sig?” (“Who cares?”), when 
finding information about culture or history. 

• Talking about language issues. For instance, asking each other about how 
to word or phrase something, what something meant, or explaining 
grammar. 

5.1.2 Online document 
The online Google Drive-document that each group shared with each other 
and worked with continuously throughout the session took up a lot of the 
students’ focus. The students were used from other themes in the school to 
share documents in this way and although the teacher did not explicitly say 
that they should also do so now, no one questioned the suggestion inde-
pendently made by someone in both groups to share a work document on 
this site and to gather their information in this way. The students who first 
got their recording equipment working logged in to Google Drive while 
waiting for the others and created a document, named it and then shared it 
with the two other group members through searching for their e-mail ad-
dresses. They, in turn, when logging in to Google Drive, could see that 
someone had shared a new document with him or her, and when accepting 
this invitation, the document opened up on their screen. In the document 
itself one could see any person writing, marked by a flag of a certain color 
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and with a name on it. This way, more than one author could write at the 
same time, and everyone could see in real time who wrote what. 

Image 2 shows group one’s work document right after Erin had read an 
online Prezi presentation, found online and made by some American stu-
dents. This was some 20 minutes in to the work process and she went back 
to the group document to write down what she had learned. In the right cor-
ner can be seen who was active in the document. There is an orange vertical 
line just above Erin’s mouse indicator (shown by the black arrow) and her 
capital headline “UNA PERSONA FAMOSA” which shows where Michael 
was working last. Since this view is from Erin’s computer it is also possible 
to see the 13 tabs she had opened so far. 

 
Image 2. Group one’s text document as seen from Erin’s screen. 

Image 3 shows the student work document as seen from Ella, 19 minutes 
after starting to record. The vertical line in orange, after “1823”, indicates 
that Iseline had her mouse indicator there. Ella could also see that Iseline 
made a meta-comment in the margin to their text, asking in Swedish: “Hur 
många? Kolla” (“How many? Check”), where she had written the infor-
mation that Venezuela was a colony for: “många år” (“many years”). The 
text that Ella just selected is shadowed in light blue, and her mouse indicator 
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(in the yellow circle on the top) is about to erase the underlining of the hy-
pertext, since she was in the process of formatting her cut and pasted text in 
order to not look like hypertext any more. She had eight tabs opened at this 
point and had just received one new message (from her teacher) on Face-
book, in the Facebook group created for the class by the teacher. 

 
Image 3. Group two’s work document as seen from Ella, 19 minutes into the 

screen recording. 

The complete work documents, as they turned out at the end of the session, 
are found in appendices VI and VII. Here is a summary of the themes for 
each student in the work document: 
• Michael spent 12.53 minutes of his screen recording (31minutes in total) 

working with the group document. He mostly typed in Swedish (switch-
ing windows between the web and typing off Swedish Wikipedia). Se-
cond, he copied and pasted information in English into the document 
(which he did not translate into Spanish), and the third most used action 
within the document concerned layout; typing headlines and formatting 
text as to not look like hyperlink text; while the fourth most performed ac-
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tion was to scroll up and down to see what the girls had collected in the 
document. 

• Erin spent 9.20 minutes of her 40-minute screen recording in the work 
document. During that time, she mostly read what her group members had 
put in there, scrolling down and up. Secondly, she focused on layout (typ-
ing headlines, formatting hyper link text etc.). The third activity was typ-
ing (in Spanish) information from the teacher’s keynote on what to in-
clude as part of the later presentation, or typing while copying infor-
mation that she had found online. After finding this information online 
she typed it into an annotation program, then transferred single words or 
sentences to GT and finally typed it into the shared document. 

• Ella, spending 5.5 minutes (of 30) in the group document, worked with 
layout most of that time (typing headlines, formatting hyper link text 
etc.). Her second main action in the document was to type (in Spanish, se-
lecting to type parts from Lingro mostly, where she read texts from Span-
ish Wikipedia and then translated the words she picked into English). 
Third, there were some instances where she copied and pasted Spanish 
text. 

• Ana worked 17.57 minutes of her 32.40-minute screen recording in the 
work document. Most of her time there was spent translating a document 
from Swedish that she had collected with another group during the previ-
ous role-game, of which Spanish was not a part. She translated five sen-
tences, checking GT 13 times for single words (see below) meanwhile. 
While translating, she had the document language setting on “Spanish” 
and used the Spanish spell-checker: whenever something was underlined 
she checked the suggestion pop-up list for correct spelling. Her main ac-
tion, therefore, was translating, followed by layout (erasing the Swedish 
text that she was finished translating) and reading (slowly scrolling on 
three occasions). 

• Iseline used 7.29 minutes out of her total screen recording time of 35.12 
minutes in the work document. Counting instances, she divided her ac-
tions equally between formatting and typing. Formatting, she pasted the 
headlines from the keynote presentation into the document; she changed 
the types of bullet points and used spacing to organize the text. When she 
typed, she wrote from a web page in Spanish where she selected what 
parts to use. She used the paste-command twice. 

5.1.3 Language sites, other sites and computer resources 
There were some computer resources that kept re-occurring in the data, some 
of which stood out due to the number of times and the time they were used. 
Every student used them. Summarizing and describing them, they were: 
• Language sites: The most commonly used language site was GT. Some 

students mentioned that the teacher had asked them not to use this site. 
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Five out of six used it, between one and 13 times. Michael used this site 
once, after almost 27 minutes of work, and in order to translate a Spanish 
list of Colombian days of festivity. Erin used GT after nine minutes, and 
then continued to use it continuously. She used it consciously, inserting 
texts that she read in English and Spanish and writing texts in Swedish 
that she then translated to Spanish. Sometimes she double-checked the 
GT results in one language with the translation in another language. She 
entered the site ten times but often never closed it since she typed in an 
annotation program, which made it possible for her to see GT at the same 
time as typing. Ana used GT 13 separate times while translating from her 
Swedish document. She mostly checked individual words from Swedish 
to Spanish but on two occasions she searched for phrases (also from Swe-
dish to Spanish). Every time she used it, she double checked for syno-
nyms in the pop-up list, and often chose some other alternative than the 
one first suggested. Ella used GT once, and Iseline never used the site. 
Lingro.com was another language site, used by two students. Here, they 
copied a link address into the site in order to be able to read the original 
text in context and when placing the mouse indicator above a single word 
this was translated into English. Lexin was the third language site that 
was used. It is a dictionary, originally created for immigrant learners of 
Swedish and was used twice by Ella, who used it at the beginning of her 
work. She tried to find the conjugated form of a word when only the stem 
was listed and said: “LuGARES? Vad betyder det? Jaha, det är samma 
ord… Jaha, det betyder samma som platser, förenhär ordgrejen den var 
SÄMST” (“LuGARES? What does that mean? Oh, right, it’s the same 
word… It means the same as ‘places’, because this wordthingy was the 
WORST”). She did not use the site again. 

• Other sites. Wikipedia was used by all, in English, Swedish and Spanish, 
respectively. Google search, Google Drive and the virtual course room 
were also frequently used. One or two links from the teacher’s web link 
list were used, but not by all students (for instance, Erin and Ana did not 
use it at all). 

• Copy/Paste. This was a resource that all students used. The students cop-
ied and pasted information in Swedish (the most often), English (the se-
cond most often) and Spanish (the least often). Erin pasted the most in-
stances (nine) while Michael and Ana pasted the most mass of infor-
mation into the work document (she pasted four times; in both English 
and Swedish). Ella used ‘paste’ on eight occasions and Iseline on two, but 
these were link addresses rather than content information units. Almost all 
information in the work document, except for some of the headlines, was 
copied and typed straight off or or copied and pasted from the web in ei-
ther Swedish, English or, in some instances, Spanish. 

• Annotation resources. Everybody used the students’ Google Drive docu-
ment for gathering information. Erin used both this document and a text 
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editing program that she used parallel to reading or writing in GT. Anno-
tation resources were also used when some students inserted comments in 
the margins to their group document. (For students’ individual use of the 
work documents, see work document, above). 

• Browser Tabs. All students used multiple tabs. Michael used ten tabs, 
Iseline and Erin used 17, Ana used eight and Ella 11. 

5.1.4 Teacher’s keynote and the virtual classroom 
All students except for Michael had saved the virtual classroom as a favorite, 
so it was quick for them to get to it. Everything in the virtual classroom and 
in the teacher’s keynote was in Spanish and the students used the keynote in 
different ways. Most (Ana, Iseline, Ella, Erin, Sophie) opened it up quickly 
as their first website was the virtual classroom. Michael did not look at it 
until the session came to its third quarter. The rest (the exception being Ella) 
found the information they needed quite quickly. Ella asked her group a 
couple of times how to find it, and Michael, trying to find the web-link list, 
clicked almost every icon and link in the room. He needed almost four 
minutes after he entered the virtual room before finding the right link in it. 
Ella spent two minutes trying to find the teacher’s keynote presentation. It 
was clear that the group was important for Ella and Michael in order to find 
where the keynote was and to understand it. 

When some clicked on the wrong links in order to find the keynote (Ella, 
Iseline, Sophie, Erin) it was because they went to the right hand column 
where the teacher had linked the material from the preparatory classes. The 
slide that both groups chose to copy right into their work document was slide 
four: “Obligatory headings in the presentation and the letter”. In this way, 
the keynote was used as a resource structuring the students’ searches and 
written texts. 

5.1.5 Time, layout, image and language 
At the same time as using the above resources, the students used time, lay-
out, image and language. 
• Time. The students worked fast – meaning that they had time to perform a 

great number of actions and operations – when navigating through their 
reading. They also mentioned to each other that they had unusually much 
time to finish the work, and the fact that the work was slow. 

• Layout. Layout issues in the group documents concerned formatting text 
as to not look like hyperlink text, but also formatting headlines, changing 
font or re-designing bullet points in different lists, for example from ar-
rows to points. 

• Image. Image was not used in the students’ work document, but certainly 
when they navigated through their web reading. For example, Ella picked 
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an image about a waterfall from which she made the selection of a place 
of interest to study, and Erin scrolled through an image bank of Claudia 
Apoy when trying to decide on a famous person, as well as using different 
online Prezi presentations for the same purpose. Other examples were 
when Ida and Ella watched and discussed a Venezuelan moving pop-up 
commercial on carefully closing water taps in order to save water, or 
when they listened to the national anthem on You Tube and watched a 
short film on Venezuelan history on the same site. 

• Language. Spoken working language was Swedish, except for translating 
individual words or instances of grammar. There were also some excla-
mations in Spanish, such as: “Vámonos”! (“Come on”!) or: “Muy diver-
tido”! (“Very funny”!) When there were vocabulary questions, these typi-
cally concerned the teacher’s keynote instructions. On two occasions, 
members of group two asked each other about grammar. Web content was 
read in English, Swedish and Spanish. So was the reading and writing 
work in the students’ work documents. Table 7 presents a summarizing 
overview of the resources with which students enacted the task. 

 

Table 7. Resources used by students. 

Resources(used(by(students( Examples(
Group(speech( • Asking(the(group(for(clarifications(

of(instructions(
• Talking(about(formatting(
• Asking(about(and(negotiating(with(

the(group(about(what(was(
worthwhile(information(

• Talking(about(linguistic(issues((
Computer(resources( • Language(sites((GT,(Lingro,(Lexin)(

• Other(web(sites((i.e.(Wikipedia)(
• Online(shared(group(document(
• Copy/paste(
• Annotations(tools(
• Tabs(

Group(document( • Formatting/layout(
• Typing(
• Pasting(
• Scrolling(

Teacher(keynote( • Obligatory(titles(in(the(final(
presentation(

Other( • Time(
• Layout(
• Image(
• Language(

(
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5.2 Student profiles 
Below are some student profiles. These are meant to give a short descriptive 
and summarizing overview of the resources used by each individual. 

5.2.1 Michael 
Michael visited nine different web sites (re-visits not counted). Apart from 
the most recurring site (Google Search), he used Swedish Wikipedia, from 
which he followed several hyper links to read about one of the civil wars. 
Michael also searched for the English site ‘Fun facts: Venezuela’. He de-
signed his own learning path online in that he chose to follow 24 hyperlinks 
from the main web sites, and he made 25 visits in the shared online work 
document. While there, he pasted information four times and copied (typed) 
information from different pages 13 times. Michael chose to use Swedish 
Wikipedia and then made his own summary of this text in the online group 
document. He pasted the links to his sources. When reassembling text he 
used mostly Swedish and some English. Michael read in Spanish on four 
different occasions (navigating the virtual classroom, using the Spanish web-
link list and the web pages he finds through this, and when he read in the 
group document what Spanish information the girls had added). When So-
phie asked after ten minutes what the others were doing, he answered: 
“Eller… jaliksom... kopierar [the girls giggle] ååååå… klistrar” (Or… kinda-
likeI... copy [the girls giggle] aaaand, paste”). By the end, Michael had ten 
active tabs and he visited GT once, also by the end, when he copied and 
pasted a long list of calendar festivities into GT. Since Michael misunder-
stood one Spanish word: “sitios” (“sites”), he started out working for almost 
seven minutes trying to collect information on interesting things, when the 
group had decided he should work on interesting sites. He chose to keep this 
information in the document anyway. At the end, Michael spent three 
minutes trying to find the web link-list in the virtual classroom, from which 
he navigated to a list of calendar festivities. He clicked the link, which was a 
site where you could create postcards, closed it – and then reopened it. In-
stead of writing a card, he chose to copy and paste the list of days into GT. 
When the group divided the work between them, Michael answered that he 
would be happy to be in charge of making the keynote, and made a point of 
the fact that he was used to making keynotes. 

5.2.2 Erin 
Erin designed her learning path by initiating the group work document (after 
asking the group if they should do that) and she chose to paste the obligatory 
titles from the teacher’s keynote before Michael and Sophie had started to 
work. She decided with support from the group on a certain famous person 
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about whom to find information but in the process she chose someone else, 
after reading that name in the web-link list. She used the group as a resource 
for comfort, instructions, vocabulary help and when she needed to decide 
what information to pick for her document. She asked throughout: “Hur 
mycket tror ni vi ska skriva” (“How much do you think we should write)? 
Erin started to search for information in Swedish but half way in to the pro-
cess she switched to Spanish. She used layout and space both while working 
in the group document and while using the screen, since she often moved her 
text editing document window to different places so she could read and write 
at the same time without having to change windows. She used GT during the 
whole process: typically, she pasted excerpts from different web pages (in 
Spanish, English or Swedish) into GT and then selected parts from those to 
paste in the common work document. When using GT she always checked 
the pop-up menu on different suggestions. Sometimes while using GT she 
also transferred between Swedish, English and Spanish in order to see if she 
would get the same results. If she saw that someone else was working in the 
group document she chose to wait and go back to her web reading, before 
returning to the document in order to paste her information into it. 

Erin chose to use the possibility to write individual notes before present-
ing an already edited text version in the group document. For a couple of 
minutes she worked on exactly the same page from Wikipedia.se as Michael, 
without them noticing since he pasted information into the group document 
and she worked with it in her private annotation document. She often used 
search boxes in individual pages, or went through index menus to the left on 
the pages. She also searched through other peoples’ work about Venezuela; 
through doing so, she started up a conversation with the others about whom 
to pick as a ‘famous person’. 

5.2.3 Ella 
Starting out, Ella had trouble finding the document with instructions in the 
virtual classroom but after asking she received help from her group mem-
bers. She then opened up Google.es as her first search page, after a conversa-
tion with Iseline about how to get all of her search list results in Spanish. 
Soon afterwards, she also received the piece of advice to link her web texts 
to Lingro, which translated some key words picked by her into English. Ella 
often initiated the different conversations in her group and many times by 
asking the others questions having to do with work instructions; such as how 
much they were expected to read or which sites she should pick to read. Af-
ter agreeing with her group that she should work on ‘interesting places’ she 
saw a picture of a waterfall and then chose to find information about that. By 
the end of the work session, she used one web link list document in order to 
read up on ecological tourism in Venezuela, also following a suggestion 
from her group. When she found information on a web site that she wanted 
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to use she typed it in Spanish into the work document, often constructing 
new sentences from the material she read. In her personally designed learn-
ing route, Ella hardly used GT at all. 

5.2.4 Ana 
Ana designed her path of learning by first typing the search-word ‘Venezue-
la’ on Google.se and then clicked the first link that came up which led to 
Swedish Wikipedia. There, she changed the language in the menu to Span-
ish, and followed a hyperlink in Spanish. Five minutes into her screen re-
cording she opened up her work document and copied a large piece (in Swe-
dish) from that earlier work and pasted it into the online work document. She 
changed the setting for language to ‘Spanish’ and then, she started translat-
ing from Swedish. When the spell-checker underlined what she wrote, she 
right clicked to get a list of alternative words from which she chose alterna-
tives. About ten minutes into the work Ana and Iseline worked on the same 
passage together, Ana typing and Iseline formatting it. Ana also checked 
some spelling suggestions that came up for a word Iseline wrote but she 
chose not to correct it. Ana had GT bookmarked in her web browser and 
used it to translate words and phrases from Swedish to Spanish. She 
switched a lot between the work document, GT and on occasion Wikipedia 
in Spanish. She asked the others some questions for words and grammar. 
Ana worked actively during the 30-minute session and at the end of the les-
son she had translated five sentences. 

5.2.5 Iseline 
Iseline designed her learning path while at the same time coordinating a lot 
of work in group B since she often made suggestions for who should do 
what and how the group could go about working. Iseline’s first course of 
action was to write Google.es in the address field of her browser. When she 
came to the Spanish search engine she wrote ‘Venezuela’ in the search box 
and then created the online group document on Google Drive. Next, she 
opened the teacher’s keynote in the virtual classroom and copied the slide 
with obligatory headings for the presentation into their work document. She 
put considerable time in formatting the text in it and then returned to the tab 
with her first search list results. She followed a link named ‘noticias sobre 
Venezuela’ and ended up at the newspaper El País. While waiting for that to 
load she opened up another link that was the official link to the government 
of Venezuela. She spent some time reading silently (scrolling down slowly) 
on the two sites and eventually went back to the Wikipedia page where she 
then followed a tourist hyperlink in Spanish. After ten minutes she started 
switching between this site and its hyperlinks and the online group docu-
ment, writing in the same passage as Ana. After mentioning that one of the 
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pages concerning ‘history’ was difficult she decided to use Lingro.com, in 
order to translate individual words in their context into English. After read-
ing some and formatting more in their document she started translating to 
Swedish what she first read in Spanish. When Ella commented that she was 
writing in Spanish and pasted her sources, Iseline also did. All of Iseline’s 
search words and the texts she read online were in Spanish, except for 
“Christopher Columbus” (“Kristoffer Columbus”) during a discussion about 
him. At the end of the session Iseline used the teacher’s web link-list to go to 
YouTube where she started watching a short film on the history of Venezue-
la but quickly returned to her own Spanish search list on Google.es.  

To complement the qualitative descriptions of individual and group learn-
ing paths above, table 8 is a quantitative overview of student use of re-
sources and media noted in the transcription protocols. This provides an 
image of the multitasking and simultaneity involved in how the students 
chose to exercise their agency. 
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Table 8. Quantitative overview of student use of resources. 

5.3 Student reports 
First, the transcribed and thematized answers from the student interviews are 
accounted for and exemplified. Then follow the students’ comments that 
were recorded while working in the work session. 

5.3.1 Web sites 
Four out of five students mentioned Wikipedia, and the fact that they ended 
up there through a search on the country name. All of them say that they feel 

Use$of$
resource$

ERIN$ MICHAEL$ ELLA$ ANA$ ISELINE$

Number$of$
websites$
in$Spanish$

5$ 10$ 17$ 2$ 12$

B$English$ 2$ 3$ 1$ 0$ 1$
B$Swedish$ 17$ 14$ 4$ 5$ 2$
Times$
using$GT$

1$ 10$ 2$ 12$ 0$

Times$
visiting$
other$web$
sites$

Wikipedia:$3$
Google$search:$
8$
Web$linkBlist:$
0$

Wikipedia:$3$
Google$
search:$3$
Web$linkB
list:$1$

Wikipedia:$
14$
Google$
search:$4$
Web$linkB
list:$1$

Wikipedia:$6$
Google$
search:$5$
Web$linkB
list.$0$

Wikipedia:$5$
Google$
search:$10$
Web$linkB
list:$1$

Times$
using$
other$
language$
sites$

0$ 0$ 4$ 0$ 1$

Times$
entering$
online$
group$
document$

25$ 31$ 14$ 15$ 23$

Times$
“pasting”$

4$ 9$ 8$ 6$ 2$

Number$of$
visited$
sites$(reB
visits$not$
counted)$

9$ 13$ 9$ 4$ 10$

Number$of$
hyperlinkB
clicks$(reB
visits$not$
counted)$

24$ 27$ 26$ 13$ 23$

Number$of$
parallel$
tabs$

17$ 10$ 11$ 8$ 17$

$
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hesitant about the quality of this source. Erin, Ana and Iseline said they read 
the information under the hyperlink before clicking on it. Ella and Iseline 
mentioned how they searched for pages using Spanish search words, since 
they made an effort to start out at Google.es instead of Google.se. 
’Lingro.com’ was another main page mentioned by them, which was a site 
that their English teachers had showed them. They both said Lingro was 
great, since they could read text in context and just hold the mouse indicator 
over specific words to have them translated into English. All students but 
Iseline mentioned using Google Search boxes and search list results a lot of 
the time. Ana mentioned how she mostly used information from a document 
in Swedish from her earlier work. Everyone also mentioned The Google 
Drive document as important since the work was easier when everyone 
could write and search together, as well as collect all the information there. 
Other sites that were mentioned by Iseline and Ella as useful were ’Lexin’, 
and ‘ord.se’ (an online dictionary). Erin said the web link list was a good 
help as well. 

5.3.2 Lesson characteristics 
Everyone except for Michael reported that they felt this lesson was very 
much like other subject lessons but that the difference was the Spanish lan-
guage. The students said that using Google Drive docs was easy and they 
were used to the fact that everyone had access to it. The searches for infor-
mation were different in Spanish than in English since, as Erin pointed out: 
“Nej jag måste verkligen läsa det ord för ord; förstår jag inte meningen får 
man läsa allt tillsammans, kolla vilka ord man förstår och inte, vad man 
redan kan, sen läsa allt igen, det går ju mycket långsammare” (“No, I really 
have to read it word by word: if I don’t understand the sentence one has to 
read it all together, check which words you understand and not, what you 
already know, then read it all again, so it is much slower”). 

Iseline, Ella and Erin mentioned that it is more difficult to check for the 
origin of the sources in Spanish and the fact that in English or Swedish they 
are often familiar already with the source itself. In this session, they said that 
they felt like they did not know anything about the sources, except for inter-
national pages like Wikipedia. Erin and Ella said that they did not look 
around as much in Spanish, but rather picked the pages that came first and 
that they screened much less than they do in English. They said they were 
less careful in Spanish. 

Sophie, Erin, Ana and Ella reported that this lesson was different since 
they did not listen to music in headphones. The music that those who men-
tioned it usually listen to is quite soft music and they said it is easier to focus 
when there aren’t that many words. Ella mentioned that she gets more effi-
cient when she listens to music – she gets started quicker and becomes more 
efficient. She said she thought this was due to habit, that “the brain connects 
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like it is used to” (“hjärnan kopplar som den är van”) and at the same time 
there is not such a big risk that she talks to classmates. She also said that it 
could help to listen to music since she does not hear if someone is talking 
annoyingly much in the background. 

One further difference noted by some in this lesson was the fact that the 
work was slower than when information searching elsewhere. Iseline pointed 
out: “Väääldigt långsamt går det ju på spanska, det finns så många ord man 
inte kan även om man förstår det mesta… Det blir svårare att leta infor-
mation som man vill ha… allting blir jobbigt… man blir otålig och känner 
sig inte lika produktiv eftersom det tar längre tid än på svenska och en-
gelska” (“It is reeeally slow work in Spanish, there are so many words you 
don’t know even if you understand most of it… It gets more difficult to find 
the information you want to get to… everything becomes hard… you get 
impatient and don’t feel as productive since it takes longer than in Swedish 
or English”. 

Erin expressed that she almost always searches everything in English, 
since she thought there was much more information to find. She followed 
this up by saying that: “Om det är en engelsk uppgift söker jag på engelska, 
nu var det en spansk uppgift men jag sökte inte på spanska eftersom jag inte 
kan så mycket på spanska och det är svårare” (“If it is an English task I 
search in English, now, it was a Spanish task but I did not search in Spanish 
since I do not know that much in Spanish and it is harder”). 

5.3.3 Pen, paper and printed dictionaries 
Ella, Ana and Erin said that they sometimes use their phones in their Spanish 
studies, mostly to look for words. Ana had a Spanish and an English diction-
ary in her phone, which she thought practical. Ella pointed out how a paper 
dictionary was one of her wishes to get for Christmas. Pen, paper or printed 
dictionaries were not used at all in the session, or at all noticed by the stu-
dents. All students confirmed that it is normal to them not to use these, even 
though Ella and Erin explicitly said just before the topic came up that it 
would have been good to have a paper dictionary there to help them. Iseline 
said that she got along fine without things like papers, pencils or dictionar-
ies, since she could write everything in the computer as a running text, much 
in the same way as she would do with paper and pencil, while Ella, compar-
ing online dictionaries with paper ones, said that: “Det går så mycket snab-
bare med datorn – men i pappersform kan det ju stå mera och finnas mer 
information… Jag har önskat mig ett lexikon nu i julklapp… (“The computer 
is so much faster – but in paper form there could be more… and more infor-
mation… I have wished for a paper dictionary for Christmas…”). Sophie 
said that: 
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Papper och penna använder jag inte när jag surfar runt på Internet för det är så 
lätt att copy/pasta. Däremot om man sitter på lektioner, ibland på en ge-
nomgång, så kanske jag skriver för hand för då blir det lättare att dra pilar och 
sånt… men det var nog mer förut egentligen… jag gör det nästan aldrig nu 
längre… men typ på matte och fysik och sånt när man ska skriva formler och 
rita. 
 
I don’t use paper and pens when surfing around the Internet because it is so 
easy to copy/paste. But, if you are at a lesson sometimes, at a lecture, maybe I 
write by hand since it is much easier to make arrows and stuff but… that was 
actually more before… now I hardly ever do it anymore… but, like, in math 
and physics and stuff where you are supposed to write formulas and draw... 

 

Ana commented that: 

Ibland, för att ta anteckningar, det är lättare att koncentrera sig när man inte 
har något annat som ploppar upp hela tiden… jag väljer papper och penna om 
jag inte vill bli störd av email eller att någon börjar chatta eller att jag själv 
känner att jag vill gå in på FaceBook om det blir för långtråkigt typ… (…) Of-
tast block, annars lägger jag lösa papper i datafodralet och så har jag ett penn-
skrin… (…) Jag använder mest papper och penna i matten, annars är det gan-
ska lika…. Jag tycker om att rita när jag lyssnar på föreläsningar eftersom jag 
lyssnar bättre då…. Tankarna glider iväg annars eller man tar upp telefonen 
eller nåt. 
 
Sometimes, in order to take notes, it is easier to concentrate when you do not 
have things popping up all the time… I pick paper and pen if I don’t want to 
be disturbed by emails or that someone starts chatting with me, or if I feel like 
I want to go into Facebook if it is, like, too boring… (…) mostly note pads, or 
I put loose paper in my computer pocket and I have a pencil bag… I mostly 
use pens and paper in math, other than that it is pretty much the same… I like 
drawing when listening to lectures since I listen better then… If not, my 
thoughts keep wandering or I bring out the phone or something. 

Nobody reported that they use pen and paper much, and Sophie pointed out 
that it was particularly so in Spanish studies since in other subjects she did 
use them sometimes: 
 

(…) bara för tankekartor och sånt - men inte i spanskan. Det är mer för pro-
jektämnen eller samhällskunskap, ämnesintegrerande, flera ämnen, när det är 
mer aspekter som går in i det som man måste hålla reda på, blir lättare att se 
helheten då. 

 (…) just for making mind maps and stuff like that - but not in Spanish. That’s 
more for, like, theme work or social science, subjects integrated with more 
subjects, when there are more aspects going into what you have to keep in 
mind, so it becomes easier to see the whole picture. 
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Michael said he might use paper and pens in other subjects like math or 
physics, but never in Spanish. 

5.3.4 Attention-captivators 
Most students pointed out how they thought it was difficult to be able to 
perform a web-searching task and gather information in Spanish. Erin said:  

 
Jag är ju inte så jättebra på spanska och spanska är ett svårt språk, jag tycker 
det är svårt, så då översätter jag ju gärna väldigt mycket, vilket försvårar ju 
hela saken (…) GT är ju helt okey för mig för jag förstår ju inte att det är fel – 
om jag använder det på engelska kan jag ju se hur fel det är så då har jag har 
ju förståelse för att det inte är ett så bra verktyg men jag brukar använda det 
först på spanska och sen försöka gå in och ändra… 

I am not that great at Spanish and Spanish is a difficult language, so I translate 
a lot, which complicates the whole thing (…) GT is completely OK for me 
since I do not understand that something is wrong… if I use it in English I can 
see how wrong it is and then I have an understanding for it not being such a 
good tool but I usually use it first in Spanish, then I try to go and change… 

The theme of understanding and choosing information also came up in most 
of the interviews. Ana said that:  

Det kan vara svårt att förstå, det är väldigt avancerade texter och det var så 
många punkter, måste välja något man måste rikta in sig på, och punkten 
’allmän information’ kändes extremt bred… Det beror ju verkligen på vad 
man är intresserad av. För mig blev det typ vart landet låg, hur många som bor 
där, att det är socialistiskt, Hugo Chavez eftersom alla vet vem han var. 
 
It can be difficult to understand, the texts are very advanced and there were so 
many points, you have to choose something to focus on, and the topic of ’gen-
eral information’ felt extremely broad, that really depends on what you are in-
terested in… To me it became kind of like where the country is, how many 
live there, that it is socialist, Hugo Chavez since everybody knew who he was. 

In addition to expressing that the web pages are more difficult to understand 
in Spanish, the students reported that there is less information to find when 
using Spanish search words. Ella, Iseline and Erin make an explicit point to 
use search words in Spanish. 

Ella brought up the fact that her attention was caught by images that ap-
peared (she pointed to the image bank at the top of the link list when she 
talked about this), and Sophie realized that in this lesson she had use of the 
different verb tenses that the class studied in the period before this one. 
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5.3.5 Positive reports 
When rating how useful or not the students thought this type of Internet 
searches are as part of language education, where a score of one meant that it 
was really not useful and five meant that it was really useful, the students 
answered between two and four and a half. One of the explanations was that 
it was interesting to see what it is like in other countries but it was hard if 
there was a lot that turned out interesting. Erin, Iseline and Ella expressed 
the thought that through gathering and putting together information you 
learn what you are working on. Ana said that she learns better in this way 
than to listen to a teacher talking about it and some appreciate the fact that: 
“man får göra det själv” (“you get to do it yourself”). Other positive notes 
were that they all thought it was good to get to see authentic text, to find 
information on their own and one shared opinion was that if you study texts 
with a group, you might not learn more but at least it is faster than working 
alone. 

Erin, who rated four and a half, expressed that from her point of view it 
was really good since, with the way she chose to use GT, she was able to do 
much more than if she had not used it. She pointed out that: “Jag antar att jag 
borde lägga mer tid på att göra mina egna meningar men det skulle ta så 
mycket mera tid och då måste jag koncentrera mig mycket mer….” (“I guess 
I should put more time into making my own sentences but that would take so 
much more time and then I have to focus much much more…”). Ella also 
said that it is: “viktigt att tänka på att mer försöka skriva för hand på span-
ska, söka upp ord i lexikon själv och försöka med det jag kan först och sen 
binda samman men det är mycket mer tidskrävande” (“important to think 
about the fact that you try to write by hand more in Spanish, search words 
by yourself in the dictionary and try with what you know first, then tie it 
together, but that takes much more time”). When expected to find infor-
mation like this, she thought that this was a really good way of learning since 
she learned very much about a certain topic at the same time as she felt 
forced to use a: “bredare bredd på spanska” (“broader range of Spanish”). 

Ana maintained that when reading a book, she runs the risk of seeing only 
one person’s view of something while if she goes online she can find as 
many views as ever, and Sophie synthesized her answer in that she thought it 
to be quite important to include these kinds of tasks in language education: 
“men inte främst för att lära sig själva språket men mer innehållsdelen” (“but 
not foremost for learning the language itself, more for the contents part of 
it”). 

5.3.6 Negative reports 
After talking about how she was content with the fact that she did read pages 
that were mostly in Spanish Iseline, who gave a rating of two, pointed out 
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how she thought she would have rated the question higher if it had con-
cerned her English studies. Michael, Sophie and Ella said this as well. Iseline 
also pointed out how: “det känns som att tar väldigt lång tid för att lära sig 
ganska lite saker” (“it feels like it takes a really long time in order to learn 
very few things”). 

Ella, Iseline, Ana and Michael brought out the opinion summarized by El-
la as: “Man tappar ju själva spanskagrejen” (“You forget the Spanish lan-
guage thingy”). In connection with this, Michael mentioned that course 
books would have been better. While acknowledging that she can find many 
different views online, Ana pointed to the fact that this also meant that it 
could be hard to verify something. Iseline commented that, more often than 
in paper course books, there are: “oftare är faktafel, särskilt om det är lite 
äldre grejer” (“more wrong facts online, especially if the stuff is a little old-
er”). It was pointed out how it is important to know what sources are used 
and to check several different sites: “så att det går ihop” (“so it all adds up”). 
The last negative opinion was that all the students said they found that it is 
easy to get distracted when working on the Internet. 

5.3.7 Reports on multitasking 
All of the students said that they usually work with several tabs or windows 
open at the same time. According to Erin, keeping parallel windows open 
enabled her not have to flip back and forth so much when she wrote some-
thing. Ella usually keeps:  

(…) olika fönster med jättemånga flikar i varje fönster och så byter jag emel-
lan dem – ett fönster där jag hittar information och ett annat där jag skriver i 
Google Drive till exempel … ibland har jag Facebook eller mail men om jag 
ska plugga försöker jag stänga ned dem för de stör mig annars… fast Face-
book kan man använda med andra klasskompisar också, om man har några 
frågor till dom mitt under lektionen om något, det är smidigt (…). 
 
(…) different windows with a large number of tabs in each window and then I 
change between them… One window where I find information and another 
where I write in Google Drive, for instance… Sometimes I have Facebook or 
e-mail but if I am about to study I try to close those because otherwise they 
disturb me… but Facebook is possible to use with other classmates, too, if you 
have any questions for them right in the middle of the lesson about something, 
that’s handy (…)”. 

 
Iseline normally keeps the virtual school platform open at all times, but finds 
it very annoying how it logs out too quickly. 
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5.3.8 Students’ advice regarding information searches in FL 
The students were asked what advice they would give a clone exactly like 
them, with their background, feelings and thoughts, who was to go through 
this task soon. They thought it was important to acknowledge that it is hard 
to ‘Google’ in Spanish and that it is often that you find a text in Swedish or 
English that you later end up translating with the help of GT. Ella said that 
the clone should: “använda sitt sunda förnuft” (“use its common sense”) and 
that it might prefer to search in Swedish, because then it would understand 
everything. Ana, Erin and Iseline reminded the clone to be critical against 
sources, since: “(…) det kan vara oseriösa siter och texter, som bloggar och 
forum… det är inte alltid man kommer till de där forsknigs-siterna 
liksom….” (“the sites and texts can be unprofessional, like personal blogs 
and fora… It’s not like you always get to the researchers’ sites, like….”). On 
the other hand, Ella said that:  

Ja, det är viktigt att tänka på om man hittar något att man läser igenom det or-
dentligt och inte bara liksom TROR att man har förstått… att man inte låtsas 
att man har förstått… Skumma inte för mycket för då missar man så mycket – 
att slå upp ord och sånt. 
 
Well, it’s important to think about the fact that if you find something, you 
need to read it through well and not just THINK that you, like, that you under-
stood it… to not pretend that you understood… to not skim too much because 
then you miss so much… to look up words and stuff. 

 
If the clone was part of a group Ana thought it should: 

Börja bestämma vem som ska göra vad, hur långt man ska skriva och att vi 
ska ha skrivit två stycken var till nästa lektion och då får man antingen göra 
det under passet eller efteråt… att hela tiden skriva ned sina källor så att det 
blir lättillgängligt sen, så man slipper leta… men använda kommentarerna, du 
vet att man kan ju kommentera till texter, det brukar jag göra. Om jag hade 
varit själv hade jag väl satt igång mer… för då är ju alla uppgifter upp till mig 
själv… men man kan ju sätta upp ett mål för vad det är man vill ha åstad-
kommit under lektionen (…). 
 
Start deciding who does what, how much you should write and that we are 
supposed to have written two sections each before next lesson and then you 
either get to do that during the lesson or afterwards… to write down your 
sources all the time so they are more easily accessible afterwards, so it gets 
easier to access later, so you don’t have to look for them… but to use the 
comments, you know you can make comments to texts, I usually always do 
that. If I was by myself I guess I would have gotten started more… since then 
all the tasks are up to me… but you could set goals for what it is you want to 
have achieved during the lesson (…). 
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The clone was also advised by Ella and Erin to write more by hand in Span-
ish, to look up words by itself in a printed paper dictionary and to try reading 
and writing with what it knows by itself first, before tying it all together. 
But, it was pointed out; this would take much more time. 

Table 9 summarizes the positive and negative themes found in the student 
interviews.  

 

Table 9. Positive and negative themes in the student interviews. 

5.3.9 Reports during the group work session 
The themes that came up during the work session were that the students used 
Wikipedia even though they did not think it was a good source, they agreed 
on work order and work quantity, and that the work should be divided so that 
each person was responsible to search information on a specific topic. Both 
groups asked and showed each other where the information on the virtual 
platform was. Both groups thought it was a good idea to use the same head-
lines as the teacher had used in the keynote. They also talked about what 
pieces of information from the web should make it in to their work document 
and what kind of sites to visit. Other comments regarded questions of insecu-
rity about how much the students were expected to write, how the work was 
going to be presented, how much time they would have to work and how the 

Positive Negative 
You get to work by yourself. Easy to get distracted. 
Using the group you might not learn more but 
at least faster than learning alone. 

Slow and difficult work: makes you feel 
impatient and less productive than in Swedish 
and English. 

Interesting. Important for the contents part. Difficult to choose among contents if a lot 
turns out interesting. 

Gathering and putting together information 
helps you learn the material. 

Takes a long time to learn a few things. 

Better to learn like this than listening to a 
teacher talking. 

“You miss the language thingy” – this way of 
working not important for the language part. 

Forced into a broad repertoire of Spanish. Translating a lot complicates things. 
Good to read authentic sources. Possibility to 
find many perspectives. 

Hard to verify sources. Might be wrong facts 
online, especially if the pages are old. End up 
working with Wikipedia even though it is a 
bad source. Hard to check for the origin of 
sources, except for sites like Wikipedia that are 
well known and international. There is less 
information when using Spanish search words. 

You learn much about a certain topic. You get less picky about sources and contents 
than in English or Swedish. 

Enabled working with sites like the work 
document in Google Drive, Lexin, Lingro and 
Google Translate. 

Things popping up on the screen, people 
mailing or chatting can be disturbing. 

Quick commands are helpful.  
!
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others in the group were doing at the moment, if the work was going well 
and what headlines they were working on at the moment. Michael was called 
into question by the others in his group when he copied “fun facts”, and this 
group spent almost a ten-minute phase on talking about what should be cop-
ied and pasted and in what way into their work document. From group two, 
Ella said it was ‘freaky’ (“läskigt”) to conduct her searches in Spanish. 

5.4 Resources mentioned by the teacher 
Some resources mentioned by the teacher in the interview were introduced to 
the students in the first 25 minutes of their work session. Therefore, they are 
considered part of the results and are accounted for in 5.4.1. The resources 
first noticed in the IAPs and later mentioned by the teacher in the interviews 
are: the teacher herself, her keynote presentation of the theme, the virtual 
classroom, preparatory classes, work groups, printed dictionaries, paper, 
pens and erasers, choice and, with the above, time, image, layout, languages 
and music. Each of these is accounted for below. 

5.4.1 Teacher 
Sara held a 30-minute-start up by presenting the task in Spanish and some 
Swedish to two classes (about 50 students), using a keynote presentation. 
She picked a double size classroom for the kick-off and she used a film pro-
jector to present a keynote presentation and revisit the virtual classroom. 
Sara indicated where in the virtual classroom the theme information could be 
found. While in the virtual classroom she also showed other resources she 
had gathered there for the students to use, such as the web link document and 
the schedule for each specific lesson of the period. She emphasized how she 
had tried to make the information easy to find. Sara made pauses at each 
slide to make sure everybody understood, asking if there were any questions. 
There were some, voiced in Swedish and concerning specific vocabulary or 
the format and contents of the later exams. At each slide, Sara translated 
some words into Swedish when asked to do so by the students. Sara told her 
students many times that they could ask her anything while working. In the 
interview she brought up the fact that not only had she dealt with questions 
from different students concerning content when the students asked her what 
was worthwhile to include in their work, but also on time, encouraging the 
students to calculate remaining time and to make time plans in order for 
them to be able to finish the theme on time. 
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5.4.2 Keynote presentation 
The keynote slides treated (in order): learning objectives, obligatory head-
ings for the end products, allocated time and when the final presentations 
were expected to take place. All of the slides in the keynote kept the same 
style. Images 4 and 5 show the first and fourth of the keynote slides, con-
sciously designed by the teacher to have a Latin-American style in colors 
and framing (see Appendix II for full instructional keynote information). 

 
Image 4. Slide: “Project Latin America. What is best and worst of a Latin-

American country for a conscious traveler”. 

 
Image 5. Slide: “Obligatory headlines in the presentation and the letter. Basic 

information, sites of interest (especially something about ecotourism and fair-
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trade), something about history, something about human rights, someone 

famous”. 

Everything was read aloud by the teacher. With each slide of the keynote, 
the teacher asked if there were any words that she needed to translate into 
Swedish and this was done regularly. Some students followed the slide show 
on the projector screen, a few on their own computer. In the interview Sara 
mentioned that, since the students were still so young they might not really 
understand what something like ‘places of interest’ (“sitios de interés”) or 
‘history’ might presume from an adult’s point of view. She pointed out the 
idea that, since the students had probably never before planned a big trip on 
their own, for them, “places of interest” might as well mean to go to a paint-
ball session in Costa Rica as anything else, or that it might be very difficult 
for them to sort out what was ”interesting” history and not. She said the stu-
dents did have questions about this during the theme: 

Jaaaa, de ville veta, såhära: ”Äre här bra”? För dom hade ju delat upp det [ar-
betet] inom gruppen såhär att: “aaa, jag ska visst ta upp historian” liksom, ja 
men jag … det där är inte intressant, fick man ju säga liksom: “… ta bort det 
där… det är ingen som kommer å lyssna om du står o pratar om generaler och 
vad dom hette hit och dit... 
 
Yeeeaah, they wanted to know, like: ”Is this good”? Because they did split it 
[the work] within the group so that: “yeah, I’m taking history”, like, but well 
I… that is not interesting, one had to comment, like: “… remove that … no 
one is going to listen if you stand there and talk about generals and their 
names back and forth… 

5.4.3 Virtual classroom 
The teacher was in charge of and responsible for the material in the virtual 
classroom and organizing it. Everything in it was written in Spanish. The 
schedule was one prominent feature, clearly indicating what each lesson 
would entail. The symbols used on the far left described different ‘corridors’ 
in the room, each used for a different purpose. 

Image 6 shows the Spanish virtual classroom, when at the ‘home corri-
dor’ (the top icon on the left, looking like a house). The view on this page 
changed according to what schedule period the students were in. There were 
separate instructions for writing the individual letter, a link called “presenta-
tion and instruction of the project Latinoamérica” and a document called 
“Countries and links”. To the right was a headline that said “Material” under 
which there was material that the group had worked on during earlier pre-
paratory classes. Under this was a headline saying “Grammar in youtube 
(sic.)” which contained the type of grammar that the students were expected 
to use in their productions. 
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Image 6. The virtual classroom, at the ‘home corridor’. 

Scrolling down from image 6 was the view seen in image 7, below. The re-
search lesson was Tuesday, week 45. You can see that the students had 
homework between the research lesson and the following lesson, where they 
were expected to read some texts from their textbook and learn some words 
that the teacher collected at the site www.glosboken.se. Students could read 
that on Thursday, they were to work with human rights issues, come up with 
some questions and they were to have a discussion. Written in bold letters to 
the right were “Oral test week 50, material”, and “Grammar on youtube 
(sic)”. 
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Image 7. Virtual Spanish classroom from the beginning of the theme. The 

research lesson was Tuesday, (“Martes”), week 45. 

Concerning the virtual room and the material in it, Sara mentioned the web-
link list. She commented that it felt good and right to support the students 
with it so that they did not have to search aimlessly for things. At the same 
time she mentioned that she had no way of knowing how much they really 
used it. When talking about prerequisites that would help the students to start 
their work, she pointed out how they are so used to using computers, and 
again the fact that they had suggestions on links, which they could then use 
in order to find other links. She followed this up by mentioning that nobody 
ever came to complain during the theme that they did not find enough mate-
rial. Sara said that if there were any problems while working, finding the 
material on the web was not it. To the right on image 5 there were some 
hyperlinks to information from classes preparing for this theme. These clas-
ses were also a resource Sara mentioned several times. 

5.4.4 Preparatory work 
Before starting to work with their Spanish theme, the students had played a 
four-week subject integrated (no Spanish, though) role game in groups 
where they represented different nations in the UN. Drawing both on the fact 
that some students in the Spanish group had represented Latin American 
countries and on the way of working both in groups and concerning human 
rights, Sara said that the UN role game was one way of preparing for the 
Spanish theme. In addition, there were two Spanish lessons where the class 
had worked on texts from their printed course books (Waldenström et al., 
2010), learning vocabulary, doing exercises and discussing. They had also 
listened to and translated a celebration of Latin America in form of a song in 

!
!
!
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Spanish (King Pillares, 2011) and they watched the full-length film Sin 
Nombre (Fukunaga, 2009) and a series of short films from Amnesty interna-
tional. 

Sara stressed the preparatory work several times at different points. When 
pointing out that they had done things “BEFORE” (“INNAN”), too, she men-
tioned the songs, the work from Amnesty International and the films. Sara 
also said many times that the preparatory work was a way to “trick them 
into” (“lura in dem”) to the ‘human rights’-subject matter and that it was a 
conscious choice to use different media and modes so that the topic and ma-
terial would be more captivating. She mentioned that the subject matter was 
an attempt to get the students to care more about their language studies. 
When reading from some of the preparatory texts from Amnesty internation-
al, she said: 

(…) proclamadas de declaración…. Och det här gick vi igenom kommer jag 
ihåg, att det var faktiskt väldigt matnyttigt liksom, för att annars hade dom 
nog, kanske, slarvat med det de läste och sånt… så de fick mycket… ORD-
KUNSKAP där…. Sen använde vi ju deras hemsida här då, Amnestía Inter-
nacional, och, vi var ju med i deras kampanj ju, och skrev vykort och grejer… 
 
(…) proclamadas de declaración…. And we went thorugh this, I remember, 
that it was pretty useful, because if not, they probably would have been, may-
be careless with what they read and stuff… so they had a lot of…  VOCAB-
ULARY there…. Then we also used their home page here, Amnestía Internac-
ional, and, right, we took part in their campaign, and wrote post card and 
things… 

Sara also emphasized that one resource was the fact that this theme took 
place at the same time as another campaign by Amnesty international was 
active at the school, since she thought the students felt more like it was: “på 
riktigt” (”for real”). 

5.4.5 Group 
At the teacher planning conferences it was clear from the beginning that the 
theme was thought of as group work. Sara said in the interviews later that 
she thought the work to be too much to do individually and that pairs were 
thought to be vulnerable if one student turned absent, which is why her 
choice fell on three students per group. Since some students had been recur-
rently absent from previous lessons, she put the groups together with help 
from a list of attendance. These groups had never worked together before. 
The groups were thought of as a resource by the teacher since, even though 
the letter was an individual form of testing, the content used to write this 
letter was to be found and prepared for by the group. In addition, the final 
oral presentation was also to be performed by the group. Sara said: 
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(…) och (… ) ja, de jobbade på, som sagt var, och så vet man ju inte så myck-
et vad som händer, liksom (…) nämen det går ju ihop med skolans övriga in-
ställning, att jobba i grupp, för att kunna diskutera sig fram till saker och ting, 
få flera, hela tiden få flera perspektiv och lösningar på problem eller frågor 
eller så (…). 
 
(…) and (…) well, they kept working, like I said, and then it’s like one does 
not know too much about what is happening, like (…) but that concurs with 
this school’s overall attitude, to work as a group, to be able to discuss in order 
to get somewhere, to get more, to all the time get more perspectives and solu-
tions to problems or questions, or stuff (…). 

5.4.6 Printed dictionaries, paper, pens and erasers 
When the students entered the group room, there were printed dictionaries, 
papers, erasers and pencil sharpeners on the table, which indicated where the 
research groups were supposed to sit. Image 8 and 9 show both student 
groups after they sat down, with the artifacts between them. 

 
Image 8. Group 1. Michael sits next to Erin, who faces Sophie. At the very far 

end on top of a burner (next to Erin’s mouth in the picture) is camera 2, 

aimed at group 2. On the white board are notes from an earlier lesson. 
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Image 9. Group 2. Ana, in her jacket, sits to the left of Iseline, who is facing 

Ella. 

5.4.7 Choice 
Sara brought up the topic of choice and the fact that it was important that the 
students were to make choices. They were to choose a country, something 
that Sara thought had been facilitated by the previous lessons where she had 
focused on some of the differences between Latin, Central and South Ameri-
ca. The students were also to choose a way of presenting (they had three or 
four alternatives), a famous person to learn about and, while using the web-
link list, they could choose to follow which hyperlinks they thought relevant. 
Sara said: 

(…) och sen fick de här grupperna önska ett land som de skulle jobba med, 
och där minns jag att jag var lite besviken på deras val av länder… (…) det 
var inte så mycket variation, det var som att dom kände bara till några eller få 
länder och det var de länderna de valde… de brydde sig inte om att verkligen 
kolla upp vad finns det för länder att välja på, och såhär… utan att, nej, nån 
hade vart i Costa Rica och så nej, då ska jag jobba med Costa Rica och 
såhär…det tycker jag är lite tråkigt, att tänka så… 
 
(…) and then these groups got to wish for a country that they were going to 
work with, and there I remember that I was a little disappointed in their choic-
es of countries… (…) there wasn’t too much variation, it was like they only 
knew about some or a few countries and those were the countries they 
picked… they didn’t really care about checking what countries were really 
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there to choose between, but no, someone had been to Costa Rica, and then, 
no, then I will work with Costa Rica  and like this… I think it is a pity to think 
that way…. 

When asked how she thought she could have done things differently, Sara 
pointed out later during the interview that they could have worked much 
more consciously on choosing a famous person, too: 

Kanske till och med såhära, säg att jag hade dom hära personerna, såhär 
gjorde jag för att välja ut, så att det blev en process liksom, och då lärom sig 
ganska mycket under den processen, då, att först börja ta fram tio personer, 
och sen så kollaru me nån som, du måste prata med någon som är lite insatt i 
ditt land och be dem ge dig argument för varför man ska väja den ena eller 
den andra … eller såhär, så blir det lite mer såhär dynamiskt liksom… 
 
Perhaps even like this, say that you get these persons, this is what I did in or-
der to choose, so that there was kind of like a process, and then they [the stu-
dents] learn a fair amount through this process, then, to first bring out ten per-
sons, and then you have to check with someone who, you have to talk to 
someone who knows your country and ask them to give you arguments in or-
der to pick one or another… or like this, then it would get kind of more dy-
namic... 

Sara also pointed out how, since the group divided their work, if someone 
ended up finding some information about Che Guevara it would be extreme-
ly easy to do that and then be done with all of the work. 

5.4.8 Time, layout, image, languages and music 
Sara mentioned time, layout, image, verbal language and music as resources. 

Time. Sara planned the 80-minute lesson so that she would use the first 
thirty minutes for the kick-off. With this, she explicitly calculated fifty 
minutes for the groups to begin to get to know each other and get well into 
starting their work. Sara also emphasized to the students that they would 
have unusually much time for this theme so as to really have time to read in 
Spanish and not feel like they had to hurry in order to make the presentation. 
In the interview, she mentioned how she actively had to tutor some students 
in making a schedule for their work. Sara also said that: 

(…) proyecto och proyecto och proyecto och proyecto… ja de fick ju hålla på 
jättelänge, och sen så kom ju nästa period, och  det här höll ju på nästa period 
också, och då, fick de ju egentligen inte mer arbetstid utan det var de här 
veckorna de skulle jobba, och tanken med det  var ju också att det skulle vara 
lite såhär skönt innan jullovet, och de skulle få jobba lite på egen tid (…) 
 
(…) ‘proyecto’ and ‘proyecto’ and ‘proyecto’ and ‘proyecto’… well they got 
to keep at it for a really long time, and then there was the next module in the 
schedule, and this kept going in that too, and then, they did not really get more 
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work time but it was during these weeks they were supposed to work, and the 
thought behind that was that it would be kind of nice for them, just before 
Christmas vacation, to work some on their own time (…). 

Layout. Sara used her skills in layout while making the keynote, furnishing 
the physical room in order for 50 teenagers with computers not to lose their 
concentration, making sure everybody sat so they could see her well. She 
also used layout when designing the virtual classroom for her students, 
where her guiding principle was to make sure everything should be easy to 
find. 

Image. Sara used images in the keynote presentation, virtual classroom 
and the preparatory classes. 

Languages. Sara spoke mostly in Spanish, making some Swedish (oral) 
translations when the students asked for them, which they did at each slide. 
She also pointed out the name of the theme as a good resource. Since it was 
called: ”Latinoamérica - lo mejor y lo peor de un país hispanohablante para 
un viajero consciente” (“Latin America – the best and worst for a conscious 
traveler”), Sara expressed that it covered both positives and negatives, in 
order to help the students make their work a bit more nuanced. 

Music. Music was especially part of the preparatory work, both as listen-
ing to and translating songs and as included in the films. 

Table 10 gives an overview of the resources mentioned by Sara. 
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Table 10. Resources and examples mentioned by Sara. 

Resources((mentioned(by(Sara)( Examples((mentioned(by(Sara)(

Teacher( • Designing(physical(room(

• Designing(virtual(classroom(

• Designing(keynote(slides(

• Pointing(out(her(availability(to(

students(

• Reading(aloud(when(students(did(

not(understand(vocabulary(

Keynote( • Learning(objectives(

• Obligatory(titles(for(later(

presentation(

• Schedule(

• “LatinFAmerican(style”((see(image((

5:1(and(5:2)(

Virtual(Classroom( • Spanish(

• Schedule(

• Material(from(earlier(classes(

• WebFlink(list(

Preparatory(work( • FourFweek(role(game(in(subjectF

integrated((no(Spanish)(theme(

• Online(texts(from(Amnesty(

International(

• SubjectFspecific(vocabulary(training(

and(grammar((as(decided(by(Sara(

and(her(colleague)(

• SubjectFspecific(songs(and(films((as(

decided(by(Sara(and(her(colleague)(

Work(group( • Find(material(to(be(able(to(write(an(

individual(letter((later)(

• Discuss(

• Find(more(perspectives(and(

solutions(when(encountering(

problems(

NonFdigital(resources( • Paper(dictionaries(

• Paper(

• Pencils(

• Erasers(

Choice( • Country(

• Presentation(

• Famous(persons(

• Choose(links,(starting(from(the(

webFlink(list(

Layout( Designing(virtual(classroom,(slides(

Image( Mostly(in(preparatory(work((films,(texts,(

music(videos)(

Language( Spanish,(Swedish((not(much(used)(

Music( Preparatory(work(
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5.5 Resources recognized as important by the teacher that were 
not used by the students 
To choose not to use certain resources is also to exercise one’s agency. Some 
resources were recognized by the teacher but not used by the students, used 
very little, or used in different ways than what Sara thought. These were: 

Dictionaries, papers or pens. The students did not at all use dictionaries, 
paper or pens. 

Teacher. The students did express the need for a teacher at times but did 
not try to contact her, even though both the teacher and students were logged 
on in the same Facebook group. 

List of web links. When presenting the theme and showing the virtual 
room, the teacher opened up the web document with pre-checked sites for 
each individual country. Only some opened this, after a reminder from the 
researcher, about 20 minutes into the work. Then, most students did not use 
the list. 

Preparatory work. Only the preparatory work in Swedish, made by Ana’s 
earlier social science group from a UN role game, was referred to during the 
work session. None of the films the Spanish class had seen, course book 
texts, music, discussions or subject-specific vocabulary from the preparatory 
classes were explicitly referred to.5 

Choice. In the exit interview, Sara was disappointed that the students in 
the class had not taken the opportunity to choose countries in a more chal-
lenging or varied way. She related that many groups picked the same coun-
tries, and that some had picked a certain country since they already knew a 
lot about it, from former visits or since a parent had worked there. In the case 
of group B, she thought they made a choice based on interest. This is the 
group that chose Venezuela since Ana had already worked with it in the 
former UN role game. As far as famous people, the students picked those 
suggested from the web-link list. Sara mentioned the fact that no group had 
chosen a current famous person. She had also encouraged alternate forms of 
examinations, mentioning poster or prezi. The students all chose keynote 
presentations. Sara said she thought that the students enjoyed feeling that 
they had some previous knowledge or that they knew some about the subject 
topic already, but that this also might make them put less effort into the work 
and that they might feel they could get away with just using what they al-
ready know. 
Time – The theme lasted eight weeks. The students were informed that for 
once they could really take their time to try to penetrate authentic Spanish 
language. This did, for the most part, not happen. The exceptions were Ella 
                                                        
5 It is quite possible that the students did use grammar and knowledge from the preparatory 
lessons. However, they did not explicitly talk about or refer to these (such as the subjunctive, 
subject-specific vocabulary or topical knowledge, which was what the teacher stressed that 
they had previously worked with). 
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and Iseline who both started out at Google.es as their first search, in order to 
only get Spanish link suggestions. Group one expressed their concern with 
time as follows where Erin asks how much the others think the group should 
write and Sophie answers: 

S: Inte sååå… asså vi borde inte skriva SÅ mycke egentligen… eftersom vi ba 
ska göra en power point. 
M: En keynote…  
(…) 
S: Mmmm. 
M: Å sen är vi klara? 
(…) 
M: Men hur länge, vi hade typ sju veckor på oss å göra de här… 
E: (skrattar till): Jaa… 
M: Fantastiskt. 
(…) 
M: Jag kan göra keynoten 
(…) 
M: De är kul å göra keyknotes… jag har gjort mååånga keynotes. 
 
S: Not that … like we should not really write THAT much, since we’re just 
going to make one power point…”  
M: One keynote… 
(…)  
S: Mmmm. 
M: And then we’re done?  
(…)  
M: But, how long… did we have like seven weeks to do this?  
E: (laughing): yeeah…  
M: Fantastic. 
(…) 
M: I can make the keynote. 
(…) 
M: It is fun to make keynotes. I have made maaany keynotes. 

Resources used during searches but not in work documents: some students 
(Ella, Iseline, and Erin) used and commented on resources like image, sound 
or film during their searches. However, this type of information was not 
visible at all in the groups’ work documents. From these documents, a teach-
er would not be able to see that this ever took place as part of the students’ 
work processes. 
 Table 11 shows resources that were mentioned by the teacher as im-
portant but that were not used by the students, or used in other ways that 
what Sara said. 
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Table 11. Resources that were mentioned by the teacher as important but that were 
not used by the students, or used in other ways that what Sara said. 

5.6 Activity systems analysis of data 

Figure 6 shows the two activity systems from the research lesson that were 
analyzed, with the students and Sara as subjects. 

 
 
Figure 6. The two activity systems from the research lesson that were ana-

lyzed. 
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The students are the subjects of the first activity system. Analyzing the ac-
tions that take most of their time and that occur most frequently (5.1 and 
5.2), their primary object (object 1) is to find out what is worthwhile to in-
clude in the end product and how to format their Google Drive document 
which will make the basis for their future keynote presentation. Thus, their 
second object (object 2) with the target outcome is to “do schooling” (cf. 2.3: 
Pope, 2001). The third object (discussed below) is what has been called third 
space (cf. 3.2: Engeström, 2001, and 3.5.2). 
 There are various rules of work in this activity system. One concerns the 
time the students have at their disposal. Concerning time, they say that the 
work is slow, and that it takes a long time to learn only a little. They also say 
that they are surprised that they have so much time to work, since they only 
have to produce a keynote. In addition, they report that they think it is faster 
to work as a group. Other rules have to do with group dynamics. One such 
rule is the fact that the student groups stick to themselves and that the group 
participants help each other when needed. Another such rule is the fact that 
they create a work document and decide what should be included in it. They 
also decide together who should work with what obligatory keynote titles. 
The students decide that the labor should be divided as cooperation rather 
than collaboration: they split the work between them in order to save time. 
The time they spend working is spent producing language at least as much as 
receiving language. English, Swedish and Spanish are used in their language 
processing. 

Some of the mediating artifacts in this activity system are the Google 
Drive documents analyzed in 5.1. Another mediating artifact is the virtual 
course room and the web link list. Other mediating artifacts, albeit cursory, 
are the Google search boxes and the boxes with translated vocabulary in GT. 

The subject of the second activity system is Sara. Her primary object (ob-
ject 1) with this individual lesson is for the students to understand what the 
theme is about and that they start searching for information in Spanish. She 
also intends for them to take a lot of time to read authentic language, to use 
each other as resources when in linguistic trouble, to practice previously 
learned grammar structures (the subjunctive); to repeat old and to pick up 
new vocabulary (object 2). 

The community in this activity system is different than in the first since it 
includes both Sara and the students. She distributes the work to the students, 
while at the same time asking them to come to her for help should they need 
it. They ask her questions having to do with translations of individual words 
while they are all still gathered in the classroom. 

One mediating artifact in this system is Sara’s keynote presentation 
shown on a film screen. Another is the virtual course room with its contents, 
for instance the web link list. 

Some rules of engagement in the second activity system derive from the 
syllabus’s description of reading and information search, and the national 
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recommendations stating to use target language in all essential course con-
tents. Other rules in the second activity system are: 

• Syllabus goals: perceivable in the planning and the obligatory titles. 
• Ways of examination: the students were asked to choose a way of 

presenting their work. 
• The belief that working as a group in a theme with an extensive 

time frame and the element of choice could be beneficial for 
achieving autonomous agency. 

• The fact that the task was planned according to what was thought 
as motivating for the students. 

• The belief the students generally find it very easy to work with dig-
ital media and searching for online information. 

• The fact that Sara constructs the task to allow for much time so stu-
dents will have time to penetrate the target language. 

The third space (object 3) (cf. 3.2) between these activity systems is evident 
in the students’ use of Wikipedia, GT, their use of English and Swedish and 
when they copy/paste. Sara also says that she suspects that the students use 
Google Translate. These operations let them perform actions that they per-
ceive as useful in order to reach their objectives; yet they feel conflicted 
about using them. This cross-boundary space (object 3) is also possible to 
perceive when the students express how they would rate the task higher if it 
was in English or that they would advice their clone to perform the searches 
in Swedish. They say that as it is, the task is very difficult for them to do 
even though they are used to these kinds of information searches in English. 
It is obvious that for the students to enact what they perceive as the object of 
the activity, they need to perform operations that are in conflict with the 
object in Sara’s activity system. Table 12 shows a summary of the two activ-
ity systems with the students and Sara as subjects, respectively. 
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Table 12. Summary of the two activity systems with the students and Sara as 

subjects. 

 

Subject: Students Sara 
   
Main 
mediating 
artifacts and 
resources 

• Google Drive document 
• Keynote 
• Web link-list 
• Other resources in table 

5.3 and 5.4 

• Keynote 
• Virtual course room with its contents, 

for instance the web link list 
• Other resources in table 5.4 

Primary and 
secondary 
object with 
the lesson 

• Produce a presentation 
• Figure out what 

information to include in 
the presentation 

• Create the online 
document 

• For students to search for, pick and 
read information in Spanish 

• Enable student vocabulary to grow 
and practice previously learnt 
grammar 

• Enable students to use the group as a 
resource when encountering linguistic 
difficulties 

• Enable students to take a lot of time 
to read authentic language 

Rules • Eight weeks to work 
(they are baffled by this) 

• They say the work takes 
very much time, but that 
they learn only a little 
Spanish 

• Simultaneous production 
and reception of language 

• The rules that derive from the 
syllabus description of information 
search and reading as receptive skills  

• Target language use in all essential 
contents 

• Generous amount of time for students 
to not deviate from target language 
due to stress 

Community • Student groups who stick 
to themselves 

• Help each other mostly to 
pick information and to 
decide what to include in 
the presentation 

• Sara and students. Classroom 
introduction to the task 

Division of 
labor 

• Cooperate, not 
collaborate 

• Labor distributed to the students 
• Asking students to come to her for 

help when they felt they needed it 
Cross 
boundary/ 
Third spaces 

• Blending school -and home practices of using Wikipedia, GT, 
copy/paste and how to perform information searches in English, 
Swedish and now Spanish 

• The role and purpose of searching for information in Spanish 
• Resources the teacher mentioned as important to the students but that 

were not used by students or that they used in a different way than what 
the teacher reported (cf. section 5.5) 

• In order for the students to enact what they perceived as the object of 
the activity, they performed operations that chafed with the objective in 
Sara’s activity system 
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6 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to explore the agency enacted through the choice 
and actions of six upper secondary Spanish students and their teacher. They 
worked with a task that asked the students to read authentic web sites with 
text originally written in Spanish for a native Spanish speaking audience. 
The aim was approached in the following research question: 
 
• Through what choices, actions and reports do the students and teacher 
exercise and express their agency? 

Answers that complement each other were found through analyzing the data 
through the lenses of Designs for Learning and Activity Theory. The DFL-
inspired analysis found that the students chose to use various resources in 
specific forms of communication while working. These choices and actions 
deserve to be discussed and analyzed as particular, within the context in 
which they appear. To provide some of this context, two activity systems 
were analyzed. This chapter starts by first answering and then dicussing the 
parts of the research question concerning the students. Then, these answers 
are discussed. After this, the answers concerning the teacher are answered 
and discussed. Finally, there are some implications regarding classroom 
practice and possible development when activity systems are in conflict, 
scaffolding needs and the perception of online literacy and information 
searches in foreign language learning. 

6.1 Student agency expressed by actions and reports 

Through what choices, actions and reports do the students express their 
agency? In this study, this is expressed through: 
 

• Focus on speed and end product rather than work process. 
• Producer- rather than consumer orientation. One example of this is 

the use of copy/paste. 
• Not yet using copy/paste and Google Translate (GT) as part of their 

educational habitus. The students feel conflicted about their use of 
copy/paste and GT even though they think of them (sometimes crit-
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ically) as resources (cf. 2.3: Crook, 2012; Fredholm, 2015). When 
used reflectively, copy/paste could be seen as a form of languaging 
(cf. 6.1.2). 

• Multitasking, which might raise the need to reconsider what is 
meant by ‘depth’ in online reading when searching for information. 

•  “Doing school” (c.f. 2.3: Pope, 2001), since it is the object of 
presentation, and collecting the information that the students be-
lieve the teacher wants rather than what they are interested in, that 
motivates the actions in their activity system. 

• Working independently even though their work document affords 
collaboration. This lowers the quality of agency since almost no 
discussions concerning subject matter or linguistics take place. 

• An activity system that structures the way students communicate 
and use digital media. Therefore, their actions consisting of speed, 
bullet-points and their activity object of the final keynote presenta-
tion determine the contents of the work session; hence, the way in 
which they learn. This activity system is in conflict with the activi-
ty system in which the teacher is the subject. 

• Saying that they worked unusually efficiently and that they thought 
they had fun. The students said that they worked on the task during 
the whole work time and expressed that they did not experience 
that they learned or used much or any Spanish; or rather, that it was 
difficult and that it took a lot of time to learn very little. 

• Displaying simultaneity of learning sequences (cf. 3.3: Leijon, 
2011; Selander, 2008c; Åkerfeldt, 2014). When they “read”, they 
“write”. While working with certain information, they also present 
it to each other. This, and their (trans) languaging are apparent in 
their use of resources like their work document, copy/paste, GT or 
other translating services. 

6.1.1 Focus on speed and end product instead of work process 
It was pointed out in 5.1.5 and 5.4.8 that while their online searches were 
designed by the teacher as ‘reading’ to take a considerable amout of time, 
the students both worked quickly – considering that they were able to per-
form a large number of actions – at the same time as they were frustrated 
that it took a long time to learn only a little. They said they had to work very 
slowly, since this was Spanish. They also reported that using the group, you 
might not learn more, but at least it was faster than working alone. The stu-
dents expressed that they liked to work in groups and themes since this made 
them feel ‘productive’. Nevertheless, since the students also mentioned that 
it felt like they used and learned very little Spanish it is intriguing to discuss 
what they think of as ‘productive’? From their answers to what they thought 
of as positive and negative with the task (table 9) it seems that they connect 
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‘productive’ with working quickly and towards an end product. This as-
sumption is reflected by how much time the students spent on the different 
resources. Judging by time on resource, it is clear that the students’ agency 
was geared toward an object of end product: their keynote presentation to be 
held at the end of the theme, rather than the way to get there: their language 
learning process (of which the product is only one part). 

The students started working by copying the obligatory titles for their end 
keynote presentation into the group work document and dividing the work 
according to wom should work on what bullet point (cf. 2.1: Barnes, 2011; 
describing how teachers control how technology is used in school). Group 
one expressed surprise that they had eight weeks to work on something that 
‘just’ required them to produce one keynote at the end of the theme. Both 
groups put a lot of time on administrative talk concerning their work docu-
ments and about what was worthwhile to include in their presentation, while 
they spent a small proportion of time trying to understand something new (or 
old) in Spanish. In addition to Spanish being the least topic of conversation 
and, for everyone but two students, also the least used language when per-
forming information searches and reading the results, the students did not 
talk about subject matter either. They did not ask subject matter questions or 
discuss their findings. The group conversations were held in Swedish, with 
only single words uttered in Spanish or English. No student suggested that 
the group work together on one and the same web site, provided by the 
teacher, in order to challenge and practice their language reading skills, for 
example helping each other with difficult passages or taking out key points. 
Neither did anyone suggest reviewing or taking stock of the material from 
previous Spanish classes, or using dictionaries or grammar books to see if 
they could re-use any words or grammar structures while forming their own 
sentences. Even though the teacher explicitly said that the objective was to 
carefully read in Spanish while using authentic pages and asked the students 
not to use GT, nobody protested that, for much of the time, most group 
members visited English or Swedish pages rather than Spanish, or that they 
used GT continuously. This was done by the students in spite of the fact that 
they in the interview mentioned that they would have liked using printed 
dictionaries more and GT less. 

Writing about organizational learning, Engeström (2001) proposes that 
theories are typically weak in spelling out the particular processes or actions 
that constitute the learning process (p. 150). He also points out the fact that it 
is often an assumption that the assignment for knowledge creation is “un-
problematically given from above” (p. 151). Engeström states that actions 
that trigger development often consist of a questioning of the existing stand-
ard practice. Thus, it is possible that student use of GT and copy/paste, even 
though they feel conflicted about it, might be such a questioning: triggering 
development of organizational practice. This would also indicate that 
copy/paste takes place in a third space, as a cross-boundary practice. The 
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cross-boundary differences in practices of digital media use and online use 
of language at home and in school were mentioned earlier (cf. 2.1: Cassany, 
2011; Kress, 2009, 2.3: Taalas et.al, 2008; Crook, 2012, 3.2: Engeström, 
2001 and 5.6). In this study, it seems clear when the students import the 
same activity patterns regarding the search for information online that they 
use when solving similar tasks in English, other subjects or in their private 
spheres, they find that the activity becomes different than usual and very 
difficult. 

6.1.2 Producers rather than consumers 
With an end product focus rather than focus on work process, enactment was 
focused on production rather than consumtion. What could have been a les-
son with a slow and in-depth Spanish reading was enacted as selecting, col-
lecting, copying, pasting, formatting and (re) designing material in different 
languages (cf. table 8.). As seen before, Anderson found that the usage of 
new media requires new reading strategies (cf. 2.1: Anderson, 2003) and it 
was pointed out how reading nowadays seldom appears without writing (cf. 
2.3: Walsh, 2008). This aligns with this study’s findings that the students 
exercised their agency as the producers of new representations of collected 
informational material (cf. 2.1: Benyamine, 2008; Selander & Kress, 2010 
and Vigmo, 2010). 

The fact that the students’ reading and writing were intertwined (exempli-
fied by Erin, keeping parallel windows so she could type in the annotation 
program and GT at the same time as she was reading) also supports Leijon’s 
emphasis that the primary and secondary circles of transformation are simul-
taneous. The participants’ work cycle consisted of continuous group (re) 
presentations in their work document (cf. 5.1.2). In other words, not only 
regarding their end product but also when it came to their work process, 
students became producers rather than consumers. Selander (2008) points 
out how students in Sweden and Australia within school are encouraged to 
ask their own questions and find possible answers for them. He continues by 
stating that if students are supposed to actively phrase their own questions 
and thereby shape their understanding of things, it becomes interesting to 
follow how this understanding is developed and how these students package 
their new understanding; how they design their new knowledge. In this case, 
they designed it rather individually in their work document, consuming and 
re-designing text simultaneously. One example of this is when the students 
copy and paste. 

6.1.2.1 Copy/paste 

When searching for information on the Internet, students often start off with 
vast amounts of information that they rarely can relate to personally, and 
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ICTs might in this way make knowledge abstract rather than tangible and 
personal (cf. 2.1: Benyamine, 2008). In this study, this is seen not only con-
tent-wise but also in the ways students use linguistic skills. For example, 
rather than starting off with key words from the Internet texts in order to 
then build their own sentences in the work documents with words and struc-
tures that are theirs, the students use quick commands like copy/paste or 
copy by hand, rarely reflecting explicitly on the language used. This raises 
the issue of information possibly not being worked through but ‘merely’ 
copied and pasted into a new document. How could one perceive the role of 
copy/paste and or copying information from the Internet in language learn-
ing? One idea is that it is some form of mimesis – our way to learn through 
mimicking (cf. 3.3: Selander & Kress 2010; p. 38). It could also be stated 
(ibid.) that these situations contain new, creative elements, since they always 
include earlier actions and therefore are, in some way, new creations. This 
will now be problematized. 

The students use copy/paste in two different situations, where the first is 
when they copy topical information found on for instance sites like Wikipe-
dia (cf. 2.2 and Helms-Park, Radia & Stapleton, 2007 and Radia & Staple-
ton, 2008: showing that L2 students continue to cite unreliable sources even 
after instructions). The second type of situation is when they use sites like 
GT in order to get help with linguistic concerns. The students use GT fre-
quently even though they were told not to. They do feel conflicted about this, 
revealing that they, too, to some extent share the assumptions that language 
learning should be performed in the target language as much as possible, 
discussed above. Referring to the use of GT, the fact that copy/paste at all 
gives rise to discussion might have to do with the idea that digital immi-
grants and natives (cf. table 1) still view the resources of copy/paste differ-
ently since copy/paste are still in the process of becoming a natural part of 
the language learners’ (and even more so, teachers’) habitus. This fact limits 
the language learners in this study from using all of their languaging compe-
tence. 

The opposite example stands out, when Erin is excited about GT enabling 
her to express herself about complicated issues, something that she says she 
could never have done without it (cf. 5.3.2; 5.3.4). The students do seem to 
be aware of the fact that GT is not able to translate correctly much of the 
time, and they then double-check the GT suggestions with their friends or by 
translating between different languages to see what the meaning of some-
thing is (cf. 2.3: Karlström, Ceratto-Pargman & Knutsson, 2008; calling for 
learners to be critical towards tools and the notion of correctness as equal to 
language proficiency when concerning language learning literacy). Since it 
is when language is used to mediate solutions to problems that languaging 
occurs (Swain, 2006, p. 100), the practice of copy/paste and using GT could 
also be considered another case of languaging (Swain, 2006).  
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In Swain’s examples students “language about language” because they 
realize there are things that they do not know and so they use language to 
mediate their thinking (Swain, 2006, p. 105). In this study, students use 
learners’ language (cf. 2: Ortega, 2013) and copy/paste to solve the task. In 
this sense, when the learners in this study copy/paste from GT or Lingro and 
comment on this to their friends or compare their findings between different 
languages, learning through languaging is taking place. 

6.1.3 Multitasking 
Some of the complexity in the learning situation was made visible in how the 
students multitasked. Windows, tabs, contents and languages were switched 
between frequently (cf. table 8) and through this, the students exercised quite 
an ability to switch between languages. Simultaneity, complexity and tempo 
are related. Using sequencing and tempo and the fact that this often has to do 
with how deep one has time to penetrate something (cf. 3.3: Selander & 
Kress, 2010, p. 35), it may seem clear that doing many parallel things re-
stricts the time to penetrate the Spanish texts. Thus, from one perspective 
(perhaps a digital immigrant’s?), the students’ choice to multitask made the 
work ‘broad’ rather than ‘deep’. However, Engeström (2001: p. 153) writes 
about directionality in learning and development and how we: “habitually 
tend to depict learning and development as vertical processes, aimed at ele-
vating humans upward, to higher levels of competence. Rather than simply 
denounce this view as an outdated relic of enlightenment, I suggest that we 
construct a complementary perspective, namely that of horizontal or side-
ways learning and development” (Engeström, 2000, p. 970; Engeström, 
2001, p. 153). An alternate way of perceiving the situation would be to not 
think of it at all in terms of ‘deep’ or ‘broad’, but to regard the multitasking 
in terms of switching windows and tabs, alternating between both contents 
and languages while reading, copying, pasting and writing, to simply be the 
way you read online in Spanish as a foreign language when performing 
online searches and reading the results (cf. 2.1: Patterson, 2000 and the dis-
cussion on what type of reader the online reading creates). Perhaps it is these 
different ideas of how to perceive what “reading online in Spanish” is, that 
explain how students thought it took very much time to learn very little 
Spanish, even though they said at the same time that it was an unusually 
efficient work session. 

What is acknowledged as ‘reading Spanish’ depends on how the text is 
structured and how different types of reading have grown to become institu-
tionalized into genres in a certain setting. Furthermore, text interpretation 
has to do with the aim of the reading. Textbook texts in school are often read 
in a certain progression with the aim that the students should learn some-
thing specific, in line with their linguistic progression. Looking up infor-
mation in an encyclopedia is done because you want to find something out 
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(cf. 2.1: Selander, 2008 a, b). When searching for information online within 
a language lesson, these aims blend. The students are not used to this (their 
background questionnaires show that even though they often search for in-
formation privately, this is usually done in Swedish or English) and they 
stress that this is difficult (cf. 5.3.2; 5.3.4 and the discussion of cross-
boundary activities, above). 

6.2 Actions and reports by which the teacher exercises 
and expresses her agency 
Engeström (2000) writes that: “Activity systems are driven by communal 
motives that are often difficult to articulate for individual participants. Activ-
ity systems are in constant movement and internally contradictory” (p. 960). 
In the activity system with Sara as a subject, the objective and rules derive 
from the course syllabus. The actions and reports through which the teacher 
exercises and expresses her agency indicate the activity systems rules that: 

• Language is seen as possible to separate between reception and 
production. 

• The students should try to use target language only. 
• When it comes to searching for information online, learning Span-

ish is possible to view in a similar way as learning English. 
• Working as a group in a theme with an extensive time frame and 

the element of choice could be beneficial for agency. 
• The task is planned according to what motivates students, some-

thing that could be beneficial to agency. 
• Students generally find it very easy to work with digital media and 

online information. 

However, these rules do not comply with the students’ agency when they 
choose how to use resources while enacting the task. This is discussed be-
low. 

6.2.1 Activity system rules derived from the syllabus 
Starting with the CEFR-based syllabus for Spanish (cf. 1.3: Council of Eu-
rope, 2011, Skolverket, 2011 c), there are some assumptions that frame the 
task and activity, thus shaping what the teacher is empowered to design. The 
first assumption is in the syllabus’ aim and core, constructing language as 
separate skills to train. To separate “reception skills” from “production and 
interaction skills” while treating core contents for course 4 (Skolverket, 2011 
c) does not quite cohere with the students’ enactment of the task. In order to 
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solve the task the students write and speak at least as much as they read. In 
this, they display simultaneity of learning sequences. Therefore, it is difficult 
to separate receptive skills (‘reading’) from productive skills (‘writing’). 

Again, the reader is reminded that online information searching involves 
specific kinds of text and therefore requires particular kinds of reading (cf. 
2.1: Björkvall, 2009, 2012; Conole, 2008; Rasmusson, 2015; Selander & 
Kress, 2010; Vaca Uribe & Hernandez Hernandez, 2006; and 2.2: Rosell-
Aguilar, 2004 and 2.3: Kramsch, 2008). If expected to ‘read’, in a ‘receptive’ 
sense (Skolverket, 2011c) and a teacher interprets this to be from the left to 
the right, the top to the bottom, slowly and picking out key words along the 
way, the students do not answer up to the teacher’s expectations. If expected 
to write in a “coherent” (ibid.) sense while collecting information, the groups 
do not do that, either. If expected to keep “discussions and conversation” 
(ibid.) about the task topic matter or about linguistics, the students certainly 
do not do much of that, in any language. Instead, they scan information 
quickly in three languages, they scroll, pick links, headlines or images to 
follow, skip between tabs, select, paste, type or copy off fragmented text 
either at the beginning, or the middle or the end of a shared document, and 
they speak in Swedish about mostly administrative issues. 

This leads to a discussion about one of the syllabus recommendations, 
namely that as much of the language education as possible should take place 
in the target language (cf. 1.3: Lodeira & Matti, 2013; Skolverket, 2010). In 
a task such as this, trying to only use target language could limit the stu-
dents’ self-directed agency. We have seen how, rather than using only the 
target language to solve the task (cf. 1.3: Lodeira & Matti, 2013; Skolverket, 
2010), the learners “do languaging” (cf. 3.4: Blin & Jalkanen, 2014; Swain, 
2006), in that they translanguage since that is how they need to use language 
in this situation in order to solve the task (6.1.2.1). In other words, to be able 
to use Spanish in their later presentation, the students also use Swedish and 
English while working. The syllabus does state that language education 
should: “help the students develop multilingualism where skills in different 
languages interact and reinforce each other, and help students develop lan-
guage awareness (…)” (Skolverket, 2011c, p. 1). However, the students’ 
comments that they miss “the Spanish language thingy” (“spanskagrejen”) 
and the fact that they are conflicted about their use of Swedish and English 
in the Spanish lesson indicate that, concerning their work process, they do 
not quite see their multilingualism as a resource and as “language aware-
ness”. For the students, it seems like the word “teaching” in the syllabus aim 
that: “teaching should to the greatest extent be carried out in the target lan-
guage” (Skolverket, 2011c, p. 1) is equal to “learning”. Hence, they feel 
conflicted that they do something else than using target language when they 
(trans) language. 

Third, in the case of information searching, the syllabus makes the as-
sumption that there are no major differences between languages of different 
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status (cf. 1.3: Cassany, 2011; Hammarberg, 2010; Höglin, 2002, Murillo, 
2009). What is written in the syllabus about using the Internet to search for 
information and find sources is very similar for English and Spanish. For 
example, in Spanish step 4 the students are supposed to adapt reading to the 
form, content and aim of the communication. They are also to work with: 
”different ways of searching for, choosing and assessing content in texts 
(…)” (Skolverket, 2011 c). In the core contents for English, step 5 (which is 
the first level studied in Lower secondary school, comparable to Spanish 4 
albeit considered somewhat more difficult), the students are supposed to 
read: ”texts of different kinds and for different purposes (…)” and in the aim 
for English it is stated that the students should: ”develop an understanding of 
how to search for, evaluate, select and assimilate content from multiple 
sources of information (…)” (Skolverket, 2011 d). 

Considering the different status Spanish and English enjoy in Sweden, it 
is remarkable that it is assumed that students should be able to meet similar 
demands in both. The students voiced the difference between the languages 
when finding it worth observing that the Spanish lesson this time was very 
much like other subject lessons but that the difference was that this was in 
Spanish (cf. 5.3.2), that they would have rated the task higher if it was in 
English and advised their clone to perform the task in Swedish (cf. 5.3.5; 
5.2.6. and 5.3.8). In addition (and contrary to what the teacher thought), they 
found it very difficult to find the information online in the Spanish lesson at 
the same time as they state that this is something they do regularly at home 
in English. 

Finally, there are activity systemic rules rooted in assumptions stemming 
from the “spirit of the times”. Both in research and writings such as the 
CEFR and the syllabus there is a somewhat deterministic view that language 
learning is automatically promoted by ICTs (cf. 1.3: Francia & Riis, 2014; 
2.2: Alstadter & Jones, 2009; Roessingh, 2014; 2.4: Jones & Healing, 2010). 
However, it is vital to recognize both that it is not using technology per se 
which makes someone learn a language (cf. Fredholm, 2015), and that it is 
not always an asset to have much of something or to be very used to some-
thing (in this case, the amount of information on the Internet and the com-
puter), if you do not know how to use the different affordances of the media 
and types of texts it entails. For instance, Michael informs that he is very 
used to working with his computer (6h+ per day: cf. table 4) and that he has 
made many keynotes before (cf. 5.5). Yet, he is completely lost in the virtual 
classroom that his class has used for half a year (cf. 5.1.4), and does not at 
all question the source value or possible use of “fun facts Venezuela” (cf. 
5.2.1; 5.3). 
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6.2.2 Activity system rules derived from the school 
The activity system with the teacher as subject also contains rules and as-
sumptions about language learning that derive from the individual school 
and the task. According to Sara, the school ideology is that students learn by 
working in groups and themes. With this comes a set of assumptions about 
group collaboration, agreeing with earlier mentioned ideas that agency is 
likely to be high when groups work in themes and that agency is then collec-
tive rather than individual (cf. 2.4: Jones & Healing, 2010 and 3.4: van Lier, 
2008). 
 On one hand, the students display collective and autonomous agency (3.4: 
van Lier, 2008) in that they take initiative, ask each other questions and pro-
vide solutions to problems, especially when it comes to the administrative 
parts of the work. On the other hand, they divide the task up, which is some-
thing that leads to them becoming “obedient learners” at a more individual 
and lower level of agency, rather than creating a “collaborative agency 
event” as “committed learners” at the highest level of agency (ibid). The 
students also become obedient learners because they in some ways know 
how to read between the lines. Sara did say in the interview (but not in the 
task introduction) that she thought the students would divide the work be-
tween them. The students’ actions reflect this. They say that working in a 
group, they might not learn more but at least it is faster, and that this was 
why they split up the work between them (cf. 5.3.5). Doing so, they interpret 
what the teacher expected. Hence, even though they do write in the same 
document, they: “work independently rather than support a shared construc-
tion” (cf. 2.3: Crook, 2012). Selwyn (2012, cf. 3.1) asked for more research 
studies that examine the social as well as technical issues. In this study, the 
affordances of time, Google Drive documents, 1-1 computers, groups and 
extensive preparatory work in terms of both content and linguistics boil 
down to students sitting next to each other, writing different parts at the 
same time in the same document, working rather individually. One way in 
which the learners are not able to read between the lines, though, is when 
they focus on the end keynote presentation rather than their learning process 
(cf. 6.2.1). 

The second set of activity systemic rules that derive from assumptions at 
this level that affects the task and the enacted activity are about what the 
students are interested in and what motivates them. Sara was very conscious 
of the fact that she wanted the students to feel that the subject topic con-
cerned them and that their special interests in global and environmental is-
sues could help them through this difficult work. However, when the stu-
dents found information relevant for the task there were comments in the 
lines of: “God, what do we want to know about THIS” (cf. 5.1.1)? Whether 
explicit lack of interest or a statement that it was difficult to select the ‘right’ 
information to include in the work, they also thought it was difficult to de-
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termine what was interesting enough to select. Selwyn (cf. 3.1: Selwyn, 
2012, p. 68) writes that new communication technologies have: “the poten-
tial to blur the boundaries of formal schooling and socially meaningful 
communicative activity and thus create hybrid spaces that couple historical 
processes of language acculturation with the contingencies of emergent 
communicative practice”. In this light, it is worth noticing that even though 
the students have the time, the group, the media, and the form of working in 
a theme, all deemed as beneficial for an autonomous language learning 
agency – they use their agency to “do schooling” (cf. 2.3: Alvermann & 
Eakle, 2007; Crook, 2012; Fredholm, 2015; Lund & Hauge, 2011; Pope, 
2001; Selwyn, 2011). The teacher wanted to include the element of ‘choice’ 
in the task but the students seem not to care about choosing which country to 
work with, or about famous persons from their country of choice. If agency 
is indeed shaped by intentions (Jones & Healing, 2010, p. 345), it serves to 
ask to whom the theme intentions belonged? Sara shows awareness of this in 
her interview, half way joking that an interesting site for the students to visit 
might to them become a description of how to play paintball. In this way, the 
activity system rules seem to push Sara to design a task that she herself does 
not quite believe in, resulting in internal conflict. 

Vigmo (cf. 2.1: Vigmo, 2010) showed that the digital media available to 
the students structured how her participants’ activities developed, what be-
came their major problems and that the students’ linguistic focus changed 
during the work process. In the current results, parts of the setting (for ex-
ample, the teacher’s keynote instructions and the computer resources such as 
tabs, quick commands, the ability to use GT and copy/paste) are made for 
quick and fast work. This does not necessarily align with Sara’s object that 
the students should take a lot of time to read authentic Spanish text in order 
to learn language and about culture – something that takes time. Again, 
scanning and collecting information is very different from reading in order to 
penetrate something difficult. In this light, it might not be surprising that the 
linguistic issues brought up by the students were so few compared to other 
uses of the group as resource. Discussing language was not important in 
order to be able show that the part of the task involving the search for infor-
mation was solved (cf. 5.1.1; table 7). 

6.3 Implications for language teaching and learning 
In SCT, learning a new language is about: “acquiring new conceptual 
knowledge and/or modifying already existing knowledge as a way of re-
mediating one’s interaction with the world and with one’s own psychologi-
cal functioning” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006: p. 5). This means that students 
shape linguistic form to meet their communicative needs (p. 9) and that lan-
guage is viewed as a process rather than a final product (p. 9). Perhaps rather 
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than the way in which the students solve the task, then, the task itself should 
be discussed (see 6.1.2). The idea that language users are consumers and 
producers simultaneously brings into focus how the CEFR and the national 
syllabus describe language as consisting of separate receptive or productive 
skills (cf. 6.2.1). Tests also often construct language in much the same way, 
often testing the separate skills in separate sections, or even on separate oc-
casions. Following this, it might seem natural for a language teacher to plan 
course contents in much the same way. If language education is constructed 
in separate skills, there might be a validity problem where teachers (and 
students) think of language as something that rarely exists anymore – lan-
guage consumption without simultaneous production, or vice versa. Not only 
does the education become falsely constructed conceptually then but also it 
needs to be problematized task-wise. 

Roth (2009) shows that there exists a contradiction between designers’ 
ideas about what a community should look like and the actual community 
that came to be. There are comparable discrepancies in this study: the differ-
ent student- and teacher objects of the task outcome, the students’ private 
communication practices versus their school practice while learning Spanish; 
and the clashes between views of what language learning is compared to the 
students’ actual enactment. In the case of Roth (2009) this conflict sparked a 
cycle of change (p. 7). Similarly, this study is itself a product of the change 
in language teaching and research that might be one of the results of the con-
flict described in it. 

The tension in this lesson rises because the students think they are doing 
what they are supposed to do. Judging from her comments in the interview 
that she thought they would use GT, that the students needed to be lured into 
the subject and that they probably were going to divide their work between 
them; Sara seems somewhat conflicted herself in her view of what the stu-
dents should do. Roth (2009) writes that: 

 
In the context of inner contradictions, the link between individual and society 
is important for understanding individual experience. Thus, the individual 
subject may internalize the contradictions that exist at the level of the society 
but be unaware of this process of internalization. Hence, a teacher may attrib-
ute to him- or herself the difficulties experienced (…) when in fact the contra-
dictions are elsewhere (…). (Roth, 2009, p. 6) 

Which of the activity systemic rules should the students follow – the ones 
from where Sara is the subject, their own practice of schooling or ones that 
they would have used at home? 
 One solution to the tension described above could be to consider alterna-
tive language views. Perhaps, rather than dividing language in four skills to 
train, where two are perceived as receptive and the other two are considered 
production, there could be six skills: reading, listening, writing, talking, pre-
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senting and information processing? Another suggestion could be to view 
learners’ language (cf. 2: Ortega, 2013) as the object in language learning 
courses instead of target language. In this way, the language learning process 
might come more into focus than the product. It also has to be acknowledged 
that FL students may not be able to easily bring their home practices into the 
FL classroom without conflict. 

Due to the fact that Sara and the students have different activity objec-
tives, the students were not able to freely use all their chosen mediating arti-
facts and resources. Hence, their agency became limited. The crux of the 
matter is if ‘limited’ necessarily means ‘lower quality’? If one measures 
outcome of Sara’s activity system, the answer is yes, but not if one considers 
the outcome in relation to the students’ activity system. The point is that we 
might not know yet what language learning is when using the rules and arti-
facts present in the students’ activity system. At the same time, this is an 
illustration of the gap between digital immigrants and natives. The digitally 
raised are used to speedy solutions and often have home practices where 
they leap right in to figuring out how technology works while ignoring the 
details of instruction (cf. table 1). To choose to work in this way is also an 
expression of agency. 

6.3.1 Scaffolding needs 
Some argue that teaching task based systematic web inquiry in order to help 
master the target language raises motivation, increases learner autonomy, 
promotes higher order thinking and organizational skills as well as making 
possible effective scaffolding by the teacher designing the task (cf. 2.2: 
Alstedter & Jones, 2009). Nevertheless, it is clear that a setting like this 
might become difficult to scaffold. Whether students choose to read in Swe-
dish or English in order to later translate into Spanish or if they read in Span-
ish right away with the aim to pick out relevant pieces of information might 
not show so much when it comes to the final presentations of their work. 
However, the various kinds of learning processes require their own kinds of 
scaffolding since the students practice different things in them. In this, the 
role of the teacher becomes extremely important. This should be considered 
together with the study findings that reflect those of Vigmo (cf. 2.1: Vigmo, 
2010), in that rather than turning to the teacher for help, problems were 
solved within the student group. As Mills pointed out: “there are limits to 
what students manage on their own” (cf. 2.3: Mills, 2010, p. 34). 

One could think that since the students do not seem to use the teacher, 
they could as well do this type of web search work completely on their own, 
as homework. Another conclusion could be to reason like Wu (cf. 2.2: Wu, 
2010), in her answer to Alstaedter and Jones (above). Wu emphasized that 
information searching and cultural knowledge should be courses of their 
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own rather than belonging in the language classroom, since language profi-
ciency seems closer to the ability to communicate than information search-
ing or cultural knowledge. On the contrary, this study argues that since we 
live in the information age, the ability to copy, paste and bring together new 
texts from old ones seem to become more and more essential since it is a 
large part of how we communicate. If that is how we communicate, it is also 
how we learn, and rather than excluding Internet searches or copy/paste from 
any course we should study how best to problematize it; teach and learn how 
to use it well according to the specific conditions of each school subject. 

One of Sara’s intentions with the task was to encourage the students to 
exercise choice but looking closer – with obligatory titles, link-list and work-
ing within an activity system with rules following syllabus examples of 
viewing language as separate skills, there was really not much for the stu-
dents to choose from. They had to study obligatory titles about something 
that might have seemed relevant from a macro –and meso but not necessarily 
from a micro-level, mixing text structures and perspectives on the nature of 
online reading. 

In addition to the fact that the students needed individual scaffolding 
since their actions were so different (compare for instance Ella, doing almost 
everything in Spanish but speaking, to Michael, doing little in Spanish ex-
cept getting lost in the virtual classroom and translating a list of days of fes-
tivities in GT), it is worth posing the question how teachers possibly could 
scaffold a process that they themselves might not have much experience of. 
In this, the role of the teacher as an active designer of the language learning 
activity in a multimodal context is essential. In order to at all be able to scaf-
fold online reading, teacher and students first and foremost need to work 
within the same activity system, following the same objective and the same 
rules. 

6.3.2 Literacy when performing searches in a foreign language 
Some say that what used to be highly valued in school – for example, know-
ing something by heart, is nowadays more a question of being able to pro-
duce, work through, put together texts and images, critically review and be 
able to produce meaningful information (cf. 3.3: Selander & Kress, 2010: p. 
60 and 2.1: Rasmusson, 2015; Vigmo, 2010). Connecting this to how Kress 
(cf. 2.3: Kress, 2003) called for a discussion of the appropriateness of prac-
tice and of what is being taught, rather than a pure concept of what is formal-
ly correct or not, one might wonder, though, how much meaningful infor-
mation the students produced. Through their choices and actions, the stu-
dents show that what was meaningful for them to talk about and to include in 
the work document was what they thought needed to be included in the end 
presentation. In this way, they show that they are literate when it comes to 
producing an end product and in executing what the teacher’s keynote asks 
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them to do. Through their talk and their work document, and when they 
teach each other new things (for instance how to use Lingro, how to navigate 
their virtual classroom; how to search in Spanish or using online prezis to 
pick the information asked for) they also show that they use social and mul-
timodal skills (for instance using time, image, layout and switching between 
different languages). Thus, they do take part in a “participatory learning for a 
purpose” (cf. 2.3: Street, 2008; Walsh, 2010). The question is what kind of 
purpose, and whose purpose? 

To make one’s own choices is inherent in the very concept of agency. 
Hence, it is also important to ask to what extent there is room for the fact 
that the students exercise their agency in a way that the teacher did not wish 
or plan for. For example, the teacher was ‘disappointed’ when the students 
did not use the possibility of choice as much as she wished for. 

In short, being literate was defined in section in 2.3 as being able to navi-
gate through multimodal texts, to productively use them in order to promote 
one’s own language learning at the same time as enhancing intercultural 
competence. According to that definition, Ella and Ida were literate, using 
the target language when performing searches. Nevertheless, Erin, too, chal-
lenges herself at her self-perceived very low level of Spanish, to understand 
and to write something that she feels she would never have been able to do 
without GT. Michael navigates through texts but does not use them in or for 
Spanish, and Ana translates a text to Spanish but does not navigate as much 
as the others through different texts. However, all students were quite apt at 
judging what should be included in a presentation and how to divide the 
group work. Thus, their agency, being product focused rather than process 
focused, revolved around dividing the group work, how to finish a task, how 
to pick what was to be presented, scan documents, cooperate and to use GT 
even though not all of them know how to use it efficiently. When acting in 
accordance with their objective, they used mostly administrative skills in-
stead of analytical (which was one of the school’s pronounced reasons to 
work in a group). Hence, they were literate at doing schooling (cf. 2.3: Al-
vermann & Eakle, 2007; Crook, 2012; Lund & Hauge, 2011; Selwyn, 2011; 
Pope, 2001). 

Walsh’s definition of literacy included meaning making using “reading, 
viewing, understanding, responding to, producing and interacting with mul-
timodal texts” (Walsh, 2010, p. 220). This is something that all the partici-
pants do, albeit in mostly other languages than Spanish. What is that type of 
literacy worth then, in the language-learning context? Is there a need for 
language researchers and language teachers to partly redefine what literacy 
is in language learning, considering the fact that a redefinition of text bring 
new types of reading, and with that new types of literacy? Perhaps it is not 
whether or not the students are able to search for information and read online 
in Spanish that is the crux of the matter but the fact that they display a way 
of communicating and learning (drawing on knowledge and habits tradition-
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ally not regarded as subject-specific) that might be more commonly used in 
other subjects or home practices than in foreign languages? (cf. 2.1: Taalas 
et. al, 2008). If the students browse in Swedish or English, and then know 
fairly well how to translate what they found into Spanish, this is perhaps as 
valuable to know as being able to sit for a long time and penetrate the text 
with the help of a paper dictionary? Perhaps even more valuable? 

This has to do with the question whether it is the actual users who define 
what literacy is or not. We are now at a very exciting point where a discus-
sion could take off about what will matter most in language learning in the 
future? Perhaps it will be more important that the students are able to use 
their computers and online skills and then translate, rather than being able to 
read authentic sources directly? With regards to resources such as Wikipe-
dia, copy/paste and GT – could language learning be compared to what it 
used to be to know how to perform solutions to math problems and what is 
nowadays to learn how to use a calculator? Will it be more important that the 
students become problem-solving, information-seeking, sign-producing 
readers and able to mix home and school practices than to use target lan-
guage only? 

There is a clear need for language teachers and researchers to learn more 
about how to help develop students’ learning processes when searching for 
information. There is also a need to discuss what language learning literacy 
is in connection with online information searching, as well as what and who 
should define this. 
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7. Suggestions for further research 

 “The challenge is to devise research studies that carefully and adequately 
address the multifaceted notion of agency and then find a way to link it to 
increased success, efficiency and proficiency” (van Lier, 2008, p. 183). To 
take on this challenge, more qualitative research is needed concerning the 
relationship between agency and literacy in language learning, especially 
when it comes to multitasking and multimodality. What is proficiency? What 
do governing documents say? What do teachers think is good practice and 
why? What do students think of as good practice and why? Where do syllabi 
and what teachers and students think and do coincide and where do they not? 

In order to try to discern different types of agencies and if, how and why 
they might change during the whole duration of a theme or a course it would 
also be beneficial to make longitudinal studies. In addition, we need more 
studies on how Spanish teachers and students actually use digital and other 
resources in the classroom and what the effects of this usage might be. Here, 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches are needed. 

Since it is used so extensively, it would be relevant to study what happens 
in the learning process when the students use GT or other translating ser-
vices and linguistic resources such as grammar revising programs and spell-
checkers, copy and paste, or when they copy by hand. In these studies, think-
aloud-protocols could be employed. 

Allowing teachers to watch student practices on screen-casts at the same 
time as thinking aloud about them could give insight into how these practic-
es are valued and assessed. If language learning is becoming how students 
transform and represent knowledge, assessment of course contents should 
also concern this. It would be interesting to find out if and and how this is 
done. 

With online information searches as a part of language course content, 
concepts such as simultaneity, multitasking and tempo are components of 
language learning. In an age where the discourse of productivity and saving 
time seems to infiltrate language education – even when teachers do all in 
their might to give time – raises a need to further study languaging, process 
vs. product focus and what language literacy in this context should encom-
pass. This could in part be done through the use of Engeström’s circular 
model of expansive learning for organizations (Engeström, 2001, p. 152, 
which would add an interactive and developmental perspective, causing ac-
tual school practice change. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Syfte och forskningsfrågor 
Under 15 år som språklärare har jag arbetat på skolor med ett uttalat intresse 
för IT och pedagogik. Med detta följde ofta att eleverna arbetade i projekt 
som varade flera veckor, där eleverna själva behövde söka information på 
Internet. Detta gjorde mig nyfiken på vad eleverna valde att fokusera på och 
hur de använde för dem värdefulla resurser, som till exempel varandra, lex-
ikon, tiden, tidigare kunskap, valmöjligheter och datorn. Hur samspelade 
kontexten med elevernas valda inriktning på lärandeprocessen? Syftet med 
den här studien är att undersöka hur sex gymnasielever i spanska som främ-
mandespråk och deras lärare väljer och handlar när de arbetar med infor-
mationssökning på spanska. Med ett sociokulturellt perspektiv på språklä-
randeprocessen är forskningsfrågan: 

• Genom vilka val, handlingar och uttalanden iscensätter och 
uttrycker elever och lärare sin agens (agency)? 

 
Bakgrund 
Agens hänger ihop med arbetssätt. I Sverige har elever tillgång till sin egen 
dator, iPad eller liknande i fler än 200 av 290 kommuner. Somliga menar att 
medan det kan vara lätt att installera Wi-Fi, är det kanske inte lika lätt att 
ändra tidigare arbetssätt och värderingar (Cassany, 2008; 2011). Det har 
också hävdats att med nya generationer som är vana Internet-användare blir 
textbegreppet något nytt, vilket kan ge nya sätt att lära oss på (Conole, 2008; 
Patterson). Några nämner i sammanhanget att en rädsla för en ”klipp-och-
klistra-pedagogik” då kan infinna sig i språkundervisningen, speciellt om 
elever kopierar och klistrar innehåll från Internet i sina nya dokument utan 
att reflektera (Estling Vannestål & Granath, 2008; Selwyn et. al. 2010). 

Ett mål i våra svenska kursplaner (Skolverket, 2014) för moderna språk är 
att elever även på nybörjarnivå ska kunna söka bland och utvärdera olika 
typer av källor, däribland Internet. Det finns också starka rekommendationer 
att undervisningen i allt väsentligt ska ske på målspråket (Lodeira & Matti, 
2013; Skolverket, 2010 b, d). Dessa kursplaner speglar the Common Euro-
pean Framework of References (CEFR), som tillsammans med the Pro-
gramme for International Student Assessment (PISA) utgör internationella 
exempel på vad som värderas i undervisning. I PISA har man sedan 2009 
mätt elevers förmåga till att söka information på Internet (i sina nationella 
majoritetsspråk), och i CEFR beskrivs läsning som en receptiv förmåga där 
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elever på nivå B1 (motsvarande steg fyra i de svenska kursplanerna) ska 
kunna läsa översiktligt, det vill säga ‘scanna’ genom långa och komplexa 
texter, kunna hitta relevanta detaljer och använda Internet som en resurs för 
lärande (Council of Europe, 2011, s. 12). 

 
Tidigare forskning 
Litteraturgenomgången är konceptuell snarare än systematisk (Stake, 2010, 
s. 109) eftersom olika fält som är relevanta för forskningsfrågorna pre-
senteras. 
 
Internet, skola, textbegreppet och informationssökning 
De första studierna i litteraturgenomgången gäller Internet, skola, textbe-
greppet och informationssökning. Här har forskare problematiserat olika 
grupper av människors tillgång och förmåga till att genomföra sökningar på 
Internet (Hargittai, 2002; Rogers, 2001). Brist på utbildning, inkomst, da-
torvana och ålder var några av de faktorer som kunde påverka negativt. En 
svensk studie med fokus på demokrati fann att svenska skolor inte är likvär-
diga i vad och hur man erbjuder elever att utveckla sin digitala ”know-how” 
(Samuelsson, 2014). Vigmo (2010) visade att de digitala vanor som 
ungdomar har utanför skolan kan bli till resurser i språkundervisningen sam-
tidigt som IKT ofta strukturerar vad som blir elevers huvudsakliga aktiviteter 
och problem i språkundervisningen. Vigmos deltagare använde språket både 
som producenter och konsumenter (se även Benyamine, 2008), och vände 
sig till varandra snarare än till läraren när de stötte på problem. Björkvall 
(2012) föreslår begreppet ”resurs” snarare än att prata om ”text” och skriver 
att det viktiga då blir att tala om läsningens betydelsepotentialer. Dessa delas 
av van Leeuwen (1996) in i teoretiska och faktiska, där de faktiska 
betydelsepotentialerna är vad eleverna finner relevant och användningsbart. 
De faktiska meningspotentialerna spelar roll för vilka handlingar eleverna i 
den här studien utför. 

Man har ställt frågan om läsning på Internet kan sägas vara en helt ny typ 
av läsning (Patterson, 2008; Vaca Uribe & Hernández y Hernández, 2006). 
Några av de skillnader som nämns, jämfört med läsning på papper, är det 
snabba tempot, tillgängligheten till en mycket stor mängd information, mul-
timodalitet och interaktivitet mellan olika texter. Selander påpekar att 
texttolkning har att göra med vilket syfte som texten läses, och att till ex-
empel kursbokstexter och uppslagsverk därför läses på olika sätt (Selander, 
2008a; Selander, 2008b). När man söker efter information på Internet blan-
das dessa syften. Selander skriver vidare att textpraktiker i skolan idag 
handlar mer om layout, val och redigering än för 30 år sedan, och att det 
därmed handlar om nya aktiviteter (Selander, 2008b). Det har också föres-
lagits att datoranvändning kan uppmuntra icke-linjärt och kooperativt 
tänkande (Björkvall, 2009; Patterson, 2000; Selander & Kress, 2010). Cas-
sany (2011) menar att ungdomar verkar närma sig språk på Internet på sam-
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ma sätt som de närmar sig språk utanför skolan i sina mer informella miljöer. 
Lärare, däremot, närmar sig kanhända språk på Internet mer som i ett bibli-
otek eller som en förlängning av klassrummet. Han resonerar vidare att det 
därför är möjligt att se användningen av till exempel copy/paste som en kul-
turchock snarare än förfalskning eller plagiarism (Cassany, 2011, s. 64). 
Barnes visade hur lärare kontrollerar elevers användning av IKT genom att 
bestämma uppgift och hur denna ska utföras (Barnes, 2011). 
 
Språklärande och informationssökning 
Den andra delen av litteraturgenomgången gäller språklärande och infor-
mationssökning. Samtidigt som nya strategier för läsning behövs när man 
använder nya medier (Andersson, 2003) har man funnit att uppgiftsbaserad 
systematisk informationssökning kan vara användbart för att följa 
kursplanens mål, öka kunskaperna om målkultur för att lära sig målspråket 
och för att öka språkelevers motivation (Alstaedter & Jones, 2009; 
Roessingh, 2014). Ovanstående har dock kritiserats, bland annat för att 
målspråket behöver läras i första hand inom språkundervisningen och 
målspråkskulturen i andra hand (Wu, 2010). Vidare visar studier att elever i 
främmande språk på avancerad nivå som tränats i källkritik fortsätter att 
citera icke tillförlitliga källor (Helms-Park, Radia, & Stapleton, 2007) och att 
lärare ofta tror att elever kan genomföra sökningar på Internet utan att veta 
vilka förmågor som krävs för ett sådant arbete (Rosell-Aguilar, 2004). Bland 
annat behöver eleverna kunna hitta informationen, snabbt utvärdera både 
källan, dess trovärdighet och hur aktuell den är. De behöver också snabbt 
besluta om informationen är värd att läsa eller inte samt kunna följa interna 
länkar, gå tillbaka till tidigare sökningar och ta beslut om hur sökresultaten 
ska sparas (ibid.). 
 
Vad som erkänns som kunskap på Internet 
Den tredje gruppen studier som tas upp handlar om litteracitet och vad som 
erkänns som kunskap “online” i skolan. Litteracitet, språk och ny teknik 
handlar om sociala och kontextberoende kunskaper (Street, 2008, Kramsch, 
2008, Kress, 2003). I Finland har man sett hur vad som ses som litteracitet i 
informella miljöer utanför skolan i ökande grad skiljer sig från vad som 
räknas som litteracitet i skolan (Taalas et. al, 2008) och att individ, expertis 
och auktoritet ses mer som kollektiv utanför skolan och mer som något indi-
viduellt inuti skolan. Det har påpekats hur ungdomar behöver tränas i 
källkritik och hur man använder IKT för annat än sociala syften (Mills, 
2011) samtidigt som man har pekat ut hur ungdomars litteracitetsaktiviteter 
utanför skolan kan jämkas med skolans litteracitetsaktiviteter (Crook, 2012). 
Man har påpekat hur en ny syn på litteracitet börjat ta form i arbetsproces-
serna i skolan vad det gäller elevers förmåga att använda och värdera sådant 
man använder när man söker online – till exempel kollaborativt lärande och 
multimodalitet. Detta gäller dock inte i lika hög grad för testkonstruktion och 
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bedömning av kunskap (Walsh, 2008). Vikten av att elever kan ifrågasätta 
olika resurser utformade för att hjälpa till med språkinlärning och 
språkanvändning har också diskuterats (Karlström, Cerratto-Pargman & 
Knutsson, 2008). 
 
Design påverkar val och handling 
Den sista delen av forskningsöversikten handlar om hur design påverkar val 
och handling. Inom detta område skriver några om vad som påverkar den 
lärandes val i relation till vad som fångat uppmärksamheten, resurser och 
handling, och om hur situationens kontext formar hur processen att forma 
nya representationer går till (Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Jewitt, 2013; Kress, 
2009; Selander, 2008a; Selander & Kress, 2010). Selander och Kress noterar 
hur vårt sätt att lära oss genom härmning – mimesis – skapar situationer som 
innehåller nya kreativa element eftersom de nya situationerna alltid 
innehåller tidigare handlingar (Selander & Kress, 2010, s. 124). Andra inra-
mande faktorer som förs fram som betydelsefulla är tempo (Jewitt, 2008b) 
och sekvensering (Selander & Kress, 2010), eftersom dessa handlar om hur 
kursinnehåll knyts ihop med handling och hur djupt man hinner komma i sitt 
lärande i förhållande till den tid man använder. 

 
Teoretiska och metodologiska överväganden 
Sociokulturella språkinlärningsteorier (SCT) menar att språket medierar 
mentala processer (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006) och att språkinlärning handlar 
om process snarare än slutlig produkt (s. 9). Hur eleverna i den här studien 
väljer och handlar ses som konsekvenser av sociala och kulturella aktiviteter 
på olika nivåer. Sådana aktiviteter har studerats inom en gren av SCT som 
kallas för Sociokulturell historisk aktivitetsteori (CHAT. Engeström, 1987; 
2000; 2001). Två aktivitetssystem studeras i den här upsatsen, ett där elever-
na utgör subjekt och ett där läraren är subjektet.  

Inom CHAT ses agens som en medierad förmåga att agera (Lantolf & 
Thorne, 2006, s. 234). Den här förmågan regleras på olika nivåer, och är 
kollektiv när det handlar om grupparbete (Jones & Healing, 2010). Uppgifter 
som baseras på längre teman kan medföra hög möjlighet att utöva oberoende 
agens (van Lier, 2008). Agens är särskilt relevant att undersöka för den som 
ser språklärande som uttryck för languaging (Blin & Jalkanen, 2014, s. 149; 
Swain, 2006, s. 98). Languaging handlar om att vi lär oss om språk genom 
att samtidigt använda språk (Swain, 2006, p. 106). 
I den här uppsatsen används också Designs for Learning (DFL), som är en 
teoretisk ram som kan komplettera andra inlärningsteorier. Inom DFL fram-
hålls hur material (re)designas av den lärande, som använder olika tecken-
system för att uttrycka sitt lärande. 

DFL synliggör men andra ord de handlingar som utförs inom elevernas 
aktivitetssystem. Genom att använda DFL i den här studien närstuderas 
mikronivån, som rör frågor om hur individen designar sin egen lärväg ge-
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nom val och navigering genom olika material (Selander & Kress, 2010). 
Dessa designval påverkar vilka innehåll och meningsskapande som sedan 
blir möjliga att (åter) skapa. Om de format med vilka vi väljer att (åter)skapa 
innehåll har att göra med vilket innehåll vi lär, är det också intressant att se 
vilka format ungdomar väljer att använda och kommunicera med i sin 
lärandeprocess (Lindstrand, 2008). 

För att kunna analysera hur elevernas aktivitet konstrueras genom ett 
mikro-perspektiv på deras handlingar används multimodal interaktionsanalys 
(Jewitt, Kress, & Mavers, 2009; Norris, 2004). Denna betonar samtidighet i 
aktiviteten, det vill säga hur flera processer äger rum parallellt för varje in-
divid. Olika handlingar lyfts fram som primära för olika deltagare, och vad 
som är primära handlingar växlar i ett ständigt flöde. Rent praktiskt är de 
parallella processerna transkriberade i ett interaktionsprotokoll (IAP), där 
kategorierna utgjordes av de kategorier som forskaren först observerat och 
transkriberat, och som sedan också nämnts av deltagarna i semistrukturerade 
intervjuer. De val och handlingar som elever och lärare utförde analyserades 
sedan med hjälp av sociokulturell aktivitetsanalys (Engeström, 1987; 2000; 
2001). En sådan analys gör det möjligt att se på individuella handlingar som 
del av en kontext. Speciellt fokus lägger man på sådana handlingar som mel-
lan olika subjekt ger upphov till konflikt – som till exempel när subjekten 
har olika mål med en aktivitet, eller använder regler eller verktyg som står i 
kontrast med målet. 

Den deltagande skolan valdes ut för sitt uttalade intresse av att arbeta i 
tema och med IKT. Sex elever och en lärare utgjorde deltagarna. Primära 
data samlades in genom skärminspelningar på den första lektionen i ett tema 
(Appendix II). Lektionen spelades även in genom ljud och video. Efter lek-
tionen hölls semistrukturerade intervjuer med eleverna, där forskare och 
elever tillsammans tittade på skärmfilmerna och eleverna själva kunde välja 
var de ville stoppa filmen för att kommentera sitt arbete. Den semis-
trukturerade intervjun med läraren hölls efter avslutad kurs. Intervjuerna 
transkriberades och kategoriserades efter teman som motsvarade intervju-
guiden. 
 
Resultat 
Läraren och eleverna ingår i skilda aktivitetssystem som följer delvis olika 
regler och deras syn på vad de uttrycker som viktiga resurser skiljer sig 
därför åt. I det aktivitetssystem där läraren utgör subjekt är målet med 
uppgiften att eleverna ska få mycket tid att hjälpa varandra läsa svår text på 
spanska. I det aktivitetssystem där eleverna utgör subjekt är målet med 
uppgiften att snabbt bli klar med en keynote-presentation som innehåller 
”rätt” information. I sina handlingar valde därför eleverna till stor del att 
använda andra resurser än de som läraren trodde var viktiga för dem. Tabel-
len nedan visar vilka resurser läraren nämnde i intervjun (Appendix V) som 
viktiga för eleverna och vilka som sedan faktiskt valdes av eleverna. De sätt 
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på vilka resurserna användes gås igenom nedan. De står inte i prior-
itetsordning då deltagarna inte ombads att göra någon sådan. 

 
De resurser läraren nämnde i intervjun som viktiga för eleverna och som sedan fakti-
skt valdes av eleverna. 

Grupp ett talade i 7,30 minuter (av sin totala gemensamma arbetstid på 31 
minuter). Grupp två talade i 13,50 minuter (av 30). Det man talade om var (i 
fallande ordning): 

• Frågor till gruppen om förtydliganden gällande uppgiften eller 
frågor om formatering. Man diskuterade t.ex. vad ordet “autentisk” 
innebar, hur mycket gruppen förväntades göra, hur man skulle dela 
upp arbetet och hur enstaka ord skulle översättas. 

• Avstämningar med gruppen om vilken information som var värd att 
ta med. Den här frågan kom upp flera gånger i båda grupperna. 
Frågorna rörde till exempel vilken kändis man skulle arbeta med, 
om de andra också använda Wikipedia som källa och hur mycket 
information de andra trodde skulle behövas. Kommentarer som: 
”Gud, vad vill vi veta om DET HÄR?” förekom vid flera tillfällen. 

• Språkfrågor: Vid enstaka tillfällen frågades om översättningar av 
enstaka ord eller fraser. Grammatik diskuterades vid tre tillfällen 

Resurser som framhölls 
av läraren som viktiga 
för eleverna 

Resurser som framhölls 
av eleverna som viktiga 
för dem 

Läraren Tal (i arbetsgrupperna) 
Spanska Online gemensamt 

arbetsdokument 
Arbetsgrupperna Internet och andra 

datorstödda resurser 
Det virtuella klassrummet Språksiter (Google 

Translate, Lingro etc.) 
Valfrihet Copy/paste 
Tid Lärarens keynote 
Förberedande lektioner Anteckningsresurser 
Layout Tid 
Musik Virtuella klassrummet 
Lärarens keynote Layout 
Ordbok, papper, penna, 
sudd (tillhandahölls av 
forskaren) 

Bild 
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Eleverna arbetade i gemensamma dokument på Google Drive. Efter att ha 
delat upp vem som skulle skriva om vad, klistrade eller skrev eleverna in 
textavsnitt från Internet i det gemensamma dokumentet. I vissa fall skrev 
man i samma stycke eller i samma mening, eller infogade kommentarer till 
sig själva och resten av gruppen i marginalerna. Man skrollade för att se vad 
de andra i gruppen hade tagit med. Eleverna använde dokumenten olika 
mycket och till delvis skilda saker: 

• Michael spenderade nästan 13 av 31 minuter i dokumentet. Hans 
primära aktivitet var att skriva av en svensk text från Wikipedia på 
svenska. Sekundäraktiviteten var att kopiera engelsk text från en-
gelska Wikipedia, och hans tredje resurs var att använda layout och 
formatering. 

• Erin använde de flesta av sina 9,20 minuter (av 40) i dokumentet 
till att läsa vad gruppmedlemmarna hade samlat för information, i 
andra hand sysslade hon med layout, och i tredje hand skrev hon av 
information från lärarens keynote om vad som skulle finnas med i 
gruppens presentation. Den aktivitet som fick minst tid i ar-
betsdokumentet var när Erin arbetade i ett eget anteckningsprogram 
där hon samlade information från Internet som hon sedan översatte 
med hjälp av Google Translate och sedan skrev in i det delade 
dokumentet.  

• Ella arbetade med arbetsdokumentet 5,5 minuter av 30, där hennes 
huvudsakliga syssla var att använda resursen layout, i andra hand 
att skriva av spansk text från Internet. I tredje hand så kopi-
erade/klistrade hon in spansk text i dokumentet. 

• Anna var den som spenderade mest tid i arbetsdokumentet, med si-
na 17,57 minuter (av 32,40). Hon översatte ett svensk dokument 
från ett tidigare rollspel i andra ämnen, som handlade om det land 
gruppen nu hade valt. Allt som allt översatte hon fem meningar, 
med hjälp av Google Translate, samt det grammatik- och 
rättstavningsprogram som redan finns i Google Drive. Hennes 
sekundära aktivitet i dokumentet var layout, och den tredje att 
skrolla. 

• Iseline använde 7,29 minuter av 35,12 till att formatera och skriva 
av. Tredje aktiviteten var att klistra text (vid två tillfällen). De tex-
ter Iseline arbetade med gällande dokumentet var bara på spanska. 

När det gällde websidor som handlade om språk så var Google Translate 
(GT) var den vanligaste. Några elever nämnde att läraren bett dem inte 
använda denna. En elev använde aldrig GT. De flesta som använde GT 
kontrollerade en del av sina GT översättningar med kamrater eller genom att 
översätta samma språkliga element mellan engelska och svenska, svenska till 
engelska, spanska till svenska och svenska till spanska. Man frågade också 
sina kamrater om översättningarna verkade stämma eller inte. Copy/paste 
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användes av alla. Mest kopierades information på svenska, i andra hand på 
engelska, i tredje hand på spanska. Eleverna klistrade individuellt olika 
mycket (från nästan hela innehållet man samlade i arbetsdokumentet till 
enstaka webbadresser) och nästan all information i arbetsdokumenten (utom 
vissa rubriker) var antingen kopierat och inklistrat eller avskrivet från en 
webbsite. Vad gällde anteckningsresurser så använde alla Google Drive 
dokument, där några använde anteckningsfunktionen att lägga till kommen-
tarer i marginalen. Erin använde också datorns anteckningsprogram eftersom 
det tillät henne att både skriva där samtidigt som hon läste något som GT 
översatt, utan att behöva byta fönster. Alla elever använde flera tabbar som 
de växlade emellan, mellan 10 till 17 stycken. Allt i lärarens keynote och det 
virtuella klassrummet stod på spanska. De flesta elever öppnade det virtuella 
rummet på en gång. Två elever hade svårt att hitta rätt information där men 
fick hjälp av sina kamrater. Från rummet kopierade båda grupper in de ob-
ligatoriska rubrikerna för redovisningen. På detta sätt strukturerade keynoten 
och den kommande presentationen elevernas sökningar och skrivna texter. 
Samtidigt med de ovan nämnda resurserna använde eleverna tid, layout, bild 
och språk på olika sätt. Eleverna arbetade självupplevt långsamt, men hann 
under 30 minuter till exempel besöka mellan 7-27 hyperlänkar, besöka ar-
betsdokumentet mellan 14-31 gånger och använda GT upp till 12 gånger, 
samtidigt om de konverserade med sina grupper). Layouten rörde for-
matering av arbetsdokument, t.ex. rubricering, att få hypertext att inte se ut 
som hypertext eller att göra punktlistor och byta form på punkter. Bild anvä-
ndes inte i elevernas arbetsdokument men däremot när de navigerade på 
Internet. Till exempel valde Ella sitt ämne genom att surfa igenom bilder, 
och Erin bläddrade igenom en bildbank på en berömd simmerska när hon 
skulle välja en känd person att arbeta med. Hon bläddrade också igenom en 
del andra arbeten som låg ute på Internet, som elever i andra länder gjort om 
landet ifråga. Vid pop-up reklam om att spara vatten i Venezuela diskuterade 
Ella och Ida detta ämne helt kort, och de tittade på en kort film på You Tube 
om Venezuelas historia. Detta syntes inte i arbetsdokumentet. Det talade 
språket var svenska, förutom när man skulle översätta individuella ord eller 
fraser. Vid ett par tillfällen talades spanska för att exemplifiera grammatik. 
Informationen på Internet lästes på engelska, spanska och svenska. Även 
informationen i elevernas samlade dokument var på dessa språk (Appendix 
VII och VIII). 
 Några resurser nämndes av läraren men användes inte, eller användes på 
andra sätt än vad läraren tog upp. Lexikon, papper och penna användes inte 
alls. Läraren användes heller inte (trots att eleverna vid flera tillfällen sa att 
de skulle velat det). Länk-listan som läraren hade tipsat om, användes inte 
förrän mot slutet när forskaren påmint om att den fanns (och då endast av 
vissa). Det förberedande arbetet framhölls av läraren som mycket viktigt, 
men detta var inte något som eleverna pratade om (förutom när det gällde 
Ana’s svenska dokument från ett tidigare rollspel på svenska). I intervjun 
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berättade läraren att hon var besviken på att eleverna inte använt sina 
möjligheter till val på ett mer varierat sätt. Sara lade vikt på att eleverna 
verkligen skulle ha tid att läsa svåra texter på autentisk spanska. Eleverna å 
sin sida arbetade snabbt, och sällan på enbart spanska. Bild, ljud och film 
utgjorde en del av informationen eleverna hittade på nätet men valdes helt 
bort i arbetsdokumenten. 
 
Elevernas intervjusvar 
Fyra av fem elever nämner Wikipedia och att de känner sig osäkra på källans 
kvalité. Några läser informationen som finns under hyperlänken innan de 
klickar på den, andra gör det inte. Två elever valde att söka på Google.es för 
att de skulle kunna använda spanska sökord och bara få spanska sökresultat. 
Samma elever använde Lingro.com vilket de tyckte var en mycket använd-
bar site. Google search nämndes av de flesta, och Ana pratade mycket om 
sitt tidigare svenska dokument som hon översatte ifrån. Arbetsdokumentet 
nämndes också som användbart eftersom arbetet blev lättare när alla kunde 
skriva tillsammans, och samla all information på samma ställe. 

De flesta yttrade att detta var som vilken annan lektion som helst men att 
den stora skillnaden var att den genomfördes på spanska. De påpekade att 
det var annorlunda att söka information på spanska än på engelska eftersom 
det tog längre tid och man verkligen behövde läsa ord för ord. Hälften 
nämnde att det är svårare att kunna veta något om källan på spanska och att 
de är mer förtrogna med svenska eller engelska källor. Detta gällde dock inte 
för internationella sidor som Wikipedia. Två elever nämnde också att de inte 
söker lika mycket på spanska utan hellre tar de sidor som dyker upp först, 
och att de filtrerar sina sökningar mycket mindre än vad de gör på engelska. 
Alla elever sa att det är normalt för dem att inte använda papper, även om 
två hade velat använda papperslexikon, och att det fanns mer information i 
dem än på webben. En tredje elev sade: 

 
Papper och penna använder jag inte när jag surfar runt på Internet för det är så 
lätt att copy/pasta. Däremot om man sitter på lektioner, ibland på en ge-
nomgång, så kanske jag skriver för hand för då blir det lättare att dra pilar och 
sånt… men det var nog mer förut egentligen… jag gör det nästan aldrig nu 
längre… men typ på matte och fysik och sånt när man ska skriva formler och 
rita. 

Eleverna säger att de tycker det är svårt att hitta och förstå informationen på 
spanska, men de tycker också det är svårt att välja vad man vill skriva om. 
Några positiva saker som eleverna framhåller med att söka efter information 
som en del av språkstudierna är att det var intressant att lära sig om andra 
länder, även om det kändes som att det tog mycket lång tid att lära sig myck-
et lite. Man tyckte det var positivt att få läsa autentisk text och någon sa att 
hon lär sig lättare då än genom att bara lyssna på läraren. Många uppskattar 
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att ”man får göra det själv”. Någon tyckte om att kunna använda sig av 
Google Translate men tyckte samtidigt att det var: ”(…) viktigt att tänka på 
att mer försöka skriva för hand på spanska, söka upp ord i lexikon själv och 
försöka med det jag kan först och sen binda samman men det är mycket mer 
tidskrävande”. 

Alla elever gör många saker samtidigt. De säger också att de är vana vid 
att ha multipla tabbar och fönster under sina sökningar på webben. Som svar 
på frågan om vad de skulle råda en klon som nu skulle genomföra precis 
samma arbete, sade de att det är viktigt att förstå att det är svårt att Googla 
på spanska och att det ofta blir så att man hittar en text på svenska eller en-
gelska som man sedan översätter i stället, med hjälp av Google Translate. De 
tyckte att klonen skulle ”använda sitt sunda förnuft” och att den kanske 
skulle föredra att göra arbetet på svenska, och att klonen borde komma ihåg 
att förhålla sig kritisk mot sina källor. Om klonen var del av en grupp var det 
också viktigt att dela upp arbetet, och att skriva mer för hand, slå upp ord i 
tryckta papperslexikon och försöka läsa och skriva med de ord och kun-
skaper klonen själv hade först, innan den skulle försöka sätta ihop det hela. 
Däremot, påpekades det, skulle detta skulle ta mycket längre tid. Under själ-
va arbetets gång uttrycktes även av alla att de tyckte det var en god ide att 
strukturera arbetet efter de rubriker läraren hade sagt var obligatoriska i 
redovisningarna, att komma överens om arbetsgång och hur mycket man 
skulle göra, samt vilken information som var värd att använda sig av. 

 
Diskussion 
I det aktivitetssystem där läraren utgör subjekt konstrueras språk som det 
definieras i kursplanerna: som reception och produktion. Övriga regler i det 
aktivitetssystem läraren förhåller sig till har att göra med att eleverna borde 
använda målspråket i så stor utsträckning som möjligt, att infor-
mationssökning på Internet går att betrakta på liknande sätt i spanska som 
engelska, att långvarigt projektarbete i grupp och som innebär valmöjligheter 
kan vara positivt för kvalitén på agens, att uppgiften är planerad i enlighet 
med sådant som motiverar eleverna och att eleverna finner det lätt att arbeta 
med digitala media och att hitta information på Internet. Men: 

• För att lösa uppgiften skriver eleverna minst lika mycket som de 
läser. Därför är det svårt att skilja “reception” (läsa) från “produk-
tion” (skriva). Elevernas läsning formas av det faktum att de samlar 
information i ett dokument och tvärtom. 

• Det faktum att eleverna inte använder endast målspråket utan anvä-
nder sig av (trans) languaging ökar elevernas agens. De växlar mel-
lan språk och blandar lärsekvenser samtidigt. 

• I elevernas iscensättning av uppgiften är språkstatus av betydelse, 
vilket innebär att eleverna inte kan förlita sig på sina praktiker för 
hur de skulle ha löst uppgiften om den hade genomförts på en-
gelska. Att försöka göra så blir för svårt. 
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• Det är inte lätt för eleverna att använda Internet för att söka efter in-
formation på ett främmande språk bara för att de är vana vid sin da-
tor och att söka efter information på Internet i andra situationer. 

• Eleverna ”gör skola” (Pope, 2001). Ett exempel på detta är att 
eleverna delar upp arbetet mellan sig och arbetar enskilt trots att de-
ras arbetsdokument erbjuder möjlighet till kollaboration. 

• Antaganden om vad som motiverar eleverna stämmer inte helt, vil-
ket kan göra att kvalitén på agensen sänks. 

• Hur uppgiften uppfattas strukturerar på vilket sätt eleverna kom-
municerar och därmed sättet på vilket de lär sig: de datorstödda 
resursernas snabbhet, information i punktlistor och det obligato-
riska innehållet i elevernas slutgiltiga keynote presentation är ex-
empel på sådant som till stor del avgör vad som blir innehållet i ar-
betspasset. 

På mikronivå konstateras dessutom om elevernas agens att: 
• Den är produktfokuserad snarare än processfokuserad. 
• Eleverna blir producenter snarare än konsumenter. Ett exempel på 

detta är deras användning av copy/paste. När copy/paste används 
kritiskt kan det ses som en form av languaging. 

• Eleverna sysslar med flera parallella aktiviteter samtidigt, vilket 
kan leda till en diskussion kring vad som ses som ”djup” respektive 
”bredd” vid informationssökning i främmandespråk. 

 
Didaktiska implikationer och förslag till vidare forskning. 
Det finns ett behov bland lärare och forskare av att lära mer om agens och 
vad som kan gynna denna. Först när vi förstår mer om det kan vi stötta den 
delen av språkinlärningsprocessen. Det är också viktigt att diskutera vad 
språklärande litteracitet är när det gäller informationssökning på Internet, 
såväl som vem och vad som ska diktera det. En tredje didaktisk implikation 
gäller vår språksyn – hur relevant det är att dela upp språkinlärning i recep-
tion och produktion, när det som i det här fallet blir tydligt att läsning, tal 
och skrivande är både simultana och avhängiga av varandra. Till detta hör att 
det i vissa fall kanske bör diskuteras om målspråksnormen i språkinlärning 
begränsar eller utökar elevernas förmåga till languaging och agens. Det 
skulle också vara av intresse att vidare kartlägga den utveckling som sker 
inom IT och språkundervisning i spanska när olika aktivitetssystem 
innehåller element som krockar. Exempel på dessa kan vara vanor hemifrån 
eller användning av engelska som blandas med vanor i skolan och använd-
ning av spanska, eller när lärare och elever har olika mål med samma 
uppgift. 
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APPENDIX I: LETTER OF CONSENT 
14/1 2013 
Information om deltagande för forskning i spanska på (skolans namn). 
Under Vt./ht 2013-14 kommer en studie i spanska bedrivas på (skolans 
namn). Studien utgör del av en uppsats på forskarnivå för Stockholms uni-
versitet och handlar om hur vi bäst lär oss spanska. För din del kommer detta 
innebära att jag (Lisa) är närvarande vid några lektioner i spanska. Vid några 
tillfällen – uppskattningsvis mellan 1-5 – kommer jag för mitt eget minnes 
skull behöva spela in (ljud – och bild) vad som händer under hela eller delar 
av lektionen. Detta kommer i möjligaste mål göras med Mac-datorerna och 
videofilm. Jag kommer också samla in kopior av eller bilder på det material 
som används under lektionen/lektionerna.  
Jag gör det här för att forska om inlärningsprocesser i spanska och ingen på 
din skola kommer under tiden för dina spanskstudier här få tillgång till det 
insamlade materialet. Även om några elevkommentarer eller material kom-
mer finnas med i den färdiga uppsatsen som tydliggörande exempel kommer 
du och det du gör vara helt anonymt. Du har när som helst rätt att säga att du 
inte vill vara med i studien. Om du inte vill vara med kommer jag inte samla 
in material från dig eller ha med det du säger eller gör på lektionerna i mina 
resultat. 
Enligt vetenskapsrådets etiska regler för forskning bör den som är över 15 år 
själv skriftligen intyga om den vill delta i en studie av det här slaget. Därför 
ber jag dig nu kryssa för på medföljande lista om du på detta sätt vill bidra 
till svensk forskning om inlärning i spanska. Du får också fylla i om du kan 
tänka dig att ingå i en liten arbetsgrupp om 4-5 elever som vid något lektion-
stillfälle studeras mer ingående, tex. vid grupparbete i ett grupprum. I så fall 
tillkommer även att du fyller i en enkät och deltar i ett fokussamtal i nära 
anslutning till den specifika lektionen. Mer information kommer om detta 
senare om du väljer att ingå i den gruppen. 
 
Ditt deltagande är viktigt som ett steg i att förbättra Sveriges undervisning i 
spanska – tack för hjälpen! 
 
Om du har några frågor om studien kan du lättast nå mig per e-mail: li-
sa.kallermark-haya@stockholm.se. 
 
Mvh Lisa Källermark Haya  
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APPENDIX II: EDUCATIONAL TASK AS PRESENTED ON THE 
TEACHER’S KEYNOTE INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Slide 1: Proyecto Latinoamérica: Lo mejor y lo peor de un país hispanohab-
lante para un viajero consciente. 
Slide 2: Objetivos 

• Conocer un país hispanohablante buscando información auténtica en 
la red y posiblemente otras fuentes  

• Poder presentar información interesante del país en oral y escrito  

• Participar en una discusión sobre lo mejor y lo peor de diferentes 
países hispanohablantes  

• Expandir tu vocabulario  

Slide 3: Condiciones  
Sois viajeros conscientes que consideran lo mejor igual para la gente, la nat-
uraleza como para los animales.  
Slide 4: Vais a producir:  

• Presentación oral: Cartel, prezi o keynote del país. Esta presentación 
no es examinación formal pero de (E) y recibirás feedback de los 
profes para poder mejorar tu carta.  

• Carta personal para convencer a alguien que siga en un viaje a tu 
país (hasta E). También vas a recibir feedback en esta carta, antes de 
tener una prueba de escribir otra carta, en semana 8 (F-A). 

¡Ojo! En la presentación y en la carta es necesario mostrar las fuentes que 
se usan en el trabajo y usar palabras nuevas de ellas!  
Slide 5: Títulos obligatorios para la presentación y la Carta 

• Información básica 

• Sitios de interés (especialmente algo de ecoturismo y fairtrade) 

• Un poco de la historia 

• Algo sobre los derechos humanos 

• Una persona famosa  

Slide 6: Tiempo 
Clases o partes de clases durante las semanas: 
48 - 4 
Plan 
Presentaciones: semana 5 + 6, Carta, 1a versión: martes semana 5  
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Slide 7: Otra información 
• Semana 49 preparación para prueba oral + 

escribir a Honduras  
• Semana 50 prueba oral  

• “Mittkurssamtal” sem 51 – 2 

 
STUDENTS’ TASK, (translated into English): 
 
Slide 1: Project Latin America: The best and worse with a Spanish-speaking 
country for a conscious traveler. 
 
Slide 2: Objectives: 
• Getting to know a Spanish-speaking country while searching for authen-

tic information on the web a possibly other sources 
• To be able to present interesting information about the country; orally 

and in writing 
• To take part in a discussion about the best and the worst about different 

Spanish-speaking countries 
• Expand your vocabulary 

 

Slide 3: Conditions 
You are conscious travelers who consider what is best for people, nature and 
animals 
 
Slide 4: You will produce 
• Oral presentation: Poster, prezi or keynote about the country. (This 

presentation is not a formal examination but up to (E) and you will re-
ceive feedback from the professors in order to improve your letter).  

• Personal letter in order to convince somebody to join a trip to your coun-
try (up to E). You will also receive feedback on this letter, before taking 
a test that is to write another letter, week 8 (F-A). (While going through 
this, the teacher explained and gave oral examples of how the students 
should use the subjunctive in this letter). 
 

Note! In the presentation and in the letter it is necessary to show the sources 
used in the work and to use new words from these! 
 
Slide 5: Obligatory titles for the presentation and the letter 
• Basic information  
• Interesting sites (especially something about ecotourism and fair-trade  
• A little about history  
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• Something about human rights  
• A famous person 
 
Slide 6: Time 
Lessons or parts of lessons during the weeks: 48-4.  
 
Plan 
Presentations: week 5+6.  
Letter, first version: Tuesday week 5. 
 
Slide 7: Other information 
Week 49: preparation for oral test + writing to Honduras 
Week 50: oral test 
Mid course evaluation, week 51-2. (Translated from Swedish) 
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APPENDIX III: BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE (translated to 
English) 
Name 
Age 
Sex 
Course of Spanish (at present) 
Grade of the last Spanish course 
Languages studied at school 
Languages spoken at home 
Mother tongue 
I have lived in a Spanish speaking country for more than 3 consecutive 
months (yes/no) 
If I search in Swedish for information online I often think that I find it quick-
ly (1 = never, 5= always) 
Comment: 
If I search in other langauges than Swedish for information online I often 
think that I find it quickly (1 = never, 5= always)  
Comment: 
I estimate that I sit this much time with my computer per 24-h (add home 
and school) 
1-2 h 
3-4 h 
5-6 h 
More than 6 h 
Of this time, I spend the most doing this: (write what you use your computer 
for)  
I consider myself to be used to computers / not used to computers  
Comment 
I think I often / not so often search for information online in other lanaguges 
than Swedish  
Comment  
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APPENDIX IV: GUIDING QUESTIONS IN STUDENTS’ INTER-
VIEWS (so far only in Swedish. Somewhat varying order in the actual 
interviews.) 
Vilken var din huvudsida vid surfningen? Hur kom det sig? Hur hittade du 
dit? 
 
Jag är intresserad vid ”klicken” du gör – Hur tänkte du när du klickade så? 
Vad gjorde att du klickade just där? Hur tänker du nu kring det? 
 
Vad fångade din uppmärksamhet under surfningen? Varför? 
 
Använde du speciella hjälpmedel? Vilka? Hur kom det sig? Hur var det? 
 
Var ngt speciellt svårt / enkelt med att surfa på detta sätt? 
 
Upplevde du ngt som annorlunda nu jämfört när du surfar annars på lektion-
stid? Vad? 
 
Hade du velat använda några andra saker, på något annat sätt? 
 
De hjälpmedel som du inte använt – hur kom det sig att du valde bort dem? 
 
Vad tycker du är viktigt att tänka på när du behöver använda sådan här surf-
ning i språkstudier? 
 
På vilken skala skulle du beskriva hur bra eller dåligt sådan här surfning är i 
språkundervisningen 1 (dåligt) till 5 (jättebra) och förklara varför? 
 
Tycker du att du surfar lika eller annorlunda när du surfar på spanska än om 
det är på andra språk? Kommentera. 
 
Vad upplever du som möjligheter respektive begränsningar i att söka efter 
information på det här sättet? 
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APPENDIX V: EXAMPLE OF INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTION – 
TEACHER INTERVIEW (in Swedish) 
(57 min transkriberat material. S = Sara, L = forskaren). 
 
S: Då ska vi se här vad vi hade för planer … det här var alltså period två ja 
tema nuevo mmm precis asså vi började med bara att prata om dårå vad är 
Sydamerika och vad är Nordamerika och vad är Centralamerika … det 
harom ju ingen koll på alls liksom och vi lyssnade på den hära Latinoameri-
ca med den här Ccalle Trece och du var där å presenterade dig… 
L: vare ngt arbete i textboken då? 
S: Nej, det tror jag inte … tidigare hade vi nog använt vissa kapitel, eller om 
det kom före… 
(perioden innan, min komm.) 
S: Sen kommer v 46 och här har i ganska mycket planering ser jag… 
mmmhhmmmm. Adiós le pido lyssnade vi ganska mycket på här ja… och 
den gillade dom, jättemycket… 
 L: var fick ni den låten ifrån? 
S: Den är ju… det är väl en Juanes-låt va, eeehhh (nynnar) Adiós le pido… 
eeeh, det var väldigt bra för att förstå det här… eh, det har ju inget med 
konjunktiv å göra, alls, men de är ju inte så vana vid… vid såna här kon-
struktioner, ju, eeem, objektiv av… asså verb som inte fungerar som vanliga 
verb liksom,,, amen det äre ju inte, asså, vad blire, att man sätter ”a”  fram-
för, eeeh… amen de gillade den låten i alla fall 
(S berättar att de spelade den med spotify och att thon hade gjort en lucktext, 
min komm.) 
S: jag kommer inte ihåg varför jag ville att de skulle lyssna på den… men på 
nåt sätt så försökte vi komma in i Latinamerika, han är ju ändå, colombian 
ju, Juanes, för att introducera dem till Latinamerika, förstå att det är olika 
länder och sådär, men vi hade ju det är dubbelspåret här, att också introduc-
era konjunktiven och det gick ju bra, så det var aldrig några problem med 
dom dära konjunktiven, för sen fick dom ju bra användning för dem, ee-
hhh… 
Här har vi [namn på den andra spanskläraren] då ja… ja sen hade vi ju ock-
så en del Amnesty material då som vi ville föra in, och det hade ju då med 
arbetet att göra eftersom vi ville få in mänskliga rättigheter i det här, och så 
använde vi Amnestys kampanj som dom hade där, det började liksom i de-
cember där och då läste vi deras material, som var ett brev va… och just det, 
så det här var också som en grundinformation, mänskliga rättigheter, 
Latinamerika, och få upp intresset liksom, och sen så skulle vi introducera då 
det här grupparbetet….  
Eeem… och då ska vi se hur det flöt på här då… nästa vecka… och då såg vi 
ju också den här filmen, Sin Nombre, ja vi tog ju ganska lång tid på oss att 
sätta igång (fniss) men det är ju också för att eleverna är rätt sega och gaska 
svårflirtade, är min bild, när de går i tvåan , så de tycker inte  att spanskan 
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eller språken är så himla högprioriterade så man får liksom  litegranna lura in 
dom nu på ett nytt spår och det här var ju ett ganska stort spår, så vi tog till 
alla medel som vi kunde för att få in dem verkligen,  på det  här spåret, och 
då vare med filmen, och med musiken, och med mänskliga rättigheter som 
dom också nappa ju på, det här med mänskliga rättigheter som dom ju verk-
ligen nappade på liksom… och här använde vi också Amnesty Internationals 
material i det här, Los Invisibles, som ju är korta dokumentärfilmer som sen 
ledde till långfilmen Sin Nomre, och det är ju väldigt gripande kortfilmer så 
de funkade också jättebra i det här… 
Men sen var det då att vi hade gjort grupperna, och sen fick de här grupperna 
önska ett land som de skulle jobba med, och där minns jag att jag var lite 
besviken på deras val av länder… 
L: Ja hur tänker du då? 
S: Jamen jag tänker, såhär, två grupper Chile, två grupper Colombia, asså de 
hade inte … det var inte så mycket variation, det var som att dom kände bara 
till några eller få länder och det var de länderna de valde… de brydde sig 
inte om att verkligen kolla upp vad finns det för länder att välja på, och 
såhär… utan att, nej, nån hade vart i Costa Rica och så nej, då ska jag jobba 
med Costa Rica och såhär…det tycker jag är lite tråkigt, att tänka så… 
L: hur kommer det sig tror du i efterhand att de landade i de länderna som 
de gjorde? 
S: Jag tror att de tycker det är skönt om de har lite förförståelse eller kanske 
känner såhär: ”jag kan redan en del”, men jag tror också att det bidrog till att 
de inte ansträngde sig så mycket och då trodde dom att då kan jag leva på det 
jag redan kan… 
(Tid i intervjun: 6:30. L frågar: Kommer du ihåg vilka länder de hade? S. 
kontrollerar). 
S: …och då blev det asså Cuba, och då vet jag att han här, asså han är sådär 
riktigt jätte såhär, Che Guevara entusiast, så då tog ju han det, det var inte 
förvånande, eh, det där var nog ett, de var nog nya och fräscha tror jag, och 
även de där, Venezuela… men här, du ser två Chile, den där blev Colombia, 
två Venezuela, i stället för att, det kunde blivit mycket bredare spektra 
liksom, jag blev lite besviken på det, och INGEN har valt Centralamerika, 
tex, de har tagit  de där stora länderna, och ja förlåt, Costa Rica är faktiskt 
Centralamerika, och sen ja, men det, jag vet inte om det var en nackdel eller 
inte, nej, det behöver det inte ha vart… 
… och sen så hade vi… nu  ser jag att grupperna börjar surfa där vecka 48 
(just det, det var ju då jag var med) jaa, och då måste vi haft vecka 48, 49 
och vecka 50, så de jobbade nog på (S kontrollerar hur mycket tid de lagt) 
… proyecto och proyecto och proyecto och proyecto… ja de fick ju hålla på 
jättelänge, och sen så kom ju nästa period, och  det här höll ju på nästa peri-
od också, och då, fick de ju egentligen inte mer arbetstid utan det var de här 
veckorna de skulle jobba, och tanken med det  var ju också att det skulle 
vara lite såhär skönt innan jullovet, och de skulle få jobba lite på egen tid 
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och sådär… eh, sen vare nåt prov här men det var ju ett muntligt prov, som 
baserades på filmen, Sin Nombre, så det blev ju faktiskt ett väldigt lyckat 
prov… 
(S berättar om provet som eleverna fick ut en tankekarta till) 
S: …och,… ja, de jobbade på, som sagt var, och så vet man ju inte så mycket 
vad som händer, liksom, men frågan var vad hade de för material, då… 
L: Jaa, vad tycker du att de fick för resurser, för att fixa jobbet? 
S: Mmmm, vi började med att ha en presentation och en instruktion, här, 
(pekar) 
L: Ja, vi kan titta igenom den… 
S: Ja, och projektet hette ju Latinoamerica, och underrubriken hette lo mejor 
y lo peor de un país hispanohablante para un viajero consciente, och jag 
tycker att det var ett väldigt bra, ett väldigt bra namn, för att vi fick ju in, 
asså det ska vara både fördelar och nackdelar, asså det blir nyanserat då, om 
man ska tänka i kunskapskravstermer, och att vara medveten resenär, fick ju 
dom också att, asså vi styrde in dom mot att, tänka på att såna saker dårå…  
eh, här var våra mål… att lära känna ett spansktalande land och leta infor-
mation… autentisk information på nätet… och möjligtvis andra källor då, 
eh… att kunna presentera sin information, både muntligt och skriftligt… 
intressant information, då… att delta muntligt och skriftligt i presentationer, 
och att utöka sitt ordförråd, ja… 
L: visst valde du färgerna och formerna i keynoten? 
S: Jaa det kändes lite latinamerikanskt… eh… och sen lade vi… vi förtydli-
gade det här, att de var medvetna resenärer som tänker både på människor, 
naturen och djuren… jag tycker det var bra, faktiskt, och sen vare vad dom 
ska producera här, ja, både muntliga presentationer, upp till E-nivå, klämde 
vi till, och det var väl både bra och dåligt att vi gjorde så… 
L: hur tänkte du då, att det gick upp till E? 
S: Det var så att vi inte har så många examinationstillfällen, så skulle vi haft 
den där, och sagt att den var upp till A, då skulle det ligga i provschemat, 
och uppta en plats i deras provschema, och det skulle vara på bekostnad av 
andra provtillfällen, ååå… mmm… men det som faktiskt var asså, efteråt så 
tyckte eleverna att asså, amen gud, vi lade ned så himla mycket jobb påre här 
och så räckte det bara till E. Men vi hade ju då en hemlig agenda, så att vi 
skrev ju i våra egna anteckningar, och dom elever som faktiskt gjorde väldigt 
bra redovisningar, dom… fick ju cred för det i efterhand då, och likadant, de 
som bara gjorde på väldigt väldigt svag E-nivå de gjorde det i alla fall, och 
de kanske inte hade gjort det annars, om vi hade haft ännu högre krav, så jag 
tycker nog i alla fall, eller det vart bra ändå… 
… å sen då att skriva… 
(vi pratar om ifall eleverna trodde att de skulle kunna fått högre betyg.) 
S: Eleverna lade ned mycket jobb och tyckte att det här är mer jobb än en E-
uppgift. Det är alltid några i varje grupp som vill göra ett väldigt bra arbete, 
och då blir det mer än E, och då känner de andra i gruppen såhär att aaa, jag 
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gör ingenting, eller de duktiga blir sura på dom svaga då, för att de inte en-
gagerar sig, men på nåt vis ändå så tycker jag att det, det kanske funkade 
ganska bra det där… 
(Tid: 14:10) 
L: kommer du ihåg hur grupperna formades? 
S: Det var vi som gjorde grupperna. Jag tänkte att de skulle vara faktiskt från 
olika program, det skulle blandas och man skulle samarbeta med någon som 
man vanligtvis kanske inte samarbetade med. Och jag tror väldigt mycket på 
det för att språklektionerna är ju de enda lektionerna de har när de är blan-
dade över programmen och då behöver man inte vara med sin kompis på just 
dom lektionerna… 
L: har du några tankar kring det nu i efterhand? 
S: Jaa jag tycker att de uppskattade, jag kan inte säga att just de här har 
skrivit det i sina utvärderingar, men de som går i ettan uppskattar det, de 
säger att de tycker det är jättebra att du har fått oss att lära känna andra … 
och, för där jobbar jag ganska hårt med att forma olika grupper… 
(vi pratar om en annan årskurs kursutvärderingar) 
S: … sen det här brevet då, det skulle bedömas 
L: Jaa, de fick feedback där… 
S: först vare ett e, på e-nivå, skriv det här brevet, och sen vare då, då feed-
back utav oss, och sen skriva om det här brevet, på en lektion  
L: var det ett prov då? 
S: Njaeee, jag tror inte att, näe, vi lade inte det som ett prov faktiskt utan vi 
la de på en lektion, och dom fick hela lektionen på sig att bearbeta brevet, 
efter vår feedback, och så fick de lämna in det igen då, som version två, och 
det tycker jag var ett jättebra upplägg, för att då får man verkligen syn på det 
där att de kan bearbeta och förbättra sina egna texter, att de tar till sig då, den 
feedback man ger, och det var en rimlig arbetsuppgift också… att skriva ett 
brev på E-nivå, det är ungefär som en läxa, det kan de göra när som helst, 
och så fick de 80 minuter, att jobba med det liksom, det kändes såhär juste 
upplägg, och det var ju det  vi krävde av dem ja… 
(Tid: 16: 32. Vi pratar sedan vidare om moment i projektet som kom långt 
efter själva forskarlektionen, när tex eleverna skulle vara med på en diskus-
sion) 
S: Men, vi går tillbaka till våran den här… sen hade vi ju, vi gav ju dem vad 
de skulle skriva om, och, både vad de skulle presentera och vad de skulle 
skriva i brevet ja…. 
L: hur tänker du kring det nu då? 
S: Eh…  jag tänker att de kanske inte riktigt förstår vad sitios de interés är… 
de tänker ju inte riktigt som vi... tänker (fnissar)…  
L: hur tänker du då, tänker du ren översättning eller…  
S: Nämen asså dom är ju inte några vana resenärer, att planera en resa, asså 
de är ju ändå väldigt unga fortfarande, såhär 17 år, för dom att... asså när du 
och jag tänker såhära att ja nu ska vi ut och resa  till intressanta platser, då 
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tänker vi att vi ska ut och resa, och lite sånt och lite sånt och lite såhär att 
aaa, kul liksom, men det har dom aldrig gjort  i hela sina liv, så det var lite 
för svårt asså… så man skulle faktiskt kunna …. Kanske styra upp dem ännu 
mer… och säga, din resa är två veckor lång, eh, tänk att ni både kanske vill 
ha, aaa, ni vill resa omkring, ni vill se olika platser av landet, ni vill både 
vara i land och stad, asså där skulle de behöva lite mera styrning …. För att 
när dom bara fått höra sitios de interés, asså då skulle dom kunna skriva 
liksom att vi går på paintball, och det är kul nog liksom, vi behöver inte göra 
mer, när vi kommer till Colombia… eh, så… 
(Tid: 19:26) 
S: …och likadant såhära, ”lite historia”, asså dom, dom vet inte, asså dom 
har lite svårt för å sortera vad är intressant historia, dom vill börja från bör-
jan å dom vill ha med varenda årtal… 
L: Det är svårt för dem att sovra? 
S: Jaa, vad är intressant – vi har ju inte ens specificerat att det ska vara 
intressanta delar av historia utan bara – aaa där skulle man också kunna hjäl-
parom lite… men det var ju sånt man handledde muntligt handledde dem 
med…. Eh, ”jag tcker inte det är intressant att veta vilka generaler som 
styrde hit eller dit och då eller då liksom… 
L: fick du frågor om sånt? 
S: Jaa, de ville veta, såhära: ”Äre här bra”? För dom hade ju delat upp det 
inom gruppen såhär att aaa, jag ska visst ta upp historian liksom, ja men jag 
… det där är inte intressant, fick man ju säga liksom… ta bort det där… det 
är ingen som kommer å lyssna om du står o pratar om generaler och vad dom 
hette hit och dit... 
… amen det HÄR, det här fattar dom ju här på (skolans namn) (skrattar). Los 
derechos humanos – och det lyfte ju deras presentationer sen i slutändan att, 
de tar upp såna, de får samhällsperspektiv på sina presentationer – för det 
handlar inte bara om vattenfall å höga berg såhära utan det blir, jättebra 
såhär samhällsperspektiv, det tycker dom är väldigt bra,… 
…sen kan man undra då, una persona famosa…. Tog de väl inte så allvarligt 
heller… en del, utan… jag tror inte t.ex. att de tar reda på vad nån idag tyck-
er är en känd person, utan de hittar då  vad verkar man skriva mest om, och 
… lite oengagerat, kanske... 
L: Skulle man kunna ha stöttat det på något annat sätt då? 
S: Jaa, asså jag tycker att det verkligen skulle kunna – man skulle kunna 
jobba mycket mer med det – och vad är en känd person och inom vilket om-
råde, och kanske inte bara en person, för om dom nu delar upp det här inom 
gruppen och en person var skulle jobba med det: ”jaha då tar vi Che Guevara 
och det är bara att hitta hur lätt som helst lite information om Che Guevara 
och sen så är jag färdig liksom, i stället för att kanske ta reda på en känd 
person idag på Cuba, vad är DET för person, å ha lite olika alternativ… 
kanske till och med såhära, säga att jag hade dom hära personerna, såhär 
gjorde jag för att välja ut, så att det blev en process liksom, och då lärom sig 
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ganska mycket under den processen, då, att först börja ta fram tio personer, 
och sen så kollaru me nån som, du måste prata  med ngn som är lite insatt i 
ditt land och be dem ge dig argument för varför man ska väja den ena eller 
den andra … eller såhär, så blir det lite mer såhär dynamiskt liksom… 
(Vi pratar om att använda andra källor än nätet. Tid: 22:38) 
S: Men de hade ju faktiskt… jag tycker de fick mycket tid här att jobba själ-
va här… och presentationerna, jag tror faktiskt att vi höll på dem där, mmm, 
sen vare väl det här, att första versionen kom in där ja, och den andra ver-
sionen, jag tror det var vecka åtta, som vi tog en hel lektion, för vi lyfte bort 
det ur provet – du vet att vi hade språkprov vecka åtta, då lyfte vi ur det 
skriftliga och sa att nu får ni en hel lektion att jobba med det skriftliga… så 
det höll ju på ända till vecka åtta kan man säga…  
(…) 
L: Då har vi tittar på instruktionerna de fick… ska vi gå tillbaka till virtuella 
rummet och titta vad för material de fick… 
S: Mmmm, vi hade ju det hära, países y enlaces, … jaa, jag tycker det var 
juste att de får, att de fick de här, ehh… men sen vet jag inte riktigt hur 
mycket de har använt sig av det, faktiskt,  ummmm…. Det ha jag lite svårt 
att veta, eftersom de fick jobba ganska självständigt där dom där veckorna… 
och… mmm… 
L: …och att det var juste att de fick ut den… 
S: Ja det tycker jag  
L: Men vad tänker du om det – tänker du att de fick ngt slags styrning där, 
eller varför var det juste liksom? 
S: Jamen istället för att dom bara söker, planlöst, liksom, … och det, så skare 
va tycker, jag , att de ska ha länkar liksom… men sen så kanske re va så att 
ehhh… eftersom här, det gavs en känd person liksom, eeee… sen vet  jag 
inte vad det blev, om dom (läser i dokumentet) jamen Shakira valde de ju… 
och, min hade inte den,…. De hade ingen känd person eller… men de hade 
nog Chavez den gruppen … men hur kom HAN in på Bolivia (skrattar) han 
har flyttat runt… 
… Vi hade väl ingen från Peru… Costa Rica… nejmen, jag vet inte hur 
mycket de använde sig av den men jag tycker det var jättebra att den fanns. 
L: vad fick de mer ut som resurser då? 
S: Vi ska se… vad jag har lagt upp här… (tittar runt i virtuella rummet) … ja 
här är de där sångerna om Latinamerika… här är nånting om los derechos 
humanos… ja just det, det jobbade vi med innan ja, och de här artiklarna, de 
var liksom läsförståelse, helt enkelt, och ganska mycket ordkunskap, blev det 
av det, för här kommer det frågor till den också dårå…. Eeehhh…. A, du ser 
det är väldigt mycket såhära… 
(S. läser vad dokumenten på Amnestys aktuella hemsida heter) 
S: (…) proclamadas de declaración…. Och det här gick vi igenom kommer 
jag ihåg, att det var faktiskt väldigt matnyttigt liksom, för att annars hade 
dom nog, kanske, slarvat med det de läste och sånt… så de fick mycket… 
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ORDKUNSKAP där…. Sen använde vi ju deras hemsida här då, Amnestía 
Internacional, och, vi var ju med i deras kampanj ju, och skrev vykort och 
grejer… 
L: hur tänker du att det kan användas som en resurs? 
S: Ehhh, ja dom förstod nog asså den hära, hur svårt det är, asså at mänskliga 
rättigheter är så svårt i Latinamerika, och ja, att de kände sig lite delaktiga 
när vi skickade de där vykorten, mmmmm…. (…) det var ju såhär vy-
kortskampanj som vi gick med i och skrev på, (…) men jag tror att de gillar 
att det är…. Men att man … det måste kännas verkligt liksom, att det är, och 
så hade vi också en kampanj för (den andra läraren) var ju med i det här 
med Amnesty-gruppen på skolan, så att det blev lite affischer, och det var 
bord, och man skulle, kunde skriva på lajv liksom, vykort och grejer, och det 
hände ju samtidigt som vårat projekt så jag tror att de ändå kände men att det 
här är något, som är på riktigt liksom,… 
(S pratar om att rollspelet just hade varit, så att eleverna var ganska insatta 
i saker och ting) 
S: Så jag tror att det var väldigt bra att Latinamerikaprojektet var parallellt, 
för det kändes ju som väldigt aktuellt… 
L: kommer du ihåg flera dokument? När du startade upp i dubbelklassrum-
met att nu ska vi jobba med det här… om du skulle svara på frågan såhär: 
vad fick eleverna med sig för resurser ut, när de gick därifrån och skulle 
sätta igång? 
S: Ja då hade ju vi, då hade ju vi, jamen asså då hade ju vi gjort saker IN-
NAN också, så att jag tycker både den här, den hära Latinamerikalåten, med 
calle 13, eeehhh, mänskliga rättigheter, Amnesty Internacional och både Los 
invisibles och Sin Nombre, de hade ju fått liksom via olika medier, om man 
säger, fått med sig, eeemmm… och… jag tror att det var, alltså mest hade de 
fått inspiration, och ett såhära, heee…visuellt problem, och kanske att Sin 
Nombre skrämde dem från att över huvud taget vilja jobba med Mexico eller 
de här andra länderna i Latinamerika, för att den är så otäck liksom… 
… det var ju ingen som valde varken Mexiko eller… kanske att de tyckte att 
fy, dit vill jag inte åka, det är jag inte intresserad av liksom…. 
L: Men då kan jag sammanfatta som några resurser, så får du säga om du 
tycker det stämmer eller inte, att dels så tittade du på några resurser som, 
dels så tittade du på er planering sen innan projektet väl drog igång, att ni 
tittade på textböcker, ni tittade på Amnestys texter och fick ordförråd 
S: mmm 
L: … ni tittade på film 
S: mmm 
L: …och ni hade de  här sångerna med er 
S: mmm 
L: … och sen så gick du  igenom den här power pointen  
S: mmm 
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L: och så hade de den där weblistan – är det några flera, som du skulle kun-
na säga att… 
S: Ja en planering, fick de ju, de visste hur mycket tid de hade på sig, och 
sådär, jag måste tänka hade vi ngn inbjuden eller sådär … vi hade ju en tjej, 
som kom tillbaka men hon kom inte förrän efter jul (Malin), som hade bott 
ett år i Honduras, hon kom och hade muntlig presentation om Honduras, 
jättefint gjorde hon det, väldigt personligt. 
(Sara berättar mer om den f.d. eleven) 
S: Men annars hade vi nog ingen inbjudan, ingen vad jag minns i alla fall…. 
L: vad var tanken att de skulle jobba i en grupp med tre personer i, i stället 
för att göra det i helklass, eller en och en? 
S: Jaha, nämen det går ju ihop med skolans övriga inställning, att jobba i 
grupp, för att kunna diskutera sig fram till saker och ting, få flera, hela tiden 
få flera perspektiv och lösningar på problem eller frågor eller så, och det 
kändes helt självklart liksom att det skulle vara i grupp, och lagom stor 
grupp, så man inte kunde gömma sig utan alla måste bidra eemmmm…. Det 
var ju såklart problem då om dom bara va tre och så kommer en liksom, men 
dom sinsemellan hade delat upp det där eeehhh... Och dom jobbar ju med 
sina dokument i ‘Drive’ så att även om nån inte finns där så finns det doku-
mentet tillgängligt och dom kommunicerar med varann via dokumentet 
väldigt mycket... eh… det var nån grupp som var sura för att det var en liten 
svagare grupp där många har hög frånvaro så dom blev ju extra sura på 
varandra liksom, när de aldrig var där, eeehhh, men det var faktiskt lite 
medvetet, vare…  
S: … amen jag tycker nog att de hade, jag tycker att det hade liksom bra 
förutsättningar, sen harom, asså dom är vana att använda datorer, vi gav 
‘rom förslag på länkar, via dom länkarna sen så kan ju dom hitta andra 
länkar så det tror inte jag, det var aldrig så att dom kom och klagade: ”ååå vi 
har inget material, vi vet inte ad vi ska hitta…” det hörde jag aldrig liksom, 
utan, dom hade nog sitt, DET var inte det som var problemet… 
L: Är det ngt annat som du kan tänka i efterhand att det där borde de ha haft 
som ytterligare eller andra resurser men som inte de fick, eller det där skulle 
de haft nytta av men det använde de aldrig… 
S: Neee…. Jomen asså en grej som vi brukar ha med är att de alltid ska in-
tervjua nån… och det brukar vara otroligt bra när dom gör det, men det är 
aldrig så att alla gör det, tyvärr, och vi skulle ju kunna ha haft det som en 
ytterligare obligatorisk källa… och jag tror vi hade det på tal, men vi strök 
det, jag vet inte, men det blir ju alltid mycket bättre då, om de får bolla sin 
presentation eller sitt material, liksom, med nån som kommer från det 
landet… det tror jag hade vart riktigt bra. 
L: Om du skulle försöka sätta dig in i – eller gissa på – vad upplevde de som 
svåraste med projektet – vad tror du de skulle svara då? 
S: Nu måste jag bara undra – utvärderade inte vi projektet? 
(S. letar efter utvärderingen i rummet. Tid: 35:40) 
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S: … att grupperna inte riktigt var samspelta… och det var ju så att vi satte 
ihop dem liksom en från Estet, en från Sam och en från Natur…  de var ju 
inte vana att samarbeta med varandra liksom… och sågs ju aldrig annars, 
utan det var ju bara på språklektionerna som de sågs, så jag tror att det är 
svårt, kanske, att komma överens inom de här grupperna, och också kanske 
svårt då att ha en gemensam ambitionsnivå, för det står ju liksom inte här… 
när de fick veta hur många lektioner de hade, så står det liksom inte att nu 
måste du ha hunnit såhär långt, ehhh… men vi flikade in det på vissa lek-
tioner, att nu tycker vi att ni gör en tidsplan, och nu ska ni ha hunnit såhär 
långt…. Att det sköt vi in liksom efter hand, när vi märkte att de var lite 
såhär röriga… och eee….aaaa…. 
L: Om du å andra sidan skulle säga ngt du tror att de upplevde som lätt? 
S: Nu måste jag tänka här… asså jag kan tänka mig, att för dom att hitta 
informationen ÄR inte svårt, för dom är så himla vana liksom vid att söka… 
så att över huvud taget hitta informationen tror jag var lätt, men sen då att 
veta vad dom skulle plocka ur och såhär, vad e relevant från historien och 
vad e relevant som vi sa tidigare då, intressanta turistmål, sånt… de är lite 
för unga för att förstå vad det skulle kunna vara liksom…. 
L: Har de tagit upp något i utvärderingen…  
(Vi pratar om att det är en kursutvärdering, inte bara för projektet). 
S: Något som uppskattades var att det var varierade uppgifter och uppskattat 
med alltid aktuella uppgifter, och kreativt…. I år var temat mer 
strukturerat… 
(Tid: 40: 56)  
S: Asså grupper måste man nästan… asså man måste ju göra ngt slags pro-
jekt ju, eftersom det finns i kunskapskraven att välja texter och använda tex-
ter i sin egen produktion, så på något sätt måste de ju göra ett eget självstän-
digt arbete, och att göra det helt ensam, tror jag inte på riktigt… sen skulle 
man kunna tänka sig att man jobbar i par i stället för i grupp, men jag tycker 
att det här var ett bra, jag tycker att det här projektet var bra, faktiskt, och vi 
kommer ju hela tiden på nya – det händer ju så mycket i Latinamerika hela 
tiden så man kommer ju på nya ideer hela tiden. 
L: var det ngt som du tyckte var svårt att stötta med, medan de var i det 
liksom? 
 
S: jaa det är väl det hära, när samarbetet inte funkar liksom, det handlar 
mycket om dynamiken., det är ju just svårt i språkgruppen, det är inte alls 
samma sak med samarbetet när man jobbar i klasserna liksom… 
L: när de är i samma program? 
S: Jaa men samtidigt så tänker jag att om de hade gjort sina, om de hade vart 
helt ensamma med det här, ja då ska ju … det blir ju inte samma såhär en-
tusiasm som när faktiskt en grupp går fram och presenterar sitt land och om 
det sen ska vara en individ som presenterar sitt land, så för det första så 
räcker inte länderna till, och jag tycker nog att det finns en poäng med att det 
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är grupper liksom… så det är klart att det skulle kunna ha vart par, liksom, 
det skulle det kunna ha vart… 
L: Fanns det något i materialet eller tillvägagångssättet som du tyckte var 
svårt att hantera liksom - för dig? 
S: Asså jag kommer inte på det nu… det är ju alltid jobbigt med projekt, det 
är ju det, asså såhär stökigt och man är ju lite orolig och hur ska det gå och 
GÖR dom nåt överhuvudtaget, liksom, men ehh… det har man väl kanske 
vant sig vid redan, så det är ingenting som jag tänkr på att det är speciellt 
svårt utan, så är det liksom, och sen längtar man sen då lite efter vanliga 
lektioner då, när dem här projektperioden är slut, för att man vill styra upp 
det liksom, men dom, jag kan tänka mig att dom… eller jag är ganska säker 
på att dom är rätt nöjda med det här, och vissa sken ju upp då, när de verkli-
gen fick göra SIN presentation då, när de vanligtvis tycker det är tråkigt med 
spanska, men att det här var kul…. 
L: Har du någon tanke om att – visst valde alla att göra Keynotes – för ni 
hade väl några alternativ….? 
S: Jaa jag tror att alla valde det…. Asså det är ju så svårt att visa något om 
man gör en affisch – det blir så litet och så ser folk liksom inte…. Prezis är 
det ju en del som gör också, men jag undrar, jag tror inte det var ngn som 
gjorde det den här gången…. Men alla hade någon digital presentation. 
L: Om du hade en klon som skulle göra samma projekt, vad skulle du ge den 
för råd då? 
S: Jagskulle säga såhär: bjud in ngn också, ha en extern gäst, det ger en 
väldig skjuts också  
(S pratar om att de har ju haft det så tidigare) 
S: …. Jaaa, jag måste tänka, det är klart att man alltid kan lägga ned mer 
arbete på strukturerad handledning och sätta press på dem, och tvinga dem at 
lämna in tidsplaner och strukturera, men ibland måste ju elever få vara ock-
så, hitta sin takt liksom, allting annat är så himla strukturerat… och vi hade 
ju grammatik under tiden också, grammatikläxor varje vecka… det syns ju 
här… 
S: Men jag tycker ändå att det var en bra kombo: jag ska kunna vara med i 
ett samtal, kunna göra en presentation och kunna skriva ett brev. Så om jag 
skulle rekommendera min klon skulle jag säga att det här funkar, liksom, 
men att bjud in någon extern också …. 
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Appendix VI: Example of IAP: minute four to six (example from Ana) 
Kursiv: yttrat på annat språk än svenska. (Kursivt i parentes): metakommen-
tar. Från början fanns ett fåtal foton i en egen kolumn längst till vänster. De 
togs dock bort tidigt i processen. 
 

 

Tid$ webplats$ språk$ tabs$ Anas$handling$
på$skärmfilmen$

Konversation$ Position$
och$gester$
(ej$klart$–$
togs$senare$
bort$som$
kategori)$

00:04:03$ $ $ $ $ A:$varesåhär,$sarom$såhär$
att$man$måste$va$inne$på$
typ,$såhär$

I:en$spansk$sida$

A:$nä$men$det$kändes$som$
att$hon$sa,$att$det$måste$va$
typ$såhär…$va$vare$hon$sa?$

A$tittar$
mot$I,$I$och$
E$på$sina$
skärmar$

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Vad$var$det$hon$sa?$$

I:$Att$det$ska$vara$typ$
autentiskt…$$

A:$a$just$det$autentiskt!$

E:$Ja$just$det,$Att$det$ska$
vara$AUTENTISKT$$

A:$Vad$innebär$det$
egentligen…$(tystnad.$
allmänt$fniss)$$

I:$asså,$om$jag$ska$va$ärlig,$
allting$ska$vara$skrivet$i$
original,$liksom…$Men…$det$
är$ju$svårt$att$veta$om$en$
källa$är$original…$$

E:$Det$händer$inget$om$jag$
stänger$ned$dom$här$
flikarna$va$…$

A:$Händer,$vaddå…$med$
rutan$näe?$$

E:$nej$det$göre$inte…$$

När$A$
säger$vad$
innebär…$
tittar$även$
E$upp,$
först$på$A,$
sen$på$I.$I$
tittar$på$de$
andra$
tjejerna$
och$
gestikulera
r$med$båda$
händerna.$
Sen$lägger$
hon$ned$
dem$på$
tangentbor
det$igen.$
Alla$tittar$
på$sina$
skärmar$
igen$

00:04:35$ Es.wikipedi
a.org/wiki/
Mestizaje$

$ $ Klickar$på$en$
hyperlänk$i$den$
spanska$texten,$
som$heter$

$ $
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”mestizaje”$

$ $ $ $ Står$först$stilla$ E:$Joho,$det$gjorde$det$ E$ryggar$
tillbaka$
sittandes$
och$
närmar$sig$
sedan$
skärmen$
igen,$ler$
stort.$A$
tittar$på$I,$I$
tittar$upp$
och$ler.$$

$ $ $ $ Scrollar$nedåt$
ganska$sakta$

I:$jag$delare$med$er…$ $

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Nice!$ $

00:04:53$ $ $ $ $ A:$okey,$men…$(Hittills$30$st$
yttranden)$

$

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Nu$ska$vi$serå…$$

E:(fnissar):$Den$spelar$in$
ljud$också,$eller$hur?$Ja$det$
gören…$$

A:$Gören?$$

E:$Ja…$

A:$Gud…$

$

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Jag$vet$inte$riktigt$om$vi$
ska$börja$med…$

$

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Eeeh…$$ $

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Kolla$mina$mail$är$gröna,$
det$är$inte$coolt$$

I:$Nehej$

(…)$

E:$fast$man$kan$harom$rosa$
om$man$vill$eller$blåa,$fast$
blåa$erom$redan,$tradigt….$

E$vänder$
sin$dator$
mot$I$även$
A$lutar$sig$
fram$för$
att$se$på$Es$
skärm.$I$
tittar$på$
sin$skärm$
och$skriver$
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på$
tangentbor
det$

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Ööööh$jag$tänker…$Vi$
kanske$ska$börja$med$att$
läsa$den$generella$
informationen$eller$om$vi$
ska$börja$direkt…$$

I$Tittar$
upp$
samtidigt$
som$hon$
scrollar.$A$
tittar$
fortfarand
e$mot$I.$E$
slänger$
med$håret.$$

00:05:19$ Google$
sökruta$

$ $ A$går$upp$på$
listen$och$
klickar$på$ett$
av$sina$
snabbval:$
Google$Drive$

I:$före$var$ju$lite$generella$
rubriker$om$vad$man$skulle$
ha$med$$

A:$Ja$precis…$Det$var$det$
också$

$

00:05:23$ Google$
Drive$hem$

$ $ Går$inte$in$på$
I’s$dokument$
utan$skriver$i$
sökrutan$på$
Drive:$
Venezuela$–$
väljer$
Venezuela$
klimatrollspel$i$
den$
rullgardinsmen
y$som$kommer$
upp$(fjärde$
alternativet)$

A:$de$va$väl…$ $

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Här$är$den.$ $

00:05:37$ Google$
Driveb$
dokument$
klimatrollsp
el$

sv$ $ Kommer$in$i$ett$
dokument$från$
ett$tidigare$
arbete:$ett$
klimatrollspel,$
där$A$var$
medlem$i$
gruppen$som$
var$Venezuela.$

I:$Eehhhh.$alltså,$basic$
information,$información$
básica,$och$sen$så…$
intressanta$platser,$typ…$
eeeehhhh…$

$

A$läser$
från$I’s$
skärm$när$
I$pratar.$I$
anv$båda$
händerna$
på$datorn.$
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Scrollar$ned$

$ $ $ $ $ E$(excl):$Latinoamérica!$
(samtidigt$som$hon$klickar$

på$hyperlänken)$

$

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Men$det$här$är$inte$det$

här$

I:$intressanta$platser…$

$

00:05:45$ $ $ $ $ I:$ÖÖööh,$historia…$$

E:$Var$finns$den$där$

nånstans?$$

I:$det$finns$på$fronter:$$

E:$var?$

A:$eeeh…AAAA$

I:$Mänskliga$rättigheter$å…$

en$känd$person$

$

$ $ $ $ $ I:$Jag…$pastear$dom$här,$
men$jag$vet$inte,$det$kanske$

är…$

$

00:05:55$ $ $ $ Scrollar$ned$ I:$men$jag$testarom$här…$

men$jag$vet$inte,$det$kanske$

är$bäst$å$bara$börja$lite,$

med$information$å….$$

E:$Här?$Va?$Vilken…?$Asså$

var$äre$nånstans$

I$pekar$på$E’s$skärm:$där$

I:$Eller$om$vi$ska$dela$upp$

det?$Asså$Det$går$ju$

snabbare?$$

A:$Asså$jag$tycker$att…$

Alla$tittar$

mot$sina$

skärmar.$

När$E$

säger$

Vilken$

vrider$hon$

sin$skärm$

mot$I.$I$

pekar$på$

Es$skärm.$$

00:06:05$ $ $ $ Markerar$ett$

stycke$i$texten$

A:$Asså$jag$kan$ju…$

I:$men$jag$har$pasteat$det$i$
dokumentet$$

A:$Mhmmm$va$bra$$$

E$vrider$

tillbaka$sin$

dator$

A$anv$bara$

höger$

hand$på$
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musplatta
n.$E$också.$

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Här!$(hittills$63$st$
yttranden)$

$

00:06:13$ $ $ $ Markören$står$
stilla$

A:$Asså$i$våran,$såhär,$i$
vårat$rollkort$typ$då$om$
Venezuela,$så$har$vi…$som$
en$introduktion$av$landet…$$

I:$DET$är$ju$jättebra!$

(fniss)$

A:$Men$det$är$ju$i$och$för$sig$
på$svenska,$men…$$

I:$Men$det$gör$väl$inget$

E:$fakta$som$fakta$

A:$Å$sen$så$har$jag$hittat$…$

A:$men$jag$kan$typ$klistra$in$
det$så$kan$ni$få$kolla$vare$
står$

I,E:$MMmm$

E$leker$
med$ett$
sudd.$Alla$
tittar$på$
sina$
skärmar.$A$
tittar$
omväxland
e$på$
skärmen$
och$på$I.$
(00:31$på$
videofilme
n)$

E$tittar$
kort$mot$A$
när$hon$
pratar.$

00:06:34$ $ $ $ $ I:$Ja$antingen$det$eller$så$
(ohörbart)$

$

00:06:40$ $ $ $ Markerar$en$
del$av$texten,$
som$är$ganska$
lång$

A:$fast$om$jag$klistrar$in$
den$så$kan$vi$hjälpas$åt$att$
öevrsätta$det…$hehe$

…OCH$typ$ta$ut$det$
viktigaste$

I:$Aaa$

$

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Asså$det$var$så$kul…$ I$lutar$sig$
snabbt$
tillbaka$
och$sen$
framåt$
igen$

$ $ $ $ $ E:$Jaha,$kan$man$skriva$där$
Google$punkt$es$(uppe$i$

E$tittar$på$I$
som$tittar$
tillbaka,$E$
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APPENDIX VII: GROUP A WORK DOCUMENT AT THE END OF 
THE WORK SESSION 
                                    COSTA RICA  
___________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

INFORMACIÓN BÁSICA - 
Costa Rica, oficialmente la República de Costa Rica, es una república de 
América Central. Con Nicaragua al norte, Panamá en el sureste, el Océano 
Pacífico al oeste y al sur, y el Mar Caribe al este. Su capital, centro político y 
económico es San José, y su idioma oficial es el español. Costa Rica es una 
pais no supergrande es aserca de lago Michigan en Estados Unidos. Costa 
Rica tiene una naturaleza muy rica y biodiversidad interesante. Hay más de 
130 especies de peces, 220 de reptiles, 1.000 mariposas (10% de mariposas 
de todo el mundo se encuentra en Costa Rica!), 9.000 plantas, 20.000 espe-
cies de arañas y 34.000 especies de insectos. El pais tambíen tiene muchos 
parques nacionales y áreas protegidas de diversas organizaciones ambien-
tales. Approximal un cuarto del todo Costa Rica es esto parques. Costa Rica 
aspira a ser carbono neutral para el 2012.. La esperanza media de vida de 77 
años es uno de los más altos del mundo. El Tico promedio hace 6.000 dollar 
al año y el trabajo asalariado promedio es 10 dollar de por día, el más alto de 
Centroamérica.  
Cómo el politicó Costa Rica tiene una mujer Presidenta, Laura Chinchilla. 
Costa Rica no tiene pie ejército. Constitucionalmente fue abolido en 1949. 
Es un de los países primero que no tiene un ejército en tode del mundo. Cos-
ta Rica es un país católico, pero garantiza la libertad de religión. Los derech-
os humanos esta mas bién de El Tico promedio hace 6.000 dollar al año y el 
trabajo asalariado promedio es 10 dollar de por día, el más alto de Centroa-
mérica.  
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http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Rica#Historia  
 

Sition de interés (platser av intresse) - ecoturismo (Ekoturism är 
ansvarsfullt resande som bidrar till skyddet av naturmiljöer och till 
lokalbefolkningens välbefinnande) och fairtrade  
 
1. Costa Ricans call themselves Ticos and Ticas. 
 
2. Costa Rica is slightly smaller than Lake Michigan. 
 
3. There are 800 miles of coastline, both on the Atlantic and Pacific.  
 
4. Costa Rica border Nicaragua to the north and Panama to the south. 
 
5. It only takes up .03% of planet’s surface but holds 5% of its biodiversity! 
 
6. There are over 130 species of fish, 220 of reptiles, 1,000 butterflyes (10% 
of the world’s butterflys are in Costa Rica!), 9,000 plants, 20,000 species of 
spiders and 34,000 species of insects!  
 
7. More than 25% of Costa Rican land is protected national parks and refug-
es. 
 
8. They don’t really have summers and winters like the USA, but a dry sea-
son that runs December-April and a rainy season that runs May-November.   
 
9. The average life expectancy of 77 years is one of the highest in the world. 
 
10. Costa Rica has a female president, Laura Chinchilla. 
 
11. Costa Rica has no standing army.  It was constitutionally abolished in 
1949. 
 
12. They claim a 96% literacy rate.  In very poor and rural areas, where chil-
dren can’t get to schools, they teach classes over a national radio station. 
 
13. Costa Rica is a popular choice for American expatriates who want to 
retire in the tropics. 
 
14. When a woman is pregnant they say she is “con luz,” or “with light.” 
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15. A saying I love is that when someone is your significant other, your oth-
er half, they are your “media naranja,” or the other half of your orange. 
 
16. “Pura vida” is the national saying, which means “pure life,” a sunny, feel 
good expression used as a greeting, goodbye, or if someone asks how you 
are doing. 
 
17. The average Tico makes $6,000 a year and the average wage labor is $10 
per day, the highest in Central America. 
 
18. Costa Rica is aiming to be carbon neutral by 2012. 
 
19. San Jose is only a 2 hour flight from Miami and 3 ½ from New 
York.  They have nonstop flights from New York, Houston, and Miami. 
 
20. Names are confusing in Costa Rica.  Ticas do not take their husband's 
last name.  The woman uses her full maiden name for life.  No changing of 
national ID cards, drivers licenses, etc.  She also adds her mother's maiden 
name. Children take their father’s name.   
 
21. The older generations of Ticos are not tall, so most furniture, like chairs, 
couches, beds, etc. are built 6-8 inches lower than in the US.    
 
22. Locks (on houses, doors, and gates) almost always work backwards. 
 
23. Milk, eggs, and other perishable items are often sold unrefrigerated. 
 
24. It is common to buy wine in little paper boxes, which you do refrigerate. 
 
25. Often times milk is sold in a little plastic bag, and you have to cut the 
edge with scissors to open it, which often results in inexperienced gringos 
covered in milk and putting water on their cereal. 
 
26. Costa Rica is a Catholic country but ensures freedom of religion.   
 
27. Nearly all Catholic churches face west. 
 
29. On the Atlantic Coast, the Caribbean side, most of the population is de-
scended from African roots, like Jamaica, and speak Spanish as well as a 
patois. 
 
29. A Costa Rican female swimmer won a gold medal in the 1996 summer 
games in Atlanta. 
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30. Costa Rica is the longest-standing democracy in Central America.  
 
http://www.normschriever.com/2/post/2013/03/some-fun-and-crazy-facts-
about-costa-rica.html 
 
 

Även om det costaricanska köket idag serverar allt från sushi till hamburgare 
så finns fortfarande en stor del av det klassiska costaricanska köket kvar i 
kulturen. Maten är smakrik, fastän mild, relativt fettfri, protein- och kolhy-
dratrik, med mycket färska grönsaker, frukt, kött ochkyckling kryddat med 
koriander, paprika och till viss del chili. Till maträtterna är ris den vanligaste 
kolhydratkällan och serveras ofta tillsammans med någon typ av sås, dessa 
såser består ofta avvitlök, majsmjöl, svartpeppar och lök. Matkulturen vari-
erar något under året beroende på de olika kristna högtiderna som betonas av 
den katolska kyrkan och särskilt påsk då vissa typer av maträtter nästan helt 
försvinner och andra typer av frukt och mat blir vanligare.[51] 

Den klassiska rätt som brukar betraktas som både Costa Rica och Nicaraguas 
nationalrätt är gallo pinto (bokstavligt "målad tupp"), en maträtt bestående 
av ris och svarta eller röda bönor kryddat med lök, vitlök och finhackad pap-
rika. 

 

Un poco de la historia -  
 
Costa Ricas historia är en av de med mest fred och politisk stabilitet i hela 
Latin Amerika. Under 1900-talet har Costa Rica endast upplevt två våld-
samma perioder. Den ena var 1917 då Federico Tinoco Granado tog över 
Costa Rica och gjorde landet till en diktatur. Federico blev dock störtad två 
år senare och tvingades gå i exil.  
 
Den andra var 1948 då José Figueres Ferrer ledde ett beväpnat uppror på 
grund av de groende hatet hos dem Costaricanska befolkningen mot mili-
tären i landet. Teodoro Picado som då var president i Costa Rica använde sig 
mycket av militären för att behålla stabiliteten i landet. Det slutade i ett in-
bördeskrig som i historieböckera ska komma att kalla det Costaricanska in-
bördeskriget. Det blev den blodigaste perioden i Costa Ricas historia. Över 
2000 personer dog.  
 
José Figueres Ferrer gick vinnande ur slaget och avsatte militären, blev den 
förste demokratiskt valda presidenten efter kriget och blev na-
tionalhjälteförklarad.  
http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Rica#.C3.84ktenskap 
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UNA PERSONA FAMOSA -  
Francisco Amaghetti 
En 1907, junio nace en San José, Costa Rica. En el hogar de Juan Amaghetti 
Petensí y Ángela Ruiz Echeverría.  
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APPENDIX VIII: GROUP B WORK DOCUMENT AT THE END OF 
THE WORK SESSION 
- Información básica  
Venezuela es un país en el norte de América del Sur con costas bañadas por 
el Mar Caribe, y es casi dos veces el tamaño de Suecia. El país tiene aproxi-
madamente 30 millones personas. El mejor partido se llama Partido Social-
ista Unido de Venezuela (PSUV) y es un partido muy socialista. Hugo Chá-
vez era el presidente de Venezuela desde 1999, pero muerió 2013. El cor-
riente presidente es el socialisto Nicolas Maduro. 
- - - - - 
 
Venezuelas ekonomi domineras av oljan, som svarar för runt 90 procent av 
landets exportinkomster, hälften av statsbudgeten och en fjärdedel av brut-
tonationalprodukten (BNP). Trots försök att utveckla andra näringar har 
landet inte lyckats bryta beroendet av oljan. 
I slutet av årtiondet levde över hälften av venezuelanerna i fattigdom. Vene-
zuela har en utlandsskuld på 67 907 999 000 $. 
 
- Sitios de interés (especialmente algo de ecoturismo y fairtrade) 

o Salto Ángel 
Es el salto de agua más alto del mundo con una altura de 
979 m (807 m de caída ininterrumpida (“oavbrutet” 
fallande)). Esta situada en el Parque Nacional Canaima.  
En el siglo XXI, fue una de las 28 finalistas en la elección 
de las Siete maravillas naturales del mundo. 
(http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salto_%C3%81ngel) 

- Un poco de la historia  
Venezuela fue una colonia española durante muchos años, pero la independ-
encia del país se desarrolló entre 1810 y 1823. La revolución de Venezuela 
dio pie a varios otros sucesivas indepencias en suramérica.  
 
 
- Algo sobre los derechos humanos 
 
- Una persona famosa 
 

HEJRÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ :P 
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APPENDIX VIV: LIST OF WEB SITES USED BY INDIVIDUAL 
STUDENTS (in browsing order) 
ERIN: 
www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Rica          - Swedish 
www.drive.google.com Google drive – to create the working document  - 
Swedish 
school web page - to get to the virtual room       - Spanish 
www.landguiden.se                - Swedish 
www.landguiden.se - following the hyperlink for ‘Costa Rica’  - Swedish 
www.landguiden.se - following the hyperlink for ‘Costa Rica – history - 
Swedish 
www.vacationcity.com - through search words in Spanish: ”costa rica 
personas famosas”.  
First link she follows in Spanish.    -Spanish 
www.mason.gmu.edu - through search words in Spanish: ”costa rica per-
sonas famosas” (a ppt. made by some American students)     - Spanish 
www.prezi.com - through search words in Spanish: ”costa rica personas 
famosas” (a prezi made by some students).    - Spanish 
www.peperonity.com     -Spanish 
www.galeriavalanti.com     -Spanish 
www.fransiscoamighetti.com     -Spanish 
 
MICHAEL: 
www.drive.google.com To find the group document   - Swedish 
www.sv.wikipedia.org Through the search word ‘Costa Rica’ on Google 
search - Swedish 
www.sv.wikipedia.org/Costa_Rica    - Swedish 
www.sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Rica#.C3.84ktenskap   - Swedish 
www.normschriever.com Through searching ‘fun facts Costa Rica’ in 
Google search  - English 
(Different hyperlinks from Swedish Wikipedia)   - Swedish 
school web page – to get to the virtual classroom  - Spanish 
www.tuparada.com  - From the web link-list   - Spanish 
www.tuparada.com/tarjetas/fechas-especiales hyperlink with postcards - 
Spanish 
 
ELLA: 
school web page     - Spanish 
www.drive.google.com To find the group document   - Swedish 
https://www.google.es/#q-venezuela through changing goog.e.se to 
google.es and search word: ‘venezuela’      - Spanish 
http://lexin2.nada.kth.se Online dictionary   - Spanish -  

-
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Sw
edi
sh 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salto_Ángel Through searching ‘sitios de interés 
Venezuela’      - Spanish 
www.facebook.com/groups Facebook group used between the teacher and 
the class - Spanish 
www.lingro.com    - Spanish-   - Eng-

lish 
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estado_Bolivar    - Spanish 
www.explorandorutas.com/ecoturismo Through teacher’s web-link list - 
Spanish 
 
ISELINE: 
www.google.es     - Spanish 
www.drive.google.com To create the group document   - Swedish 
www.google.es/#q=venzuela     - Spanish 
school web page virtual room    - Spanish 
www.elpais.com As a result of a search list where she searched: “noticias 
venezuela” - Spanish 
www.gobiernoenlinea.gob.ve Trough a link in the search list from “noticias 
Venezuela”  - Spanish 
www.venezuelatuya.com Following a hyperlink from Spanish Wikipedia 
 - Spanish 
www.venezuelatuya.com/historia    - Spanish 
www.venezuelatuya.com/histori/colonia    - Spanish 
www.lingro.com    Spanish/   English 
www.youtube.com (link to Youtube found through the teacher’s web-link 
list Spanish 
www.wikipedia.se search hit through search words: “Kristoffer Columbus” 
after a discussion about where he was from      Swedish 
 
ANA:  
www.wikipedia.org/wiki     - Swedish 
www.es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venezuela Through changing the language 
button at the Swedish site to Spanish      - Spanish 
www.es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mestizaje  Through changing the language 
button at the Swedish site to Spanish      - Spanish 
www.drive.google.com To find the group document   - Swedish 


